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At last - the amazing Amstrad space-game 

MACHINE CODE 
CRACKED 
W h a t it is, how to d o it, the books to r e a d 

MINI-LISTINGS 
3 g r e a t t ype - i n graphics p rog rams 

MEGA-MAPS 
Dragonto rc and Sorcery Plus revea led 

MARSPORT 
It's the M a s t e r g a m e . Plus Spy v Spy, A d r i a n Mo le , Herber t 's Dummy Run, 
Terrormol inos, Dynami te Dan a n d much, much more 



"NIGHTSHADE" recommended retail price £9.95 inc VAT. 
Available from W.H.SMITHS, BOOTS, J.MENZIES, WOOLWORTHS 

and all good software retail outlets. Also available from 
ULTIMATE PLAY THE GAME, The Green, Ashby de la-Zouch, Leicestershire LE6 5JU 

(P&P are included) Tel: 0530 411485 



UP 
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HOT REVIEWS 
54 M a r s p o r t . First In the Siege of Earth trilogy from 
Gargoyle. John Marsh saves us from the Sep'. 

38 B i g L e a g u e Socce r . Guide the lads through 
the league m thts engrossing strategy but it's a tough old season. 

38 3D G r a n d P r i x . Vroorn' vrcom1 Artisoft's motor 
racer gets on the grid. 

41 Sou l of a R o b o t . Mastertronic's massive follow-
up to Konterraqueous Save the world - again 

46 D y n a m i t e D a n . Save the world from the evil 
Baron Blltzen in Mirrorsoft'sdefinitive platform game 

5 3 S p y V . S p y . Out men in the floppy hats and big noses 
try :o outdimwit each other in the Beyond blockbuster 

60 C a u l d r o n . Bubble bubblt- toil and trouble in 
Palace's big arcade adventure Features broomsticks, bata. magic etc 

63 H e r b e r t ' s D u m m y R u n . The degenerate 
baby is back again in another colou rfulcorkor from Mi'r.rogen 

66 Batt le of Br i ta in . PSS • 
Fight off the Luftwaffeandmake it youi fim-i* hour 

68 B o u n t y B o b Str ikes B a c k . T. usoo\c 
platform boauty 

22 T a s w o r d 6128 a n d P ro tex t . Two 
classy word processors get the treatment 

DECEMBER SPECIALS 
70 CUte. At Uwt! W e prev iew the blockbuatmg spoco game 

1— 

J 

• J l 

33 M a c h i n c C o d e c r a c k e d , whant i s how 
todo it. the books ;o read 

95 Sorcery + . The whole thing 
- mapped 

74 Gargroyle. Focus on the men who maaeMarsport Ana 
Dun Darach 

92 D r a g o n t o r c . Detailed full-colour map of thr fits: 
.••even area? th* hardest ones 

JUICY OFFERS 
104 S u b s c r i b e . Amazing offer two FREE US Go'.d 
games when you subscribe to Amntrad Action 

86 W i l l o w Pa t t e rn . aOcopiesofFirobirdsoriental 
teaser can be won m our slightly ditficuli competition 

85 Ma i l O r d e r . Get your games on the cheap with our 
discount offer 

88 M a p s , p o k e s , t ips . There s soil £300 going for 
the oest contnbunon3 to Cheat Mode 

87 M i n d s h a d o w . 75 people must win copies of 
ACTI vision'S mysterious adventure 

100 M o d e m o f f e r . Skywave muti port and modem 
for only £129 95 

86 B e a c H - H e a d 2. 30 action-packed copies of the 
action packed blaster from US Gold must be won 

ACTION REGULARS 
6 Ed -L ine s . 

^ announcements 
Containing more very important 

-M 8 Re Act ion . Five pages o ! witty angry sad outraged 
leiters From YOU 

22 Se r ious S o f t w a r e . Three sub-£50 word pro-
f ; cesors rev iewed 

26 P l u g - i n s . AMX Mouse Is this the rodent thai will ^T* 
change your l i f e ' 

37 Act ion Test. All the latest gameu reviewed using thr 
i ^ j ^ unique AA system 

78 A d v e n t u r e s . The Pilgrim boldly goes forth once 
again and finds Adrian MolemTerrormolinoa 

f 
4 

88 CHeat M o d e . The sneakiest section around pre 
sents the meanest tips and maps 

18 C h r i s t m a s a d d •OAS. The Amstrad family 
choose those little extras that can make all the difference 

96 Type - ins . Listings get in with some very interesting 
graphics programs 

k W L 100 Hot Stuff . Readers' charts and special offer form 



•OD P A R T II 
Official game of the film. Take the role of Sylvester Stallone in these 
action-packed battle sequences. 

KNIGHT RIDER 
The indestructable car from the winning T.V. Series with you as the driver 
"The ultimate-driving team"! 

HANKIE GOES TO HOLLYWOOD 
Award winnina arcade adventure. Discover the power of Zap as you explore 
the secrets of the Pleasure Dome. 

Ocean House • 6 Central Street • Manchester M2 5NS • Telephone 061 832 
= = = z = = = 

Limited 
Oceans G 



Join Daley in these 8 new exciting Arcade Events to test your skill and stamina 

Best selling Spectrum soccer game now available for your Amstrad 
3-D simulation with real " l ive" match play. 

Ocean Software is available from selected branches of. 
(^l.WHSMIIH ,rjmUM£.WOOiWOimf .lASMS.Rurnbe\ows Spectrum Shops and all good software deaJers. 

_ - — 
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J H U H 
Amstrad Action ffl 
Valeside 
West Street 
Some r ton 
Somerset TA11 7PS 
Tel: 0438-74011 
(This JiVthe address for all 
editorial matters and for sub-
s c r i p t i o n * ^ 
adverti 

EDITOR Peter Connor 
SOFTWARE EDITOR Bob 
W a d e 
ART'EDFTOR Trevor Gilham 
ASSISTANT ART EDITOR: 
Geo rge Murphy 

PUBLISHER Chris Anderson 

Wanted - Cartoonists i 

Amstrad Action is looking for regular 
cartoonists to Inject mudi-needed wit 
and style into our pages. W e want you 
to submit catoons related to computing, 
and Amstrad computing in particular. 
Cartoons that will have us rocking with 
laughter. Cartoons that bi te with 
savage wit. Cartoons that make us cry 
with their poignancy. You get the 
picture. 

When we get your pictures we'd 
like them to be in ink - preferably black 
- on plain paper . Please don't use 
colour. The cartoon Idea motters more 
to us thon great draughtsmanship, since 
the AA ArtTeam can a d d subtle embell-
ishments to your drawings if they need 
any. W i t h Christmas looming you might 
like to bend your thoughts to comment-
ing on the season of goodwi l l and over-
indulgence — but don't feel you have to 
stick to that. 

W e hope to pr int lots and lots of 
your funny, sad etc. pictures. You can 
submit as many as you like. The cartoo-
nists we like best will be asked to pro-
duce work for us regularly and will be 
rewarded with money as well as fame. 
So dust off those drawing boards 
N O W . 

I Send you artistic efforts to-. Car-
• toons, Amstrad Action, Somerton, 
Somerset T A M 7PS. 

Competition Winners 
There was a huge response to the BouJderdash and Way of the Fist 
competitions in our first issue - despite the fact thai Fist had some 
pretty weird instructions. 

But Di. after spending a couple of days picking out the win-
ners, has come up with fifty names per comp Tnese fortunate 
people should at this very minute be chopping. kicking or digging 
their time away, 



Mystery Reader 
Last month ;ve reported that not 
one single solitary copy of 
Amstrad Action 1 had been sold 
in Somerton. But shortly after the. 
magazine went to press, one 
copy disappeared from the shop. 
We can t be sure it was actually 
bought, but all the signs seem to 
suggest that was the case 

Now we can reveal that Issue 
2 has also sold one copy - a stag-
gering 333% of newsagents 
stock m this Somerset metropolis 
- or Royal Town of Ancient Wes-
sex as they like to say on the road 
signs. Please drive you horse arid 
cart carefully through the town. 

Last month we promised to print 
your opinions of the games we've 
reviewed But because of the 
time factor, and the fact that we 
got a lot of pre-production soft-
ware, we haven't been able to 
print any this month. 

Fear not, though. Next month 
we'll do a retrospective Voice of 
the People, publishing your 
views of the games we reviewed 
in this issue. So there'sstill a good 
chance of expressing your feel-
ings. Ana if you get your hands on 
the very latest stuff, pen a few 
lines and send them in pronto 

We've also come to the 
conclusion that virtue is. per-
haps, not its own reward So the 
opinions we like besi - and they 
won' t necessarily be the ones that 
agree with us - will be receiving 
a free piece of software from the 
AA vaults. 

Remember to keep your stuff 
pretty short no more than 80 

words. You should be aiming at 
something on the lines of the Sec-
ond Opinion boxes in this issue. 
Put it on a postcard or the back of 
an envelope only and send it 
to: Voice of the People, Amstrad 
Action, Somerton, Somerset 
TAU7PS. 

What a show! 
Along with 10,000 or so other en-
thusiasts. the A A Team made it to 
the Amsi raa Show on October 5th 
and 6th - the one at the 
Novotel.that is. And what a show 
it was! 

We took down 1,000 copies 
of Issue 2 and sold them all by 4 00 
p.m on the second day It was cer-
tainly a very enjoyable expe-
rience meeting so many of our 
readers and getting a first hand 
idea of their opinions - even the 

unflattering ones 
Some of you also got a lot 

more out of the show Mrs. Pan-
cott of Weymouth encountered a 
young man who was able to show 
her the way out of Dun Darach 
But not everyone thoughi they 
needed to buy a copy of the 
magazine a couple of younger 
readers' flicked through the 
pages, found the Frank Bruno 
tips, calmly made a note of them 
and proceeded on their way 

Well, we're glad to have been o? 
some service 

There was a staggering 
amount of software and peri-
pherals on display at the show 
we've gol a full report with 
photos in Amscene. There will be 
another show at the Novotel on 
January 10th, 11th and 12th of next 
year We'll be there - if you are 
too, then come and say hello 

W H O ' S H A D 
A N 

ACCLIOENT! 
I ' M OFF TO THE: 

H O S P I T A L T O SHE 
A FfZlBNTD 

A NA<BTY FIOAD 
A C C I D E N T 

AT THAT A 

• I WAS H IT 
WHILE W 

M Y C 5 

Toot in hospital 
Not because he's ill. No he's just visiting a very sick friend and 
having a secret laugh about the trouble that car has given him 1 
always did think Toot had a very nasty streak m him This latest 
Toot International Production was brought to you by Nicholas 
Coles of Alresford. Hampshire. 



More lovely letters. It's al l h e r e - t h e sorrow and the pity, 
the ups and the downs , the swings and the roundabouts. 
You wri te in and editor Pete Connortr ies to save face w i th 
his replies. 

So if you w a n t to let us k n o w how you feel about 
Amstrad Act ion, put pen to paper or f ingers to keyboard 
and send the result to: Re Action, Amstrad Action, West 
Street, Somerton, Somerset TA11 7PS. 

And remember - some of these letters w i l l be earn-
ing their writers FREE SOFTWARE. 

Disgruntled, 
Glasgow 
Amstrad Action, 'the one they 
never had in the shops', the one 
that 's not likely to be in this news-
agents and the one that 's not like-
ly to make it in the world of com-
puting literature without the 
good will of those you have 
chosen to decry Your advertis-
ing blurb in search of subscrip-
tion customers is. to say the least, 
of a very offensive nature to-
wards the very people who will 
be giving the reader his first 
opportunity to taste the undoub-
ted delights of your literary 
genius 

After all is said and done, will 
the public say you're the one? 1 
say not! If you're unable to grasp 
the basic fundamentals of the 
strategies of successful magazine 
marketing, then you have 
grasped a nettle in the first 
crucial moment of your being. 

Notwithstanding, may your 
magazine go from strength to 
strength with every issue, for I at 
least know the interdependence 
that each of us has for the other in 
the search for profitability. 
Alan Drununie (disgruntled 
newsagent) 
East Kilbride. Glasgow 

Mr Drummie - you have every 
right to be disgruntled, after that 
insensitive phrase from an AA 
hack in Issue 1 about boneh-
eaded newsagents' We can only 
offer our humble apologies to 
you personally and to Britain 's 
newsagents as a whole. 

I 
r A M S T C A P 
C: ACTION NOT 

Arnold's the boss 
Ever had that sinking feeling? 1 
always get the mick taken out of 
my wonderful machine Every-
one else has a Commodore 
(yuck) 

I have played some games 
on the crummy Commodore 
which I've got on the Amstrad 
Sorcery, Everyones a Wally 
and they're horrible When you 
load a game on the commy you 
must be very quiet 1 won't even 
be allowed to eat my crisps So 
tell those commies who's boss 
Simon Evans 
Morden, Surrey 

We've always said here at A A 
(hat Arnold is a computer you can 
be proud of. Stand up to your 
friends and don t take any non-
sense But we don 't go in for 
abuse of other computers or their 
o wners we think it s beneath an 
Arnoldian's dignity to trade in-
sults You know you re doing OK. 
so why worry about the others? 

Interaction 
In all my years in computing since 
my ZX 81 your magazine is the 
only one I have written to. as it's 
so interactive with its users. 

After buying your first issue 1 
thought about subscribing but 
thought 'How could you possibly 
get better?' Looking throough 
issue 2. you have-and so you will 
shortly be receiving my cheque 
foi your great special subscrip-
tion offer 

On my questionnaire form I 
told you not to use somes' in your 
games reviews and use sound' 
instead but you still are Why is 
this? 

Could you also please tellrne 
how to get more than 112,000 on 
Way of the Exploding Fist, as I just 
can't see that this is possible. Is it 

using cheat modes? 
Frederick Perldn, 
Burton-on-Trent 

We like to think that we're inter-
active and user-friendly - and 
that we 11 go on improving We 
always listen to readers' advice, 
but we don't usually take it when 
only one person seems to think in 
a certain way. As in the case of 
sound and sonics You could try 
getting up a petition among re-
ader gs. As for Fist, take a look at 
he High Score pages - you may 
Find an interesting challenge 

Owt for nowt 
Managed to get hold of a copy of 
your mag at last Read n from 
cover to cover and enjoyed 
every page It takes something 
special to prise brass out of us 
hard-headed northerners but 
you 11 get a lot of response from 
up here if you can keep up the 
standards set so far and those 
offers' (if there's owt for nowt 
we're there with wheelbarrers.) 
Subscription, order for Shadow-
fire and Spy v Spy. competition 
entries and massive cheque en-
closed Get them goodies to m^ 
as fast as you can 

For me the most interesting 
items this month were the Soft-
ware Reviews. I particularly liked 
the fact that you were so honest 
about games you did not like 
However it does seem to me that 
some of your reviews could have 
benefitted from a longer associ-
ation with each program as so 
many of the games I have bought 
in the last six months have failed 
to live up to their initial promise 
Listed below are a few of those 
games with my ov/n 'Bad News' 
comments on them 
MASTERCHESS Can't play 
chess. An example played at 

level 9 with no forced moves 
Arnold playing black White 
opens I.E2-E4. E7-E5 2F1-C4 G8-F6 3 B1-C3 F8-C5. 4 C3-D5 
F6-D5(?)5.Dl-F3. E4-F2(??)6 D5-
E 3 . F 2 - HI (???) 7. F3F7 
CHECKMATE!" Try it yourself. 
SOFTWARE STAR: Overdoes the 
RND function Any resemblance 
to serious business is purely a fig 
ment of the author's imagination 
The kind of program that gives 
bosses a bad name. 
HOLDFAST Likely to turn would 
be pacifists into enraged killers 
If you have 77% or more support 
after negotiating you win, any 
less you lose &10 for ten minutes 
working that out is a bit steep 
HUNTER KILLER Ouite amusing 
at first but soon palls when you 
realise that it is so easy to catch 
enemy vessels from the rear, tim-
ing your dives so as to reach 
30(ft?) just as the depth charges 
explode and surfacing immedi-
ately. 50 kills in a couple of hours 
is not unrealisUc but so boring 
Strange things happen to the bat-
tery strength indicator when it 
goes over the top and once, when 
I left the sub running east at full 
speed, it went off the chart, pre 
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sumably heading overland to-
wards Berlin to finish the war on 
its own 
STEVE DAVIS SNOOKER Great 
as long as you have a white ball to 
play with Mine has a tendency to 
vanish m mid-shot. Arnold 
freezes solid (dumbfounded?) 
and refuses to co-operate 
further 

Fortunately for the software 
industry such games are quite 
rare (1 hope) 
and most of my collection more 
than make up for the odd lemon 
My favourite at present is Knight 
Lore Even though I have com-
pleted it a few times I'm still 
drawn back for more I really 
must get hold of Alien 6 one day 
(Hmt.hinl.) 

Finally a plea to the Pilgrim 
Any chance of a series on stan-
dard puzzles likely to crop up in 
Adventure games? I foolishly in-
vested in three Adventure 
games, Erik the Viking. Emerald 
Isle, and Skull Lord, but have yet 
to get sta rted in any of them. 

I look forward to the next 
issue popping through the letter-
box ana. should a suitably edited 
version of tilts letter make it onto 
you reader 's page I would like 
nd. I won't be greedy, but please, 
please, please not another ad-
venture game. 
RL Grant 
Warrington, Cheshire 

Thanks for the opinions Mr 
Grant We think you '11 see fewer 
lemons' as time goes by. But 
what can you mean by Hint, hint '? 

Agony and ecstasy 
I read your letter in the second 
edition of AA about the mix up of 
the Amstrad Show I was one of 
the unfortunate 'wallies' who 
went to the Tech West Centre 
after seeing it had been changed 
from the Novotel in Popular Com-
puting Weekly 

When we got to the Tech 
West Centre on the door it said 
Amstrad Computer Show at 
Novotel'! We also met another 
man there who had done the 
same as us Eventually we got to 
the Novotel and after queueing 
for about one hour we got in - and 
what a show it was. Will there be 
one next year' 
John Black 
Wymondham, Norfolk 

I 'm glad it was all worth it in the 
end There will be another show 
at he Novotel on January 10th, 
11th and 12th of next year We 11 
be there again. 

Nice people 
I visited the Amstrad Computer 
Show at the Novotel in London 
and it was better than 1 ever could 
have imagined it to be 

One of the most enjoyable 
stalls at the show was the Amstrad 
Action stall. I found you to be 
some of the nicest people at the 
show. 

My meeting with Bob and 
Pete was so good that 1 asked you 
to autograph mu copy of Amstrad 
Action. When I got home. I was so 
pleased at how well the mag was 
set out I decided to subscribe to it 
What can I say. except brill fab 
and it beats the pants off the other 
Amstrad mags available 
Robert Burns (remember the boy 
who had the nerve to write down 
the Frank Bruno codes?) 
Stockton-on-Tees 

How could we forget you. Rob-
ert? You even get a mention on 
the Ed Lines pages I'm glad to 
hear that you came back and 
bought a copy and even gladder 
that you liked it so much Bobandl 
agree with you we think we 
were some of the nicest people at 
the show too 

' i»/HAT AfcooT NE ' 

Bitten by the bug 
1 would like to say first that as a 
complete beginner at computing 
1 really do enjoy your mag.! am 
not a young man, being 54, but I 
have really been bitten by the 
bug I have a 664 and of course, 
like your other 664 men I am a 
little disappointed to be dumped 
so quickly, having got my Arnold 
in July. 

Having started gemng the 
other two mags originally I was 
delighted when a completely 
new magazine called AA came 

| out I did not feel so left out It was 
as if we were both starting out 
together on a new adventure 

Obviously, being new at this, 
it takes me hours to type listings 
in. and 1 would like your expert 
opinion I seem to be getting very 
cynical about listings It seems to 
me that it is a con trick to get 
people to buy cassettes or discs, 
because no matter how many 
times 1 type listings m. nine out of 
ten will not work because of one 
thing or another 

The point 1 am tryng to make 
is this. An expert programmer 
would not need to type some-
body else's listing in. because he 

could probably make his own 
games up. So being an amateur at 
this I am lost when such things ap-
pear on the screeen like DIM 
ARRAY I have the USER 
MANUAL but some of it is com-
pletely over my head If you do 
start doing listings, please help 
the poor enthusiastic amateur by 
getting them correct as it is de-
moralising after six to eight hours 
at the keys for the program to 
crash on me, because I am much 
too new at computing to figure 
out the more subtle faults 

Once again, thanks for the 
thoughtful advice and inform-
ation in your mag. 1 am sure you 
will gel more praise for your 
efforts than brickbats such as you 
received from D Butterworth 

Personally, if I did not like a 
magazine I would not buy it I 
would certainly not show my ig-
norance by writing such tripe to 
you You get 10 out of 10 from for 
publishing it because it took 
courage to let your readers see 
the other side of the coin I appre-
ciate that you and your team must 
work very hard to get this mag in 
the shops 
Gerald Earnahaw 

Birch wood, Warrington 

J can't help but agree with just 
about all the points you make Mr. 
Earnsha w As you il see from the 
listmgs we've printed in this 
issue, we 're not going in for 
mammoth ten-part type-ins 
We'll be sucking, on the whole, ro 
short useful programs that will 
cut down the chances of error 
We 're glad you like the mag. We 
think it's something of an adven-
ture too - although one that s had 
its nasty surprises over the last 
couple of months Stick with us 
and see what happens. 

A cautionary tale 
Unhke the majority of readers 
whose letters were published in 
AA 2,1 did not rave about this new 
magazine straight away' I appro-
ached with caunon, due to the fact 
that the cover was not the usual, 
straight-laced BASIC format 

After flicking through the 
new mag that was full of reviews I 
still remained unimpressed 
However, when I finally parted 
company with a small £1 coin. I 
felt I had to read the whole maga-.' 
zine. as the anicles were so 
varied/humorous/interesting 

The jumbled up (pardon 
the expression) format of the 
magazine is so refreshing and 
makes compulsive reading 

Also, unlike many of the re-
aders. I shall not cancel my sup-
port to CWTA as your magazine 
is so totally different and there is 
room for both of you on my 
bookshelf 

Also on the plus side, it is 
nice to see editonal comments 
after almost every letter instead 
of only one or two Thanks for a 
bright new mag' 
N Smith. 
Burton-on-Trent 

J don i think 1 will pardon that ex-
pression. Mr. Smith. 'Jumbled 
up', mdeed' Pistols at dawn. Or 
would you prefer Amstrads at 50 
paces? 

Plain brown 
envelope 
I completely disagree with David 
Butterworth of Hampshire, who 
sent in his letter of abuse. Admit-
tedly. there were a few mistakes 
in Issue I but that was due to the 
rush to get the mag ready in time, 
as explained in Issue 2 

I was committed to another 
Amstrad magazine until your 
mag came on the scene. Can t you 
put more colour in the reviews? 
They don't lok too good in black 
and white 

Also, would it be possible to 
put the magazines in plain brown 
envelopes, because when it is de-
livered. anybody can see what 
computer I own 

All my friends think my 
Amstrad is rubbish, but 1 know 
better. There may not be as many 
games out there for the Amstrad 
as gfor other machines but 
Locomonve Basic is by far the 
best and the Amstrad is better 
than other computers value-wise 
as well 
Gareth Knight, 
Chorlton. Manchester 

Plain brown wrappers? This isn't 
a dirty mag you knov/ Gareth 
Read your AA with pride! 

Your ngh io l reply AMSTRAD ACTION DECEMBER 1985 9 
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Battery fraud 
While having a free read in the 
local WHS I saw this eye and the 
word Amstrad. A swift scan re-
vealed no programme listings, so 
naturally I bought it. I hate typing 
for days, then waiting a month for 
corrections In one case I had to 
send a stamped addressed 
envelope 

Being an adventurer your 
subscription offer misses me by a 
mile, unless you offer equivalent 
adventure software, which might 
tempt me - there's £3.50 at stake 
here I already have TWO maga-
zines a month, so I shall buy yours 
for 6 months, when it could take 
the place of one of them, or not. 
First impressions are good, but 
I'm a loyal sort of chap so you've 
got your work cut out 

Plus my wife is getting sus-
picious about the number and ex-
pense of the "batteries" essential 
for working Arnold, and has 
more than once commented how 
like audio tapes they are. I'm not 
sure how long I can keep it up 

So you can see, £3 a month for 
those old books, plus God knows 
how much for "batteries"; could 
cause a certain coolness The 
bathroom hasn't been decorated 
for years 
John W Birch 
London N15 

You'd better hide this copy of the 
magazine Mr.Birch. If your wife 
reads it she'll find out that they 
aren't batteries at all What 
colour are you going to do the 
bathroom? 

Lamentation 
I am an owner of a CPC664 which 1 
bought about 2 months ago. After 
1 read a review on the CPC6128 
that came out . I was absolutely 
furious for wasting my "money" 
which is hard to get nowadays on 
a CPC664 So I wrote to the 
Amstrad User club and humbly 
asked if I could trade in my 
CPC664 for a CPC6128. but they 
were not very helpful , with a 
feeble excuse saying that their 
company had been damaged due 
to past promises made, concern-

ing launch and delivery dated of 
products. and that under the cir-
cumstances therefore, they pro-
pose no action to be taken 

In my opinion it has been the 
people who bought the CPC664 
that have been "damaged' and 
someone should do something 
about it! But who? 
Alastair Lam 
Belfast 

Yours is a common problem that 
looks as if it can be solved only by 
getting one of the commercial up-
grades now coming on to the 
market But I can see you 're still 
going to be sore. 

Hoot for Toot 
I first noticed Arristrad Action in a 
jumble sale at my local tip. After 
tearing off the front cover and ad-
miring the picture of Bob Wade 
on page 3 1 thought what a great 
mag Amstrad Action was going to 
be. 

After reading it through 102 
times I decided to put pen to 
paper and send you a note (C 
minor). 

Al last a non-boffin' Amstrad 
mag. However, speaking on 
behalf of all the other Action re-
aders (both of them) I would like 
to see a regular cartoon strip 
featuring that moronic-golfball- • 

on-stilts-thing Toot 
Andrew Bowden 
Loughborough 

Lots of things are planned for 
Toot, Andrew not all of them 
pleasant But a cartoon strip is a 
possibility 

Golf BALL OV STILTS, 

ID PARADE 

Cut price? 
When are software houses going 
to realise the full potential of the 
CPC 464? It has far better 
graphics than the Spectrum and 
yet we gel dumped with revam-
ped Golden Oldies of yes-
teryear. Often just straight con-
versionsat higher prices! I mean, 
£8 95 or even £11.95 - for a 
game seems to me ridiculous 
when the average schoolktd gets 
about two quid a week. That 
makes five weeks' pocket 
money And they expect kids not 
to copy their friends' games 
Who are they kidding! 

So come on software houses 
- reduce those prices! After all. 
it's the kids who buy most of the 
games...isn't it? 
Aaron Byers 
Scotland 

I'd be very surprised if it was the 
kids who buy most of the games. 1 
suspect that Mum and Dad often 
have to fork out. And I doubt it 
we U see software houses reduc-
ing prices as long as people go on 
buying them for £8.95 or more. 
But pretty soon we should start 
getting games developed on the 
Amstrad at the same time as, if not 
before, other machines 

x 
664 demise 
I have just read a letter by Ivor 
Spital, Laboratory Manager of 
Amstrad Consumer Electronics, 
who writes "I don't know whatali 
the fuss is about!" which only fur-
ther demonstrates the total lack of 
regard which Amstrad has 
shown to those who purchased a 
CPC664 

Did Alan Sugar really show 
any concern for 664 owners 
when, rather than just announce a 
new machine was replacing the 
664. he says "It is well and truly 
dead"? A Bit like Amstrad's cus-
tomer relauons policy perhaps? 
This was hardly a statement de-
signed to make owners proud of 
their machines Incidentally, was 
it before or after this announce 
meni that the advertisement 
claiming Amstrad owners 
became happier was designed? 

Mr Spital's letter goes on to 
indicate that he cannot under-
stand why people who bought a 
664 should be upset by the fact 
that within a few months, or less 
than five weeks in my case. 
Amstrad have replaced it with a 
machine with an extra 64K of 
memory, a more comfortable 
keyboard (according to your art-
icle). a CP/M operating system 
which gives access to a greater 
range of software, possibilities 

for larger adventures etc. not to 
mention the fact that it is cheaper 
in price. Does Mr Spital really be-
lieve this or perhaps he drew the 
short straw when Amstrad deci-
ded to write a letter to a magazine 
rather than reply personally to * 
people who. like myself, wrote to ( ' 
Amstrad asking how they would 
support 664 owners 

I wonder how many people 
bought a 664 after reading \n a 
magazine, which by the way did 
not bear the message 'NOT an 
official Amstrad publication" on 
the cover, that no new machine 
would be available in this country 
until next year and although 
Amstrad says that it did not 
decide to release the CPC6128 
until less than a month before it 
appeared Isn't it strange that 
when asked about dealers left 
with CPC 664s on their hands a 
company spokesman was able to 
say' 'We honestly believe there is 
very little out there'" I wonder 
why? 

As a genuinely independent 
magazine you would appear to 
be in an ideal position to help 

rhose who feei aggrieved at a 
short life of their computer and 
the apparent indifference of the 
manufacturer, 
C Plant 
Knosoll, Stafford 
You're not alone in feeling 
strongly about this matter Mr 
Plant Amstrad seem to have 
acred insensitively, to say the 
least But they've never made an) 
bones about the fact that they 'n 
m business, and that in businesi 
it's profits that count. Unfortu 
nately, there s httle that anyone 
including ourselves, can do -
except give a platform for yow 
views Perhaps Mr Spiral woulc 
like to reply * 
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Problems, problems 
Oh dear. Oh dear Now here's a 
right dilemma Had a VIC 20 (or 
three years sold it (cheap) to 
upgrade to CPC464 (at great ex-
pense) have had that for one 
year 

I start to get interested in ex-
panding my lovely machine (ac-
tually have learned more about 
programming in this one year 
than 3 with VIC) by adding a disk 
drive and a printer when into the 
starting gate comes big brother 
664 Just as I alter my calculations. 
Sugar turns nasty and invents 2 
more machines!! and kills off big 
brother 

Problem Do I continue my 
plan and con. (er ) convince the 
wife to cough up £500' fOT disk 
drive and printer for Arnold or 
fork out £456 for Joyce (nice 
change that, buying a bird in-
stead of a fella) or do I buy the 
6128 and a printer To complicate 
matters further. I glimpse a scrap 
of news that a new Amstrad prin-
ter is on its way for £ 159 (news not 
in your mag by the by!) 

Now do I program Arthur to 
work this lot out or shall I drive 
the Bank Manager daft? 

By the way congrats on your 
new mag. the lst issue is lively 
and interesting (pity about the 
mis-prints and spelling). Keep up 
the good work and I might 
subscribe!! 
M A Skinner 
Buxton on Trent 

/ always believe in driving the 
Bank Manager daft. I'm just glad I 
don't have his or your 4 pro 
blems. The new Amstrad printer 
is covered in our add-ons 
feature 

A good read 
l recently bought the first issue of 
Amstrad Action. What a shock I 
received when I ventured into 
the pages of text' It's the most in-
teresting magazine I've ever 
read about Amstrad 

I found it interesting because 
it seemed to be written in a more 
down-to-earth style, unlike other 
magazines. I was so interested in 
its contents that I could not put it 
down until I'd read it all lnfact.it 
was the first magazine I'd read 
completely in years. 
Caroline Carpenter 
Weston-super-Mare 

Delayed Action 
What happened? Did the pack 
horse lose a shoe on the M5? Did 
you have to call in the RAC (Res-
cue Amstrad Couriers)? On Sep-
tember 12th I scoured the newsa-
gents to find the new Arnold mag 
1 had seen advertised in the off-
icial publication I was disappoin-
ted to find no trace of it any whe re 
Never mind I thought. I'll try 
again tomorrow Again no luck 
Finally on September 18th 1 dis-
covered one copy in a small 
backstreet newsagents, hidden 
behind Women's Weekly 1 hope 
1 shall no! have to go through this 
procedure every month, 
(although it was well worth the 
trouble). I would take out a sub-
scription. but 1 just spent my last 
ten quid on Shadowfireand Spy v 
Spy 

With the £11 paid for the first 
issue you should be able to afford 
a carrot and stick to increase the 
efficiency of your distribution 
service. 
David Baron 
Blackburn, Lanes 

You have to understand, David, 
that it's not easy to get reliable 
pack-horses these days and that 
they require more inducement 
than a carrot However, we'll 
soon have enough money to use 
motor transport so you should get 
future copies of the mag much 
more quickly. 

T r a g i - c o m e d y 
The Comedy of Errors in respect 
of the Amstrad User Show cont-
inues. At least it would be a 
comedy but for the fact that it 
seems I am to be out of pocket for 
the second time because of it 

Computing with the Amstrad 
in the March issue advemsed a 
user show as part of British 
Electronics Week at Olympia on 
30th April. I went. It cost me a 
great deal of money to discover 
that either it didn't come off. or it 
was a figment of someone's 
imagination. When I got there 
nothing! 

This tune, following the ex-
tensive advertising. I sent off £4 
for two advance tickets, which 1 
received very promptly They 
are. however, now useless, as the 
company has sold it to another 
company I understand that the 
money will be refunded, but it is 
strange that the telephone of 
Computer Marketplace is always 
engaged, even at 9 p.m. on Fri-
day evenings. I have written to 
them too. Makes you wonder if 
their letter-box is out of order as 
well. 

Now I see that the venue, 
price etc.. and maybe the com-
pany. have changed again It's 
like the Indian rope trick Now 
you see it: now you don't. 

Knowing my luck, having 
again arranged for a day off work 
especially to attend, I will get to 
London only to find - nothing! 

Popular Computing Weekly. 
19,9 85. has adverts from two 
companies, with two different 
locations and two different 
charges for admission I think the 
author must be Hans Christian 
Andersen or someone 
D.J.Simmona 
Shoreham, Sussex 

infinitely more likeable, as well 
as (obviously) a superior ma-
chine - it has definitely set the 
standard as far as price and qu-
ality are concerned, and should 
enjoy a healthy and (hopefully) 
lengthy existence. But I digress -
enough of the apologies and on 
with the letter. 

My main point is that as a 
Spectrun/Amstrad user, it is ex-
t remely frustrating as well as sad-
dening to see that nine out of ten 
hit Amstrad games are conver-
sions from the Spectrum/64 OK. 
so the programs benefit 
enormously from the conversion, 
eg Alien 8 Way of the Exploding 
Fistexc. but for me. as a Spectrun 
owner it is disconcerting when 
looking for a good Amstrad 
game, to find that I already own 
t he Spectrum version anyway. 
Even Sorcery was once a Speccie 
game, you know! I'm not trying to 
give the impression that the 
Spectrum software scene is su-
perior to that of the Amstrad-and 
I hope that my comments won't be 
taken as such, but I do think that 
programming talent could be put 
to more original ana productive 
use 
Alexander 
Hampton, Middlesex 

Sorcery may have started on the 
Spectrum, but what about Sor-
cery Plus? Pretty soon now I think 
v/e'U start to see some truly 
original games on the Amstrad. 

Rustic reader 
You say somewhere in this mag 
(issue 1) that you live somewhere 
miles in the country at some rustic 
address! - I too live miles from 
nowhere. 1 teach and live in a re-
sidential special school some 10 
miles from the nearest town 

Because of duties and dis-
tance. I can only make it into town 
once a week, on Saturdays and 
my first port of call is the newsa-
gent (Martins) - I was there last 
Saturday - same old mags I 
called in today and there was AA' 

The point I am trying to make 
is that at the end of your questions 
you say that there is a free draw 
but that entries must be received 
before the end of September 

If that is the case, then in this 
neck of the woods the mag was 
not out until October! 

I suspect that the September 
date is just anothere prontos irror 
for which AA is already famouse 
(cf page nos on the cover and one 
on p 98 "If you think section f is 
next then you should write 2h. 
and so on" 

Having said all that please 
find my subscription enclosed. 

How about a comp to find all 

the misprints in Issue 1? - Like on 
p52, just below the title Sorcery 
Plus! Who or what is a "+ irg in"? 
M.F.Hatton 
Morpeth, Northumberland 

Thonkyou for the litter Mr Hottan 
Their arent so many irrors in 
issues 2 and 3. is there? We use 
cumputer tyesetting so there is 
no room for hisprints You are 
still in time for the grate pub 
Ushers drav/. 

Originality sin 
First: my congrats on your mag -
after reading issue two, it was 
clear that your mag must be one 
of the longest reads available. 

Anyway to my main point. I 
myself own a Spectrum but 
before you get angry and throw 
my letter away, let me say I also 
use my dad's 464, and find it an 
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Commodore 
owner!!! 
I know you are probably being 
swamped by letters of praise and 
thanks. Well. 1 would like to add 
mine to this swamp of letters 
Your magazine is great. You'll 
probably hate me for this, but I 
own a Commodore 64 and I'm 
proud of it. I hope to get an 
Arnstrad soon and I'm proud of 
that tool 

There is one thing I would 
liketoseeinAA apageofToot's 
adventures I have enclosed two 
ideas for you Before I go. unlike 
most magazines, please don't 
make controversial comments 
about other machines 
Keep up the good work 
Nicholas Coles 
Alresford. Hampshire 

We don t hate anybody Nicholas 
and we certainly won't be going 
in for disparaging comments 
about other machines Even if 
they aren't as good as the 
Amstrad We liked your cartoons 
so much we've displayed them 
for all to see on the Ed-Lines 
pages 

TOOT'S ST I? IP  
y I'M V v A O e ' 

look n/vy 

r-rxAAj/ct) NtoK 

Tape trouble 
I would like to see some practical 
articles about converting tape-
based software to 3 inch disks I 
have a CPC664 with a colour 
monitor and 1 am finding it hard to 
use anything but tapes. 

I have bought a utility called 
Idle Meddler to help me do this 
but it does not relocate code that 
will overwrite the disk drive in-
terface Also some 100°c ma 
chine code programs that I can 
get onto disk using this utility 
such as Knight Lore and Dundar-
achl cannot then run from disk - it 
just loads the header and stops 

Another problem I have en-
countered with a lot of tape-
based software is just getting the 
programs to run on my 664 lhave 
copied a routine from another 
magazine which supposedly 
"converts my machine to run like 
a 464 This works OK with some 
programs but doesn't make any 
difference to most. Some of the 

Amsoft programs are the worst 
offenders. 

Penuitimately a little rnoan 
about AMSTRAD. When I bought 
my 664 1 paid the full price 
£450.00 thinking it was the best 
buy on the market at the time 
(which it was). Four weeks later 
along comes the CPC6128 I don't 
mind so much about the machine, 
but the £50 price difference is a 
bit upsetting Also when I un-
packed the manual there was a 
card from AMSTRAD asking me 
to send in derails of the machine 
giving my name and address It 
said you won't be sorr/, we will 
send you lots of free information 
Well I'm not sorry but I haven't 
heard a peep from AMSTRAD!!! 

Finally 1 would iike to con-
gratulate you on a very interest-
ing magazine for which I have al-
ready placed a regular order 
with my newsagent 
Ken Swain 
Preston 

There are a number of tape to 
disc utilities on the market a! 
least one of them ought to do the 
job We hope to run something on 
them in a forthcoming issue. 
There certainly doesn't seem 
much point in having disc facil~ 
ities if you can 7 get your software 
on it As for the 6128 launch well, 
the closer to it you bought your 
664. the more annoyed you re en-
titled to be But see Amscene for 
details of some interesting peri-
pherals which might allow you to 
upgrade to Big Brother stan-
dards. 

Amsoft aversion 
Hello. Welcome and What Kept 
You' 
At: last a choice of independent 
magazines. 1 have been waiting 
for you 
Congrats now dealt with. 1 must 
express a hope that the A A team 
will be 
doing something other than re-
views in future The methods 
used are good and the games that 
I know are fairly accurately 
covered, BUT. please don't do as 
all the other publications do. ie if 
a game is bad. say so If it costs an 
advertiser at least you know that 
only quality products are adver-
tised m your mag After all if you 
don't do this you can't truly call 
yourselves INDEPENDENT can 
you! 

BUT to repeat the two main 
points mentioned. 
Keep listings in large bold type, 
this keeps down eye strain and 
reduces mistakes. 
Keep us informed on Radio and 
TV broadcasts on computing in 
general and Amstrad Computing 
in particular 

Re the interview with Peter 

Helpline plea 
First of all. thank you for an ex-
cellent magazine The method of 
classifying Software is really first 
class - The best 1 have seen in any 
mag. I would, however like to see 
your regular mail order price in-
cluded in the reviews so that a 
basis can be formed for calculat-
ing discounts. 

Secondly, the other two 
mags have enough games list-
ings I have already realised, 
after only 8 months of owning a 
computer, that basic games are 
not racing in comparison with 
commercial software. It's true 
that some interesnng sub-
routines are included in games 
listings, but I value'utility listings 
more highly 

My third remark is that an ad-
venture helpline would be most 
appreciated. I am happy to see 
hardware reviews - and would 
like to see one of the new 
Amstrad Printer, as I am thinking 
of buying one. 
Mr William Jenkins 
Cramlington. Northumberland 

Midnight oil 
After reading your review of 
Lords of Midnight (October) I 
purchased a copy and. after care-
fully reading the entire instruc-
tion novel (whew!) prepared my-
self for a fun few hours. After hav-
ing placed my characters in j 
strategic positions and acquiring I 
a formidable hoard of " f ree" as a 

Roback and Mike Mordecai of 
Amsoft, in the first issue of 
Amstrad Action. The Amstrad 
computer is a first class machine, 
which regardlessof which model 
you purchase, you can be confi-
dent that you have a first class 
computer But. Amsoft have 
alienated themselves from the 
users by releasing third rate 
games at top prices 

I realise that they had to get 
software back-up for the machine 
as quickly as possible and that 
meant pushing out anything that 
came their way. BUT was it nece-
ssary to price everything at £8 95? 

They may have made a quick 
profit BUT. I will never purchase 
another item of software with the 
Amsoft label on it as there are too 
many rip off merchants in this 
business and they should not be 
allowed to get away with it. 

How many other Amstrad 
users out there agree with raeV 
let us all stand up and demand , if 
not quality, at least value for 
money! 
Peter Ravenscroft 
Bath 

following, I discovered (at 3am!) 
that there is simply NO way to 
save the game by following the 
instructions It was either leave 
my 464 on all night (thereby 
guaranteeing two days of aggro 
from my wife about fire hazards) 
or abandon the game. Anything 
for a quiet life so the Lords were 
terminated by the off switch while 
Doomdark chortled in the dis-
tance I stumbled off to bed won-
dering if Amsoft were really a 
Doomdark minion in disguise 

The save instructions given 
are deceitfully simple. Press "S". 
throw in a blank cassette, press 
"Record", and ' Play", and hit 
Enter" Then the fun begins! 

After a short while the screen dis-
plays the message "verifying 
game" Fair enough, that's what 
it's supposed to do. But the tape 
kept going and going...and 
going..., and eventually used up 
one side of a C-60 with no end in 
sight And once you have entered 
the "save " option there is no way 
to get back into the game again. In 
one evening I lost my patience, a 
lot of sleep, and the game I'd 
taken 4 hours to get into an advan-
tageous position 

Next day I called the Mid-
night expert at Amsoft. Says he, 
"When the verifying game" mes-
sage comes on the screeen you 
have to stop the tape, rewind, 
press play and let the machine 
read it again and. WITH ANY 
LUCK (?!!!) you will get an OK 
message " Silly me1 How could I 
have missed that little tit-bit in the 
instructions? Easy .It isn't in 
there. Not a mention! 

I agree that Lords is a rema-
rkable game. but unless you have 
the endurance and spare time of a 
flagpole sitter, an easier and 
well-defined save" option is a 
crucial necessity. Also there 
should be some way of re-
entering the game if you push the 
'S" accidentally (which can easi-

ly be done if you are excited and 
want to move a character 
"South" ) As it stands now you 
have no option bui to try and save 
it and, unless you've spoken to 
Amsoft lately, you can't 

1 think my observation would 
have to be come on Amsoft... 
don't spoil a Saville Row sun by 
using a plast'.czipper 
M. Girouard 
Tadworth, Surrey 
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Other new title - WIZARD'S LAIR for 
Commodore 64, Amstrad and Spectrum 
bubble bus software 

87 High Street, Tonbridge, Kent TN9 1RX 
Telephone: 0732 355962 Telex: 95151 



All the latest action in the world of Amstrad micros 

PACKED OUT! 
Amstrad show pulls the crowds 

Energy! Excitement Exhausnon! 
The first Amstrad computer show 
at London's Novotel certainly 
lived up to its billing The throngs 
of people scouring the stands and 
scooping up carrier bags full of 
goodies seemed 10 prove 
beyond doubt that whatever is 
happening elsewhere in home 
computers, the Amstrad scene is 
HUMMING. 

From our location perched 
behind rapidly shrinking piles of 
magazines, the overwhelming 
impression was thatofthe raw ex-
citement of the big home com-
puter shows of a couple years 
back Two things seemed to sur 
prise everyone- the age of the 
people coming in (Amstrad 
owners are clearly a far morema-
rure, sophisticated lot than the 
kiddy-dominated Commodore 
and Spectrum markets) and the 
amount of money they were 
spending (alot). 

One possible flaw in the pro-
ceedings had been removed ear-
lier in :he week when the orga-
nisers of a rival Amstrad show 
gave up a iosirig battle and 
dropped their plans Even so. the 
Novotel exhibition seemed at 
first a bit thin on the ground, es-
pecially as far as games software 
was concerned Most of the big 
software houses Ocean, Ulti-
mate, Melbourne House. US Gold 

stayed away. Even Amstrad 
themselves, perhaps worried at 
the possibility the thing might 
flop were only represented by 

their magazine Amstrad Com-
puter User 

But by noon on the first day it 
was clear it was the absentees 
who were the losers as exhibitors 
all over the hali reported huge 
interest and sales well above 
expectations 

Of the new products being 
launched, perhaps the biggest 
stir was caused on the DK'tromca 
stand. Two major new add-ons 
were announced The first is 
being sold under the powerful, if 
slightly optimistic, slogan 
Convert your 464 into a 6128". It 

offers a 64K memory expansion 
giving the same amount ana con-
figuration of RAM as in the new 
6128 (although it doesn't follow 
that all 6128 software can be run 
on it there are still differences). 
Also included in the £49.95 price 
is a program (on cassette) offer-
ing 12 new Basic commands to 
allow easy use of the new mem-
ory bank 

The other hotnew DK tronics 
launch is of a 256K Silicon Disk'. 
This is basically a set of RAM 
chips configured to act as a sec-

ond disk drive. The advantage 
over normal drives is extra 
speed and the cost is just £99.95 
We hope to review both these 
add-ons next issue 

Other add-ons creating a stu 
were the various graphics pack-
ages on show These included the 
AMX Mouse, various Light Pens 
and an interesting piece of techn-
ical drawing software, Draught-
sman from EG Computer 
Graphics 

The telecoms revolution was 
represented by several interface 
and modem manufacturers, in-
cluding KDS. Sky wave and 
Honeysoft. 

Meanwhile on the games 
side, Vortex seemed to be creat-
ing the greatest stir. As well as 
selling the superb Highway En-
counter in considerable num-
bers, they were also running an 
early demo version of TLL. a 
piloting game in which you fly 
around a scrolling 3D landscape. 
It v/as the speed and smoothness 
of the scrolling which raised a lot 
of eyebrows. We eagerly await a 
finished copy. 

Also showing new software 
were Micropower with a pre-
production version of Dr Who. 
Taskset with Souls of Darkon ana 
PSS with demos of then new war-
games. Theatre Europe and 
Battle of Britain. Meanwhile we on 
the AA stand sold a lot of maga-
zines and made a lot of friends 
Our thanks to everyone who 
stopped by 

Lord of the wrestl ing rings 
Melbourne House are planning a hot Australian Christmas for 
Amstrad owners with the release of no less than five new titles. 
Topping the list is the long-awaited Lord of the Rings (game 1), the 
follow up to TheHobbit. It's to be sold for £15.50 in a package which 
also contains a copy of the first part of Tolkein's trilogy on which the 
game is based. 

The company say there is far greater interaction than in The 
Hobbit, and that the program's vocabulary exceeds 800 words. 
'We expect it to be the biggest selling adventure this Christmas.' 
says Melbourne's Paula Byrne. 

The title she expects to be the biggest selling arcade game is 
an action-packed wrestling game from the programming team who 
did Exploding Fist. 'It's going to be better than Fist.' said Paula. The 
animation's amazing.' 

Another big follow up title is Mugsy's Revenge. Mugsy was 
never released on Amstrad, but it caused quite a stir with its re-
markably detailed graphics and unusual (if rather limited) game-
play set in pre-war Chicago, Mafia country. 

The other two titles are Gyroscope, a difficult arcade game inw 
hich you try to control a spinning wheel over a strange, grid-based 
landscape, and Wham - The Jukebox, which teeny-boppers every-
where will love because it includes six Wham songs and allows you 
to create your own tunes to boot. 
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Hello, hello 
ANOTHER show 
U you missed out on October's 
Amstrad show in London, you'U 
be glad to know there's another 
chance to get an eyeful of the lat-
est widgets and software for your 
machine. A second show is being 
held in January, again at 

Subscription games 
Here's the latest news of the 
games being offered in our 
knockout Christmassubscription 
offer (see pl04). Beach Head has 
of course been available for 
some time Raid. Bounty Bob and 
Bruce Lee. while not actually out 
at time of writing, seem certain to 
have been released by the first 
week of November Impossible 
Mission is due for release on Nov-
ember 8th, and US Gold do not 
expect it to be significantly de-
layed That leaves just Dambus-
ters which is unlikely to be out 

London's Novotel Exhibition 
Centre in Hammersmith. 

The organisers, Database 
Publications, say it will be even 
bigger than the first show with 
over 200 exhibitors present (in-
cluding Amstrad Action). It's 
being held on Saturday and Sun-
day. January 11 and 12. Ring 061-
480-0171 for details. 

before the end of Novembei 
So the way things look now. if 

you order anything expect Dam-
busters you can expect your 
games within a week to 10 days. 
Going for Dambusters will prob-
ably mean a delay until 
December 

We are also, at time of writ-
ing (late October), still awaiting 
the release of Imagine's Hyper -
sports and Beyond's Spy v Spy 
Humble apologies to anyone still 
waiting for these We haven't for-
gotten you. 

A 
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AMSTRAD ACTION HOT Who needs a spelling c h e k k e r ? 

Oux second chart of the current 
top-selling Amstrad titles shows 
several games still doing very 
well af sr some time at hte top. 
Fist stays at number 1, and looks 
set to keep ahead of the oppo-
sition until after Christmas. 

Mastertronic maintain their 
strong presence with four bud-
get games in the top ten. The 
news has got around that Master-
tronic are producing some of the 
best value software there is. 

Our last month's Master-
game. Highway Encounter, is in 
with a bullet at 11 and wi811 surely 
make progress towards the top. 
Code Name Mat 2 is another new 
entry, while Dun Darach has 
slipped out of the reckoning - but 
Gargoyle will surely be back 
with Marsport. The only adven-
ture in the Hot 20 is still Level 9's 
Red Moon. 

The chart was compiled by 
polling giants Gallup and covers 
the four weeks up to October 
18th. For YOUR favourite games, 
see the charts in Hot Stuff. 

1. THE WAY OF THE 
EXPLODING FIST 
Melbourne House 

2. FRANK BRUNO'S BOXING 
Elite 

3. NONTERAOUEOUS 
Mastertronic 

4. FINDERS KEEPERS 
Mastertronic 

5. CHILLER 
Mastertronic 

6. STARION 
Melbourne House 

7. BEACH-HEAD 
US Gold 

8. SCRABBLE 
Leisure Genius 

9. LOCOMOTION 
Mastertronic 

10. LORDS OF MIDNIGHT 
Beyond 

11. HIGHWAY ENCOUNTER 
Vortex 

12. DRAGONTORC 
Hewson 

13. AIRWOLF 
Elite 

14. CODE NAME MAT 2 
Domark 

18. ALIEN 8 
Ultimate 

16. DALEY THOMPSON'S 
DECATHLON 
Ocean 

17. BRIAN JACKS SUPERSTAR 
CHALLENGE 
Martech 

18. PROJECT FUTURE 
Gremlin Graphics 

19. RED MOON 
Level 9 

20. SHORT'S FUSE 
Firebird 

20 
TasrnanSoftware have produced 
an important new piece of soft-
ware for ownersof their Taaword 
464'D and 6128 word-processors 
- it's a spelling checker which is 
supplied complete with an im-
pressively large dictionary of 
25.000 words You can run your 

files through the program and it'll 
spot any words in them it doesn't 
recognise. You are then offered 
the choice of correcting the 
word, or, if it is spelt correctly, 
adding it to the dictionary. 

Tas-SpeJIis only ava liable on 
disk and will set you back £16.50. 

Beyond, Firebird -
Firebird, Beyond 
Industry watchers will be 
interested to note that Beyond 
Software has been bought up 
British Telecom and will now 
operate as a sister (but still 
independent') software house to 

Firebird Beyond'sprevious 
owners were the publishing 
group EMAPfthe people who do 
Sinclair User and Commodore 
User) 

Judging from their 
comments on the sale, EMAP 
appear to have concluded that 
both owning a software house 
and publishing magazines which 
review that software house s 
products represented a conflict 
of interest. What a good thing 
nothing like that happens m the 
Amstrad magazine scene 

MASTERING THE 6128 

Another excuse for buying an 
Amstrad 6128 has been provided 
by Campbell Software Design, the 
software house whose database 
and spreadsheet programs have 
been widely acknowledged as the 
best available for the 464 and 664 
Campbell have just released new 
versions of Masterfile and Master• 
calc which make full use of the 
6128 s extra memory 

This means that Masterfile 
can now hold roughly 1000 names 
and addresses (up from 500), while 
Ihe maximum size of spreadsheet 
in Mastercalc is up from the al-
ready impressive 3000 cells to 
7000 The fact that bank switching 
is required lo make use of the extra 
memory means that data searches 
on Masterfile are now significantly 

slower but at least the program 
will keep you informed as to how 
far it's progressed in the search. 
There are a number of other new 
•eatures On Mastorcalc the use of 
formulae is now a lot more flexible 
and powerful, and certain con-
ditional functions can be perfor-
med. Both programs also have in-
cluded the software extensions 
that Campbell have previous sold 
separately These allow data from 
the programs to be used else-
where. for example in the popular 
word-processor Tasword So you 
could have information from your 
database automatically merged 
into letters you write 

The two programs are avail-
able direct from Campbell Soft-
ware Design at£34 90 each 

SUGAR HITS THE JACKPOT 
Another indication of Amstrad's 
incredible success in the home 
computer industry has come with 
the publication of figures show-
ing record profits for the year 
ending June 1985 At a time when 
Sinclair. Acorn and Commodore 
have been experiencing 
enormous difficulties, new boys 
Amstrad made just over £20m 
pre-tax - more than double the 
previous year's amount 

The gam is due almost ent-
irely to sales of computers, soft-
ware and peripherals which in a 
single year have risen from no-
thing to two-thirds of Amstrad's 
total turnover Interesnngly. 
more than half of these sales were 
abroad - if you didn't know. 
Amstrads are currently the hot-
test computers in many European 
countries. 

It's all very good news for 
one Alan M Sugar. Amstrad's 
chairman (hence the company 
name AMSTRADing). He owns 

just over 50 per cent of the 
company's shares, making him a 
good deal richer than most 
people who start work as a street 

trader In a statement accom-
panying the figures he puts down 
his success in the micro market to 
the ability to supply the goods 
which people really want 

In a barbed comment which 
seems to be aimed at Sinclair he 
says: 'One of our talents is to en-
gineer products with all the spec-
ifications and facilities the market 
demands and delete those only 
enjoyed by the minority In short 
we produce what the mass mar-
ket consumer wants and not a 
'boffins egotrip".' 

He also has a shar p comment 
for those who consider the home 
computer market to- be m de-
cline. I must Firmly disagree with 
these reports. It is true that cer-
tain types of low cost computers 
have seen their peak, but serious 
home computing and personal 
office use is here to stay. We are 
firmly in this business, and we in-
tend to remain in it.' 
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Gremlin's gremlins 
Gremlin seem to have ironed out 
the bugs that were holding up the 
release of Metabolis and Monty 
on the Run Both programsshould 
now be available in early Novem-
ber. Wanted Monty Mole has. 
however, been held back until 
early December 

Also due for release in De-
cember is Profanation, a platform 
game written in Spain. in which 
you play an intrepid explorer 
trapped in the Temple of Abu 
Simbel Gremlin's Ian Stewart 
promises it wil be very difficult 
and very different' 

For release in the new year 
Gremlin have games based on 
the role-playing books The Way 
of the Tiger The first of the 
programs will be in four parts 
mixing fighting and strategy, and 
starring the Ninja warrior 
Avenger 

All the games will cost £8.95 
on cassette or £12.95 on disc 

Hacker's Pride 
and joy 
Anyone with a disk drive could 
be interested in *he latest 
program from Pride Utilities, 
makers of the best-selling Trans-
mat utility Oddjob offers a range 
of utilities for disk users includ-
ing the ability to read individual 
sectors of a disk. and a command 
to unerase a file accidentally de-
leted from the directory 

Also included are alterna-
tives to the CP/M commands 
DISCCOPy and FORMAT, offer-
ing greater speed and flexibility 
For more details ring Pride on 
0582-411686 

could be particularly helpful in 
producing technical drawings or 
diagrams. 

Drawing on 
Draughtsman 

Virgin's long-awaited onenial 
strategy game will have to wait a 
little longer it's not due now 
until early 1986 

It sounds worth waiting for 
:hough. It's a strategy game in 
which you have to work your way 
up fTom the lowly status of pea-
sant to become the mighty 
Shogun. Japan's warlord master. 

Before you make it you'll have to 
slaughter a large number of 
rivals 

Shogun is an icon-driven 
program, so there's no text entry 
at all It takes place against what 
Virgin describe as a beautiful 
landscape' while you control the 
animated figures. 

suite of programs covering cash-
book accounting, V A T and data-
base applications. Two Other new 
pieces of software offering finan-
cial management are Money 
Manager from Connect Systems 
(01-743 9792). and Cashbook 
from Micro-Aid (0209-831274) 

If keeping a track of your 
employee's wage bill is more 
your problem, you could look out 
Amstrad Payroll from Micro-Aid 
or Payroll from Sagesoft 

We hope to run reviews of 
most of these packages in the 
next issue 

One mterestmg-looking 
program launched at the 
Amstrad show was a drawing 
utility. Draughtsman, from a 
small company called Computer 
Graphics Unlike the recent rash 
of programs using light-pens or 
mice to control a cursor, this one 
simply uses joystick or cursor 
keys 

However it offers a constant 
readout of the x-y coordinates of 
the cursor and various other 
pieces of information which 

Keeping ait account 

Expert systems 
The first in Hisoft s projected 
series of 'expert systems' soft-
ware is a program which should 
appeal to anyone worrying about 
the spread of their waistline or 
the rate of their pulse It's called 
Your Health and has been written 
in collaboration with a nutr itionist 
to bring you advice about the 
state of your health generally and 
your diet in particular Hisoft do 
not claim that it will replace the 
family doctor. 

Corning next in the series are 
Your Horoscope and Your Hand 
Revealed Hisoft say these 
programs are a foretaste of some 
much more serious expert sy-
stems to come in future months 
The present ones will cost £8 95 
on cassette 

Calling all wordsmiths 

Here's a nice .ittle package for 
anyone who needs to produce 
text for type-setting For £595 you 
can buy the complete Amstrad 
PCW 8256 system together with 
the word-processor Wordstar 
and a special piece of software 
called Typefit This latter shows 
on screen a simulation of what 
will happen to your text when it is 
typeset - it uses the type-face, 
size and column width you vesel-
ected to workout where lines will 
be split and therefore how many 
lines ihe finished work will be 

The package. cailed 
Typewriter is being sold by 
Wordsmiths Typesetting, the 
people who set this magazine by 
the by They offer a facility to 
type-set directly from Wordstar 
text files on disks supplied by 
customers, allowing finished 
work to be produced within a 
couple of hours 

For more info contact Tom 
Gravesor MikeMepham on 0458 
45359. 

People using their computers as 
business machines will be 
pleased by the rapidly increas-
ing number of accounting pack-
ages hitting the market. Perhaps 
the most significant is the Sages-
o!t Accounts program, one which 
has been enormously successful 
an other micros Although it'll set 
you back £100 less a penny, it 
offers a fully integrated system 
for sales and purchase ledgers, 
and VAT analysis More details 
on 091-284 7077 

Also heavily involved in the 
business scene are Gemini Soft-
war*? (Tel 0395-265165) with a 

Woes of Yesod 
Odin Computer Graphics have 
had to delay the release of the 
already-advertised Nodes of 
Yesod because of the departure 

of the programmer working on 
the Amstrad conversion It now 
seems touch and go whether the 
game will be out before 
Christmas 
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PALACE SOFTWARE PROUDLY PRESENTS 

Screen shots 
from ihc 
Amstrad 

cplore an entire world to 'Cauldron'-A spectacular arcade adventure 
featuring shoot-'em-up and platform jumping. 

Available from all good Computer Games Shops or direct from 
Palace Software, 275 Pentonville Road, London N1 9NL. 

PALACE software 

Dear Palace Software, Name:_ 

Please send me cassette(s) Address 
of Cauldron (Amstrad) @£8.99 

Please add 80p P&P to your order, fayment 
by cheque to Palace Software, Postal Order 
or by Access/Barclaycard No 
A A 
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LL THEY 
WANT FO 
Is a printer and a modem and 
disc drive and a joystick and 
a..We take a look around the 
add-ons and plug-ins to come up 
with a few things the Arnolds 
might like to see in their stockinos 
on Xmas morning. 

J Y - 2 joystick 
Amstrad, £14.95 

| This may not be the best joystick 
on the market but it has one glar-
ingly obvious advantage in that 
you can plug another joystick into 
it. As yet it >sn 7 an industry stan-
dard though and the games that 
cater for the two joystick option I 

[ tend to come only from Amsoft 
themselves 

It's still a good joystick. 
though with suction cups on the 
base to hold it down firmly The 
handle is slightly contoured and 

[ the two stick fire buttons allow 
trigger finger or thumb firing 
There is no base fire button. 77ie 
stick is very much in the Ouick j 
shot mould and provides a 

• similar feel with its click action 

DKtronics 64K and 256K RAMS 
DKtronics, £49.95 and £99.95 
Tho first of those two add-ons turns the humble 464 into o '61 28 ' ab le to run 
CP /M 4- programs. Just plug i» in t o the expansion port. The 256K expansion 
does the same, but with an ext ra 192K of memory on top. It doesn't quite a d d 
up to a full-blown 61 28 because of differences in the f i rmware and Basic Roms. 
But with a l l that ext ra memory, who's worrying? 

For those who are interested there are 1 2 extra Bosk commands pro-
vided and the ex t ra memory is occessed by 'bank switching'. The switching is 
done using a single I / O por t using 16K sub-blocks and the unit comes with 
software which wil l control this. You con control tho switching without the 
software though. If you want to get to grips with that sort of thing. 

The 256K expansion offers a further three blocks of 64K RAM and as with 
the smaller module these can be used for storing screens, windows, graphics 
ond Basic ar rays leaving the resident memory In the 4 6 4 f ree to cope with bigger Basic programs. 

One handy feature is that when the RAM is used for machine code it wil l 
retain this even if the computer is reset or more crashes at an inconvenient moment. 

Al l this makes for a much moro powerfu l computer able to tackle the most 
complex business programs, but still ab le to p loy every game you con buy for Amstrad computers. 

DDI-1 Disc Drive 
Amstrad, £1 59.95 
This invaluable bit of hardware 
opens up whole new vistas for me 

fast loading. CP/M programs, 
massive games like Sorcery + 
and all the new disk software that 
is coming through 

It's certainly an expensive 
purchase but when you consider 
that the market is becoming more 
and more diac oriented all the 
time, it's well worth it. The fact 
that it allows you to run CP/M 
makes a whole new range of busi-
ness and utility programs avail-
able and in the near future big-
ger, better games 

The range of disc programs 
is already large and with 
Amstrad commuted to increas-
ing it things look rosy No more 
waiting 20 minutes for a game to 
load you can have it up and 
running in under 20 seconds 

The drive will also help in 
your own programming, making 
loading and saving a lot easier 
with debugging and editing 
being much less time consuming. 
You can also learn how 10 use 
Logo, which is explained in the 
drive manual in some detail — - M M B I 

The Electric Studio Light Pen The Electric Studio, £19.95 cass soft-ware, £26.95 disk software 
This handy litt le number was reviewed in issue one but improvements hove 
been made on the a l ready excellent pre-producHon pocka ge we hod to make 

i i t the best value pen avai lable. It's got o string of graphics features as long as an executive's lunch break. 
The ways in which it now differs from our review copy a re al l plusses - on 
improved spraycan, o throughbus for using with a disk dr ive and most import-
antly the necessary information for using it in your own programs. In fact 
they've eliminated two of the three b a d points from our review to moke it an 

excellent buy. 
The pockogo comes on disc for b ig brother 6 6 4 os well and has two 

alternative options for colour and green icreen monitors. The mass of geo-
metric functions, drawing fadl i t ies and screen handling features moke if possible to create marvellous pictures ond designs. 

There ore lots of special functions like Bezier simulations, mirror drawing, 
f l ipping images, zoom, 3D boxes and triangles, ellipses and gr id back-
grounds. These are al l presented in a tingle on-screen menu and explained in 
the manual which also tells you how to use the pen and screen designs in your 

own programs. 
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D6450 Upright 
data recorder 
Philips, £ 3 7 . 9 5 
Dying for a good game7 With one 
of ihese you can get it You re not 
tied down to just disc software but 
the range of garner on tape (if 
compatible) also unfolds before 
your eyes 

This recorder has a remote 
socket so that with the Amstrad 
cassette lead (a few extra pennies 

I I mafraid):he computer can acni 
ally siart and stop the tape itself in 
the same way as a 464 would The 

! unit is computer compatible , with 
load and save buttons and a tape 
counter for recording tape 
positions 

There are obviously many 
other good, compatible recor-
ders on the market although one 
owner of this machine said that it [ 
loaded tapes that wouldn't even 
load on a 464 

SSA-1 Speech Synthesiser 
Amstrad, £29.95 
A godgo t thot makes the Amstrod answer bock. The package comes with its 
own ready-to-run software and Is romarkab ly easy to use, rabb i t ing a w a y In 
no time at al l . 

Nine new RSX (bar) commands hove beon introduced, the simplest of 
which ore SAY and ECHO. The SAY command just takes a string and says i» 
while the ECHO command wil l r ead things off screen like listings and pr inted 
questions. The speech produced by these two commands is o f ten Imperfect 
and the spelling of words wil l have to be al tered in order for them to be 
better pronounced. 

Alternat ively the APHONE command will al low you lo bu i ld up and say 
words using the 5 9 allophones and 5 pauses prov ided. Allophones a re 
sounds in speech which more closely imitate the real sound than simply 
spelling out words. There is a good range of them and with some 
experimentat ion easily understandable speech is possible. 

The Instructions are comprehensive and helpful giving detai ls on how to 
use al l of the commands, how to use the hardware In your own programs 
without the software and even how to access it In mochinc code. 

Prestel Link 
Cirkit, £ 2 9 . 9 9 
This has got to be the cheapest way of getting hooked up to Prestel 
and entering the booming world of telecommunications on your 
micro For just 30 quid you get a BT-approved modem, interface 
and the software you need. That's amazing value - something to do 
with the fact that it's been bought up from a company who are no 
longer trading 

Of course there are certain limitations. The modem is of the 
acoustic type you dial up on your own phone and then press the 
handset into contact with the modem, a method which does not 
always ensure reliable data transfer and will only work with 
standard-shaped phones It's powered by four AA batteries 
which at least means you don't have an extra mams lead to worry 
about A wire from the modem connects to the interface which 
plugs into your micro's expansion port and is claimed to be com-
patible with 464.664 or 6128 

The software itself isn't on Rom it has to be loaded in from 
cassette or (for £8 extra) disk However. it will allow you to access 
pages of Prestel (m all 16 colours), and that's what counts 

One final worry with this package is how reliable the equip-
ment is We know of people who" ve used it with no problems, but 
others have been less lucky Still, if you can't afford the more 
sophisticated commumcationsgear reviewed in our last issue this 
could give you a very cheap way of joining the telecoms 
revolution. 



6128 
TV Modulator 
Amstrad, £29.95 
You've just finished o hard day's word-
processing on your faithful little greert 
screen ond feel like o break. You load 
up your favourite game and...yuk. 
There hat to be a better option thon 
this, ond there is. A TV modulator will 
allow you the best of both world* for 
only £30.00 extra. 

II may seem like a needless luxury 
at first but to fully appreciate games 
you need colour ond to use the machine 
for word-processing or other serious 
uses you need a green screen. Rather 
than buy two monitors a modulator can 
solve the problem. All you've got to do 
now is buy a colour TV! 

ft®*9 



"The only fully 
professional 
word 
processor 
on the 
Amstrad" 

Amstrad Action,October 1985 

The new Pocket WordStar is so 
professional Amstrad Action helped 
us to write this advertisement — with 
their appreciation of the latest word 
processor product from the WordStar 
range — the most popular word 
processing packages in the world. 

Read some of the other things they said: 

"Pocket WordStar is for people who regularly 
have to sit long hours at a Keyboard.. 

'The designers have taken great care to make 
things as easy as possible. The manual is 
superb, clearly written and well cross-
referenced" 

"Any reformatting required can take place 
instantly. This one fact alone is enough to 
ensure that Amstrad Action's writing team is 
now transferring to WordStar". 

TAKE YOUR CUE FROM 
AMSTRAD ACTION 
AND PICK POCKET WORDSTAR 

pod^ 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND YOUR LOCAL 
STOCKIST, CONTACT THE SOLE DISTRIBUTORS 
CUMANA ON 0483 503121 

ONLY £119 INC. VAT Specifications 

MicroPro. MicroPro Internat ional Ltd. Hayjjarth House, 
28-31 High Stree t . Wimbledon Village. London S W 1 9 5 B Y 

Operating System: 
CP/M 2.0 or higher 

CPU Memory: 56K of RAM is required 
Pocket WordStar can operate with one 
disk drive containing at least 120K. 



3 new word processors tested 
We inaugurate our first Serious Software section - suc-
cessor to the late lamented Biz Progs - w i th a searching 
look at three of the latest sub-£50 wo rd processors. We 
could have called it 'Which wrod processor?', but w e ' v e 
already used that t i t l e - w h i c h caused a certain amount of 
confusion a n y w a y . Chris Anderson is once again our 
man at the controls. 

TASWORD 6128 
Tasman Software. £24.95 disk 

Here's some great news for anyone with a 6128 (or anyone thinking 
of getting the new DK'Tronics memory expansion for their 
464/664). Tasman have produced a new version of their popular 
word-processor to take advantage of the 6128's extra memory At 
the same time they've made a number of important improvements, 
resultmg in a program which offers brilliant value for money. 

The main advantage of the extra memory is that you can work 
on LONGER TEXT FILES The file being edited is stored in the 
6128's extra bank of memory, allowing you to work on single-file 
documents as long as 10,000 words. Meanwhile the main program 
is used to store the entire program, so that once you've loaded it. 
you can remove the disk and replace it with a data disk containing 
only text files This arrangement allows you to use disks very 
efficiently, but you will find that working on a long text file will 
cause delays whenever youscroll through the document or access 
the main menu, this despite the fact that the entire document is held 
in RAM 

Another improvement, perhaps of greater value, concerns 
the INSERT MODE Our main criticism of Tasword in our issue 1 
review. was that inserting new text into an existing paragraph. was 
a tedious, multi-stage process. First you had to split a line, then 
type, then reunite, But the new Tasword has a command, 'auto-
insert mode", which means you can just move the cursor anywhere 
in the document, type away, and text will automatically move to 
make room for the new matter 

The program doesn't fully reformat as you type, so you're left 
with a ragged-looking paragraph until you specifically order a 
reformat But even here there is a big improvement. You now have 
the option of having reformatting carried out almost instantly in-
stead of having to watch words moved one at a time into position, 
an initially interesting but ultimately tedious process. The result-
mg insert mode us now as good as that m Wordstar. 

Here are the other mam improvements: 
The SEARCH AND REPLACE function now offers a few extra 

options such as selective or global changes (but you can still only 
search for a single word) 

The amount of memory available for USER DEFINED KEYS has 
been expanded to a fat 1000 characters - so you could input say, 
ten different sentences, each at the touch of a key 

FILES can be erased without exiting the program. 
A NOTEPAD facility has been introduced, allowing up to a 

screen of info you don't want printed to be saved with a file. 
When you add all this to the existing good features of Tasword 

easy to learn, well suited to a single-disk system, excellent cus-
tomisation facilities. automatic word-count, good on-screen help, 
good manual, flexible print options, good mail-merge facility it 
amounts to a pretty impressive package 

It all goes to prove that you don't need to buy Amstrad's 

remarkable new PCW 8256 to get a powerful word-processor at 
ultra-low price. A 6128 plus this version of Tasword does very 
nicely indeed, thankyou. 

G 0 0 0 N E W S 

• Capable of handling massive documents In a single file. 
• Insert mode greatly improved. 
• Instant reformatting now available. 
• Customisation options even more powerful than on 
previous versions. 
• Turns your 6128 into a powerful word-processing system. 

B A D N E W S 

• A lot of delays when handling large text files. 

P R O T E X T 
Arnor. £39.95 ROM, £26 95disk. £ 19.95 cass 

If you don't have a 6128 to run the new version of Tasword, you 
needn't despair Amor 's new word-processor also offers excell-
ent value and will run on a 464 and 664 as well as the 6128. 

I T B l i l i l b ' J l I I M h l l l T l 

The main editing w e e n In Protext. 

It's supplied on cassette, disk, or sideways ROM. the advan-
tage of the latter being that the program is available as soon as you 
switch on. and much more memory is available for your document 
file - a total of over six thousand words. The disadvantage of 
getting it on chip is that it's considerably more expensive, especi-
ally if you don't already own a sideways ROM card to plug it into 

During NORMAL EDITING the program is very similar to 
Tasword 6128. An alterable on-screen ruler shows the current 
margins and tab settings, while a status line gives information on 
such things as whether you're in insert or overwrite mode, the 
current page and line number, and the free text space remaining 
You can move round a document quickly and easily using the 
cursor keys in combination with the Shift and Control keys 

The way the INSERT MODE operates is also very similar Text 
is automatically moved to make space for new matter, but after-
wards you must order a reformat to ttdy things up 

One advantage for people with colour monitors is that text can 
be entered in 40-column mode for extra clarity. You can always 
then switch back to the normal 80-column mode to v iew text before 
printing. 

Numerous other features are included There's an excellent 
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SEARCH AND REPLACE function modelled on that in Wordstar 
and offering a host of useful options, including the ability to search 
for paragraph ends and for "wild-card" characters. Blocks of text 
can be MOVED. COPIED. DELETED. PRINTED. WORD-
COUNTED or SAVED into new files. What's more all the com-
mands available can be brought on screen at the touch of a couple 
of keys, so no need for constant references to the manual. 

It's also hard to fault the PRINTING options. Things such as 
page numbers, headers and footers can be used in all manner of 
different ways, and it is easy to insert into your documents com-
mands to do things such as switch on italics, bold and condensed 
print 

CUSTOMISING the program to do things such as set up user-
defmed keys and special printer control codes isn't quite as easy 
as in Tasword but can still readily be done. The program comes 
configured for an Epson compatible printer - tomake changes you 
can store on disk or tape your own "printer dr iver " but this must 
then be loaded in separately every time you reuse the program 

Accompanying the package is a pretty-good 39-page manual, 
complete with index and summary tables (an early photocopied 
manual has now been superseded.) It attempts to start from com-
plete basics and should serve as a pretty good introduction to 
word-processing for newcomers 

This is the first sub-£50 Amstrad word-processor to seriously 
challenge the position of Tasword As far as it goes, it offers overall 
a slightly more powerful range of features than Tasword 464 or 
464D and is broadly comparable with Tasword 6128. But there is 
still reason to consider even the earlier versions of Tasword in 
preference to Protext Firstly Tasword 464D (as well as Tasword 
6128) offers a mail-merge facility, which can g ive whole new 
power to a word-processor if you regularly send out letters or 
documents with slightly-varying sections So far Protext does not. 
Secondly, Tasman offer several other powerful programs such as 
TasPnnt and TasSpell which can be used on Tasword created files 
A spelling checker in particular can be a very useful addition for 
many authors. 

Those reservations apart. Protext is an excellent addition to 
the range of serious Amstrad software. 

N E W 

• Available on a chip for instant access without occupying 
main memory. 
• Extremely powerful editing features, including superb 
search and replace. 
• More flexible printing options than any other 464/664 
word-processor under £50. 
• Good file-handling, including ability to split files. 
• Clear manual plus on-screen help. 

W 

• Can't at present be used for mail-merge or with spelling 
checker. 

BRUNWORD 
Br unmng Software. £25 disk. £16.50 cass 

For most users this latest Amstrad word-processor probably 
won't compare very favourably with either Tasword or Protext 
There are several reasons for this 

For a start, the program is not particularly user-friendly 
there are no on-screen help menus, so constant references to the 
manual will be needed 

Secondly there is no automatic'' word-wrap" on text entry-so 
words can be split on-screen between the end of one line and start 
of the next. This immediately gives your work a peculiar look, 
although it's not that severe a drawback The text will not be 
printed that way, and can in any case be formatted on-screen to 
reunite broken words Text is always entered in 40-column mode, 
although you can view the results and carry out some limited 

editing in80-columnmode For a green-screen owner, thisswitch-
mg between the two can be tiresome, but if you have a colour 
monitor. 40-column mode is probably preferable m any case. 

The range of editing and prmting options is not as extensive or 
sophisticated as those on the other two processors For example 
there is no Replace command, only Fmd And there is no facility for 
automatic page numbering or the printing of headers and footers 

Another point is that it is impossible to turn off right-hand 
"justification" All the documents you print out will have extra 
spaces inserted to ensure the right-hand column is straight I per-
sonally feel this can look very strange, especially when there are 
relatively few words to a Ime. 

Finally on the debit side there are a number of slightly quirky 
aspects to the program For example, if you try to enter a line of 
characters longer than the current margin settings without any 
spaces the results are very strange 

But there are also some good features The program comes 
complete with spelling checker and currently represents the 
cheapest way of getting this feature (with Tasword you have to buy 
a separate program, just released) By using data compression 
techniques, the program can hold a dictionary of 7000 words m 
RAM (10.000 in the disk version) and use this for a fast check 
through your text file for words it doesn't recognise which it will 
query The cassette version is supplied with a dictionary of 4000 
words, while the disk version comes with 6000 both can be 
expanded by you. 

The spelling checker works fine, but it is questionable how 
much use it will be with these relatively small dictionaries. The 
6000 entries in our version of the program did not include words 
such as "understood", "challenge" and "discover" Using the 
dictionary also reduces the maximum size of your text file to 'about 
seven pages' One other feature that will appeal to some is that 
inserting or deleting matter within a document is extremely easy -
text is automatically pushed along or closed up to compensate. 
You don't have to worry about ragged lines being formed And if 
you don't trust the people you work with you may appreciate the 
facility to assign a security code to each document 

The jpolllng chccknr In operation In ftrunword. 

My overall impression is that the program is best suited to 
someone whose main use for a word-processor is in writing short 
to medium-length letters and who is keen on having some sort of 
spelling check without spending too much 

N E W 

• The cheapest way of getting a word-processor plus 
spelling checker. 
• Insert mode is very simple to use. 

B N E W 

• No on-screen help. 
• No automatic word-wrap. 
• Justification cannot be switched off. 
• Smaller range of editing and printing features than other 
progs. 
• Limited text file size. 
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TASMERCE 
THE MAIL MERCER 
TASMERCE for the 
ZX48K Spectrum 
cassette £10.90 

Transfer data from MASTERFILE to 
TASWORD TWO! Letters and forms 

typed on TASWORD TWO can be printed 
f with addresses and data taken from 

MASTERFILE. The mail merge facility allows, 
for example, multiple copies of a letter to be 

printed, each containing a different name and 
I address taken from your MASTERFILE data To 

use TASMERCE you must have one or more 
microdrives as well as TASWORD TWO and 

MASTERFILE by Campbell Systems (version 9 or 
later). 

ZX SPECTRUM 
TASWORD TWO 

THE WORD PROCESSOR 
TASWORD TWO for the ZX 48K Spectrum 

cassette £13.90 microdrive cartridge £15.SO 
"Without doubt the best utility I have reviewed for 
the Spectrum" 

HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY APRIL 1984 
"Ifyou have been looking for a word processor, then 
look no further" CRASH JUNE 1984 
With 64 characters per line on the screen and a host 
of useful features TASWORD TWO is the ideal word 
processing package for the Spectrum owner. 

TASPRINT 
THE STYLE WRITER 

TASPRINT for the ZX 48K Spectwm 
cassette £9.90 microdrive cartridge £11.44) 

A must for dot matrix printer owners I Printyour 
program output and listings in a choice of five 
impressive print styles. TASPRINT utilises the 
graphics capabilities of dot matnx printers to form, 
with a double pass oftheprinthead. output in a range 
of five fonts varying from the futuristic Data-Run to 
the hand writing simulation of Palace Script. A 
TASPRINTgivesyour output originality andstylel 
The TASPRINT fonts are shown below together with 
a list of compatible printers. 

TASMAN PRINTER 
INTERFACE 

TASPRINT PRINTER INTERFACE for the 
ZX Spectwm £39.90 

RS232 Cable for ZX Interface 1 £14.50 
Plus into your Spectrum and drive any printer fitted 
with the Centronics standard parallel interface. 
Supplied complete with ribbon cable and dnvmg 
software The user changeable interface software 

printer 
I with 

machine code high resolution full width SCREEN 
COPY SOFTWARE for Epson. Mannesmann Tally. 
Shinwa, Star. Tandy Colour Graphic (in colour!) 
printers. TASCOPY shaded screen copy software for 
this interface (value£9.90) is INCLUDED in this 
package. 
The TASCOPIES and TASPRINTS drive all Epson 
compatible eight pin dot-matrix 
printers e.g. 
AMSTRAD W.P2000 NKPCS023S-H 

BROTWflMlOOP 
B80THERHBS 

ffSONfXSO MMWSMWN TAIL YM J SO SHMVACP-80 
SPS0NRX-8D STAKCW<P501/51¥S610 MTACPM7H& 
(PSQNMXSO TYPE® COSMOS SO OATA£ PANTHER ti 

COflPACJft - bold and heavy, sood for eaphasis 
CflfMJE - n FUVUfMSliC SCftiPi 
LECTURA LIGHT - clean and pleasing to read 
nEDIflW - a serious busn»css"l ike script 
Ftli(K£ ctJUH - a lii-iLllttUt-d Jtflt 

TASPRINT output shown at less than half size 

TASWIDE 
THE SCREEN STRETCHER 

TASWIDE for the ZX 48K Spectrum 
cassette £5. SO 

With this machine code utility you can write your 
own Basic programs that will, with normal PRINT 
statements, print onto the screen in the compact 
lettering used by TASWORD TWO. With TASWIDE 
you can double the information shown on thescreen 

AMSTRAD CPC 
464-664-6128 

With the exception of TASWORD 6128 all the 
programs descnbed below run on all of the 464. the 

664, and the 6128. 

TASWORD 464 
THE WORD PROCESSOR 

TASWORD 464 for the Amstrad CPC464.664, anc 
6128 cassette £19J9% 

There is no better justification forbuymga464 than 
this program" 

POPULAR COMPUTING WEEKLY 
NOVEMBER 1984 

ZXSPECTRUM 
MSXEMSTEIH 

TASCOPY 
THE SCREEN COPIER 

TASCOPY for the ZX Spectrum with Interface 1 
cassette £9m90 microdrive cartridge £11^0 

The Spectrum TASCOPY is for use with the RS232 
output on ZX Interface 1. It produces both 
monochrome On a choice of two sizes) and large 
copies in which the different screen colours are 
printed as different shades. With TASCOPY you can 
keep a permanent and impressive record of your 
screen pictures and diagrams. A list ofprinters 
supported by TASCOPY is given to the left. 

TAS-DIARY 
THE ELECTRONIC DIARY 

TAS-DIARY for the ZX48K Spectwm and microdrives 
Cassette £9.9Q 

Keep an electronic day-to-day diary on microdrive I 
TAS-DIARY includes a clock, calender, anda separate 
screen display for every day of the year. Invaluable 
for reminders, appointments, and for keeping a 
record ofyourday. Thedata for each month is stored 
as a separate mirodnve filesothatyourdata forayear 
is only constrained by the microdrive capacity. 
TAS-DIARY will work for this year, next year, and 
every year up to 2100! Supplied on cassette for 
automatic transfer to microdrive. 

THE SPELLING CHECKER 
TAS-SPELL for the Amstrad CPC464 and 664 

wnning TASWORD464-Dand for the CPC 6128 
wnning TASWORD 6128 

disc £16.50 

TAS- SPELL checks the spelling of TASWORD464•« 
and TASWORD 6128 text files. TAS-SPELL has a 
dictionary of well over twenty thousand words w/j/dl 
are compared with the words in your text file. You . 
can ado your own specialised words to the TAS-
SPELL dictionary. Please note that TAS-SPELL will | 
only work with TASWORD464-Dand TASWORD 
6128 

A vail able from goc 

I50n 
Springfield House, Hyde Terraa 



TASWORD 464-D 
THE WORD PROCESSOR 

TASWORD464-D for the Amstrad CPC464, 
664, and 6128 
disc £24.95 

This is the new TASWORD especially developed to 
utilise the capabilities of the Amstrad disc drives. A 
major new feature is a powerful mail merge facility. 
TASWORD464-D will only run on. and is only 
supplied on. disc. 

TASWORD 6128 
THE WORD PROCESSOR 

TASWORD 6128 for the Amstrad CPC 6128 
disc £24*5 

TASWORD 6128 utilises the additional 64K of 
memory in the CPC 6128. This gives text files that are 
over 60K long. TASWORD 6128 includes mail merge 
and all the other features of TASWORD464- D. With 

a new notepad mode and other 
additional capabilities 

TASWORD 6128 is the most 
powerfulof the 

TASWORDS. 

TASP RENT 464 
THE STYLE WRITER 

TASPRINT464 for the Amstrad CPC 464.664, 
&6128 

cassette £9.9Q disc £12.90 
Can be used to print AMSWORD and TASWORD 
text files in addition to output from your o wn Basic 
programs. Drives the Amstrad DMP-1 in addition to 
the printers listed on the opposite page. 

PRINTER CABLE FOR AMSTRAD CPC464. 664. 
and 6128 £9.90 

COMMODORE 64 

TASWORD 64 
THE WORD PROCESSOR 

TASWORD 64 for the Commodore 64 
cassette £17.95 disc £19.95 

Many Commodore 64 owners have asked for this 
product which is now available. All the well known 
TASWORD features plus eighty characters per line 
on the screen I This is the only word processor for the 
Commodore 64 giving eighty characters per line on 
the screen-so that "what you see is what you get" 
on eighty column printers. 

AMSTRAD • QL 
COMMODORE 

TASCOPY464 
THE SCREEN COPIER 

TASCOPY464 for the Amstrad CPC 464.664. 
and 6128 

cassette £9.90 disc £12.90 
Adds two new Basic commands to give both a 
standard shaded screen copy as well as a "poster 
size" copy which is printed onto two or four sheets 
which can be cut and joined to make the poster. 
Drives the Amstrad DMP-1 in addition to the printers 
listed on the opposite page. 

ockists and direct from: 

) 

U ( o J 
/ARE! 
>eds LS2 9LN. Tel: (0532) 438301 

TATUNG EINSTEIN 
TASWORD EINSTEIN 

THE WORD PROCESSOR 
TASWORD EINSTEIN for the Tatung Einstein 

i f 19.95 

A sixty four character line display and the ability to 
hold over five hundred lines of text at any time are 
just some of the features of this TASWORD for the 
Tatung Einstein Full interaction with the disc system 
-eg TASWORD detects the presence of added 
drives and allows their use. 

TASPRINT EINSTEIN 
THE STYLE WRITER 

TASPRINT EINSTEIN for the Tatung Einstein 
disc £14.95 

Print TASWORD EINSTEIN text files in one or more 
of the TASPRINT fonts 

SINCLAIR PL 
QL if j trademark of Sinclair Research I Id 

TASCOPY QL 
THE SCREEN COPIER 

TASCOPY QL for the Sinclair QL 
mlcrodrive cartridge £ 12.90 

TASCOPY QL adds new commands to QL 
Superbasic. Execute these commands to print a 
shaded copy of the screen. Print the entire screen or 
just a specified window TASCOPY QL also produces 
large "poster size" screen copies on more than one 
sheet of paper which can be cut and joined to make 
the poster. 

TASPRINT QL 
THE STYLE WRITER 

TASPRINT QL for the Sinclair QL 
microdrive cartridge £ 19.95 

TASPRINT QL includes a screen editor used to 
modify files created by other programs, such as 
QUILL, orbytheuserfromBasjc These modified files 
include TASPRINT control characters and may be 
printed, using TASPRINT, in one or more of tne 
unique TASPRINT fonts. 

MSX64K 
COMPUTERS 

TASWORD MSX 
THE WORD PROCESSOR 

TASWORD MSX for 64KMSX computers 
cassette £13.90 

MSX PRINTER CABLE £8.00 
With all the features of the Spectrum TASWORD 
TWO including the amazing sixty four character per 
line display. The TASWORD MSX machine code 
program utilises the 32K of memory not normally 
a vailable to Basic allowing over five hundred lines of 
text to be held in memory. The cassette includes a 
version of the program that can be transferred to disc. 

I enclose* chegue/PO made payable to TASMAN SOFTWARE L td OR charge my ACCESS/VISA number 

ITEM 
NAME 
ADDRESS 

Telephone Access/ Via orders Leeds (0532)438301 

PRICE 
£ 
£ 
£ 

£ 
Outwfe Smofxr {r 10 i.rmxlpti rirm £ 

TOTAL £ 

Ple&sesendme tree TASMAN brochure drsenbtngyour products [jTickHere. I would kke to know more about your programs for OL{J 
Tatung EmstrfnO^(SpectrumOMSXOAmstradOCofnmodore64[J AM pnees include VAT. postage and packaging AA 



Mice have been around for some time, but havo only lately begun 
to creep onto micros They're friendly little creatures at least, 
their producers say they are intended to bring ease of use to the 
haiassedcomputor buff AMX claim that the Amstrad Mouse trans-
forms the computer 'into a much more user-friendly device and 
provides facilities normally only available on more expensive 
machines Is it true"3 

Well.yes itis to a certain extent The AMX package contains 
the mouse itself and a suite of programs on tape or disk of which the 
most accessible tsArt. While the other two programs Icon Desig-
ner and Pattern Designer presume that you have something 
useful in mind Art can be used for sheer self-indulgent pleasure 

Setting up thf? Mouse is pretty straightforward ThG interface 
plugs into the joystick port, the mouse into the interface Power is 
provided by plugging the interface lead into the Amstrad s power 
socket Arnold's own lead is then connected to the interface 

The next step is to load AMX Control the program which runs 
the system, before going on to the other programs. 

MAX Art 
The program presents you with a screen which, initially, you 

will find somewhat bewildering. What's that arrow for? And why 
are those little pictures down both sides of the screen"5 By now 
you're probably reaching for the manual, which explains almost 
all you need to know 

The little arrow is your mouse's pointer, moving the mouse 
moves the pointer, which you use to select from menus and to 
move on screen Down the right of the screen are the mode icons, 
while on the left is the pattern bar Both of these scroll up or down to 
reveal the full extent of the options At the top are four pull-down 
menus when you move the pointer over them and press execute 
they display their options. As you move up or down the option 
currently selected is highlighted in inverse and chosen by press-
ing Execute. 

First of all you need to select a utensil from the mode icons at 
the right of the screen. There's a good variety, including spray-
can. roller, and pencil, These can all be used ma variety of widths 
Then go over to the pattern bar at the left of the screen and select 
one of the 32, seven of which are displayed at any one time in the 
scrolling window 

Then what? As the manual says. You may well ask what AMX 
Art can be used for." They supply a challenging answer Well, its 
uses are limited by one single factor Your IMAGINATION ' You 
may start to panic at this point if, like me you don't consider 
yourself to have much in the way of this faculty. But fear not You 
can still have a good time 

If you've selected spray-can and a reasonably solid pattern, 
just move the pointer into the drawing area press Execute and 
graffiti will start appearing on screen in relation to where you 
move the mouse on your desk It may not be art, but at least it's a 
start 

In fact, at the beginning you'll probably find that your efforts 
produce the kind of things a chimpanzee would be ashamed of 
This is because control of the mouse is initially strange, you either 
overdo or underestimate the movement But it doesn t take long to 
get used to this, and when you do you can start to produce some 
preryy fancy stuff 

The wide range of patterns and modes available means that 
after some experimentation even the most inept of artists will 
create works that surprise them by their sophistication 
and er..beauty 

Masterpieces and scribbles produced with the mouse can be 
saved to cassette or disc and dumped to Amstrad DMP 1 or any 
Epson-compatible printer. 

While spray-can and roller work very smoothly, line-
drawing with the pencil is more problematic This is because it 
works on a rubber-banding principle, stretching lines all over the 
place So to avoid a real mess you have to keep Move pressed 
before Executing your wish. However, if you want to draw free-

AMX MOUSE 
Dissected 
Pete Connor goes mousing and 
wrestles with WIMPS 
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v i t i t c e ^ 

The finished |ob, complete with eyes, nose, ears, mouth and a litt le bit of helmet 

WIMPs 
Windows, icons, mice, pointers 
WIMPs is just about the trendies? 
buz2-Worfi m microcomputing 
You get them on the Apple Macin-
tosh now you get them on the 
Amstrad 
Window an ares of the screen 
separated from other areas, in 
which messages can be dis 
played or operations performed. 
Icon a symbol, usually pictorial, 
representing a function of the 
software So. with AMX Art. you 
select a picture of a jug filling a 
glass if you want to fill inanarea of 
the screen. If you're using Icon 
Designer and you want to get rid 
of a design, you move it over to 
the dustbin 
Mouse an input device ex-
plained m another box on this 
page 
Pointer what you use to select the 
icon With the AMX mouse it's ar. 
arrow that points to the required 
icon 

hand, you keep Execute pressed all the time Line-drawmg is not 
the easiest mode to get the hang of. and I confess that I didn't master 
the technique but 1 suspect that this is one mode where a lot of 
practice is the key to greater fluency 

Icon and Pattern Designer 
The first of these programs allows the user to design and store 

icons for use use in his or her own programs As with Art the 
program works on a point and press" principle 

The screen displays on the left a 16x 16 character grid in which 
each character corresponds to a single pixel in the icon The 
squares can be toggled to black or white by pressing the Execute 
button When the design is fmished. press the Move button and 
transfer it to the icon file area The size of the design area means 
that it is fairly easy to produce icons that resemble the desired 
object 

Pattern Designer works in a similar way to produce patterns 
for later use in the j4rrprogram. Again there is a 16x 16 grid, but this 
is now split into four quarters so that toggling between black and 
white will produce a symmetrical design There are already 32 
design patterns available in the Arrprogram, so you'll really need 
to have something very specific in mind if you want to design your 
own. 

• Saves to tape or disc - dumps to Amstrad or Epson-
compatible printers 
> Can be used in your own programs 

• Not cheap at nearly £69.95 
• Monochrome only 
• Difficult to produce smooth curves 

What is a mouse? 
No. this isn't a biology lesson A 
mouse is basically a desktop 
input device that operates like an 
inverted tracker ball - instead of 
moving the ball with your hand 
you place the mouse on a flat sur-
face, pushing it around to move a 
pointer on screen On the bottom 
of the plastic body is a ball-
bearing which transmits signals 
to the computer On the front are 
three buttons - Execute, Cancel 
and Move - which allow you to 
perform functions, cancel them 
or move things around the 
screen 

You can t plug the AMX 
mouse directly into your 
Amstrad. but it comes with an in-
terface that plugs into the joystick 
port The interface power lead is 
then connected to the micro's 
power socket, while the 
Amstrad's own lead is plugged 
into a socket on the interface. 

Once thing you must have 
when using a mouse is a flat sur-
face An old pitted desk that 
you've carved your initials into 
will not do the ball-bearing will 
not always connect with the sur-
face and ihessgnal will not make it 
through to the computer. 

• Very user-friendly 
• Great fun - even if you're no artist 
• Given time you can produce some real masterpieces 
• Good manual 
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The A MX Mouse costs 
£ 6 9 . 9 5 from 
Advanced Memory 
Systems Ltd., 
Green Lane, 
App le ton , 
War r ing ton . 
Tel 0 9 2 5 6 0 2 6 9 0 . 
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EXPANDABLE INTERFACE 
FOR THE A M S T R A D 

CPC 464/664/6128 
D U A L R S 2 3 2 — £59 .00 
(Fo r M o d e m s , P r i n t e r , T o u c h p a d ) 
2 Por ts - 25 Pin Socket with Modem Handshake 
Signals 5 Pin Domino, uses BBC Serial Cable. 

F U L L E X P A N D A B L E I N T E R F A C E £89 .00 
Dual RS232, 8 Bit Printer Port. 8 Bit Parallel 1/0 User 
Port, Software on Rom. 2 x Sideways Rom Sockets. 
M P 165 ( N L Q Pr inter) £259 .00 
C P M S O F T W A R E 
To enable file transfer from Apricot. IBM, Mainframe. 
Many other CPM Machines. Also enables use of 
Telecom Gold. Micronet and other information systems. 
A m s t r a d 6128 in s tock 
T I M D I S C 2 n d D I S K D R I V E 
Software Portability, can read and write S/S CPM Disks 
for IBM and Compatibles. 
(Please specify for 464/664 or 61 28 £149 .00 
Also Available 3" Second Drive £99 .00 

PCW 8256 IN STOCK 

OVE R 200 A M S T R A D CASSETTE 
TITLES OVER 90 N O W ON DISK 

ALL N O W IN STOCK 
6128 CP/M S O F T W A R E - Over 200 CP/M titles for 
the 6128 includes D.Base II. Saga Plus, Pro Pascal, 
etc. 
F U L L B U S I N E S S S O F T W A R E R A N G E 
i n c l u d e s : 
Quest ABC, Sales Invoicing. Stock Control, Purchase 
and Sales Ledger, Nominal Ledger £149.00. Available 
Separate Camsoft Payroll £39 .00 , Amsoft Office 
Productivity including Database £49 .00 , Word 
Processor from £19.95, Spreadsheet from £29 .00 

Complete Range of Bourne Educational Software 

S I D E W A Y S R O M 
Arnor Maxam Assembler on Rom £49 .00 
Arnor Maxam Rom (FitsTimatic Interface) £39 .00 
Arnor Disc Utility on Rom £29.95 
Arnor Word Processor on R om £39.95 
MicroPro Rom Card £39 .00 
MicroPro Programmers Toolkit Rom £39 .00 
Prestel Rom (FitsTimatic Interface) £19.95 

All the latest games as soon as released. 
Speech Synthesizers - From £29 .95 

TAPE TO DISC TRANSFERS 
MODEMS, CPC 464, CPC 664, CPC 6128. PRINTERS 

AMSTRAD RS 232 - £49 .00 

Mail order welcome, 
P& P free of charge 

Please send sae for ful l list to: 

T I M A T I C S Y S T E M S LTD 
DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME Q Q 

F A R E H A M M A R K E T 
F A R E H A M , H A N T S 
Tel: F A R E H A M <0329) 236727 

(0329)239953 

BrunWord I Tor ThE 
AMSTRAD. 

* including a Spelling Check routine 
, Introduction > 

Brunwotd is now available for the Amstrad 
computer with many enhancements and new 
f natures Tho programme is really two pro-
grammes in one a powerful wordpiocessor 
and a fast spelling test programme 

This Is designed to be easy to use. easy to learn and yot is a 
comprehensive wordprocessor 

The text editor uses the CLR and DEL keys as normal and the 
Cursor keys with SHI FT and CTRL provide full cursor control , Spoiling Check 

A section of memory is allocated to Iho diction-
ary containing up lo 7000 words At the same 
time about 7 pages of text can bo stored in the 
editor file area As tho dictionary is in RAM the 
tostinrj i'. incredibly fast, taking about 8 seconds 
to test an A4 page Words me flashed onto the 
screen as they ate tesled and the programme 
stops if the word is unk now n The word can then 
be stored, edited or ignorod The tape version is 
supplied with 4000 words (disc version 6000 
words) 

This isarranged forease of use with any Amstrad 
disc drive! and automatically adjusts tho momory 
for the bost use Supplied with 6000 words al-
ready in tho dictionary (expandable to 10.000). 
w h ich alio ws 8 pages of toxt to bo in the momory 
at the same time With no dictionary about 14 
pages can be in memory This version allows 
both 40 and 80 column editing and has a simple 
system for deleting files from disc. 

Even though tho exoct print fo«mat can bo seen in the 80 
column mode (and edited in the disc version) Stunning 
Software" have designed 0 unique formatting routine, which 
by entering text in the 40 column mode allows tho ful l us* of 
colours and full size characters Text is typed in with the basic 
appearance that is required Address on the right, "Dear Sir" 
on the left Yours sincerely" in the centre etc. When this ts 
printed the programme works ool how to maintain this same 
appearance for the different width enabling any width be 
tween 40 and 130 colu mns to be printed without reformatting 
and with spaccs added evonly to justify tfw text (Pu nctuation 
then left and right) 

? Colour s 

The text that typed into the editor is in yellow 
Marked text is in red and can bo blocked moved, 
dolctud or saved Programme menus, paragraph 
ond markers and instructions are in blue Special 
printer control instructions are in rod Pleasant 
to «ho eyes and easy to see at a glance what ts 
happening. 

The ESCAPE mode provides many facilities all based on key 
words Cut. paste, move, find, and files can be saved on tape or 
disc but can also be temporarily stored in another port of 
memory enabling instant access to several files 

A security code up to fifteen characters long can 
bo entered and then this k used to encode all 
text before saving to tape or disc This is not a toy 
but a highly secure systom 

Send Cheque/Fbstal Order To:-

Brunning Software 
34 Helston Road, 
Chelmsford, 
Essex, 
CMl 5JF. 
Telephone (OS45) S5S854 ( 24 Hours) 

,, Printer > 

BrunWord wil l oporoto correctly with any prin-
ter that connects to the printer port The printer 
control codes can be sol up for any printer and 
are saved along with each file. 
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T U R N Y O U R C O M P U T E R I N T O A PROFESSIONAL 
GAMES W R I T I N G M A C H I N E FOR F U N A N D PROFIT! 
LASER BASIC adds 200 new commands to Amstrad Basic and includes an 
extended interpreter, a sprite/graphic designer, 3 sets of pre-defined 

sprites, a sound generator and full 
m > % -7 demonstration program. Easy to 

\ \ / use, w i th a very comprehensive 
f F J ^ I S S H j t I / t / manual, packed wi th examples. 

tf I • The fastest and most powerful sprite manipulation ever seen 
/ O P ,3n ^ sprites each with their own user 

1 r ' * • Windows and spntes can be scrolled, enlarged, mirrored, 

^ ^ ^ >H( S r i G f l H i * E x t r e m l e y powerful interrupt driven sound handling that 
!*• I I r-J , il enables tunes and sound effects to be assembled in sprites 
'mm m J - a & L I I r l | W l and played direaly or under interrupt. 

I • ^ - - i l ^ g j • LASER BASIC'S most powerful feature is its ability to 
^ r S B ^ ^ I I H execute sound and graphics under interrupt. This produces 

H * nf ^ " r fl^* I I l i l ^ T K I programs with the speed and smoothness of Amstrad 
mmm S & fit *** w ® I • machine code. 

I I T - — | 1 O U T N O W F O R T H E A M S T R A D C P C 4 6 4 / 6 6 4 

£14.95 
£19.95 

TAPE 

ALSO 
AVAILABLE 

NOW! 

A new age downs! The arrival of 
LASER BASIC: first in a powerful range 
of development tools for fast 
programming brought to you with the 
combined skill and resources of 
Ocean and Oasis - (producers of 
"White Lightning'!) 
Other, easy to use products in this 
expanding range will include screen 
arvst/designers, music composers and 
machine code emulators to make your 
programming more rewarding and 

INTERACTIVE f SOFTWARE 

HfXjjljĵ wHSfKsa. ^ f f i s i i B 



BOUNTY BOB 
STRIKES BACK! Multiscreen 3-D Arcade Action Twenty secret chambers to explore 

Unique multiple player options A peaceful island is being held by a 
ruthless dictator and his troops. As Chief 
Commander of land and sea forces in 
the Pacific, you must obtain a quick naval 
victory and then invade the island with 
land forces. If your troops succeed in 
penetrating the island defence systems, 
the most difficult challenge still 
remains: capturing the enemy fortress of 
Khun-Lin. 

Bcach-Head is a multiscreen action game 
which requires different skills and 
provides new sequences as you progress 
through the game. 

Twenty- f ive Levels. 
Dazzling graphics and animation Multi Channel Music 

In "Bruce Lee' you will experience the 
power and the glory of Bruce Lee. one < 
the greatest masters of the martial arts. 

As Bruce Lee. you will confront a barra^ 
of vicious foes. You must penetrate the 
fortress of the Evil Wizard and claim h 
fortunes. Destroying the Wizard will eai 
you immortality and infinite wealth! 

Dual Joystick Capability. 

"Bounty Bob Strikes Back" is the sequel to 
"Miner 2049er" which was a huge success 
on the Commodore 64 and Atari 
machines. Now on the Amstrad. this ver-
sion features Bob's toughest challenge to 
date and he needs your help more than 
ever before toguide him through the mine. 
The mutant organisms within have multi-
plied and over run the mine entirely, 
making it extremely difficult to survive 
the hazards of the underground passage-

ways. Using high powered special 
equipment in the twenty-five caverns is 
Bob's only hope of achieving his objective 
of securing the mine and defeating the evil 
plans of Yukon Yohan. 
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IMPOSSIBLE 
MISSION 

RAID! 
Gripping Arcade Action Superb Graphics and Sound 

Multiple 3-D Scrolling Scrccns At 21.15 hours on the evening of May 16th 
1943. a flight of specially prepared 
Lancaster bombers left R.A.F. Scampton 
for Germany. And so. one of the most dar-
ing and courageous raids of the Second 
World War was underway. Now you liave 
the opportunity to relive the drama 
and excitement of this famous action via 
your Amstrad computer. You will take the 
parts of Pilot. Navigator. Front and Rear 
Gunners. Bomb Aimer and Flight Engineer 
as you play this authentic reconstruction 
of the night's events. The multiple screen 
action is complemented by a compre-
hensive package of flight documents and 
authentic material from the period. 

Game of the Year 1985 
British Micro Awards The scene is one of World-wide conflict. 

The only hope of saving the World from 
nuclear annihilation is an attack by stealth 
bombers on the launch sites. 

As squadron leader, you must lead your 
troops on a virtual suicide mission: knock-
out the launch sites, and proceed to 
the command headquarters. Armed only 
with the weapons you carry, you must 
destroy the defence centre and stop the 
attack! 

Message from the Agency computer..... 
"...Your mission. Agent 4125 is to foil a 
horrible plot. From an underground 
laboratory. Elvin. the scientist, is holding 
the world hostage under threat of nuclear 
annihilation. You must penetrate his 
stronghold, avoid his human-seeking 
robots and find pieces of the security 
code. 

Somersault over the robots or use a 
precious snooze code to deactivate them 
long enough to search each room. Use t lie 
Agency's computer to unscramble the 

passwords from the code pieces, or try to 
solve them yourself. You'd better 
beware This mission is stamped 
IMPOSSIBLE!" 

U.S. Gold Limited. Unit 10. 
The Parkway Industrial Centre 

Heneage Street. Birmingham B7 4LY 
Telephone: 021-359 8881 Telex: 337268. 

jrr] i 

GREAT GAME AFTER ANOTHER! 
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Amstrad CPC Quality 
Business Software 
As creators of MASTERFILE and MASTERCALC. published 
by ASMOFT. we are pleased to offer these titles at 
"club" prices (15% discount] BY RETURN OF POST. In 
addition we now offer EXTENSIONS to both of these 
programs to enable you to link them with each other, 
with TASWORD/AMSWORD or even your own programs. 
For the astute user the processing options are almost 
limitless. We also offer a special 50% discount on the 
extensions when bought with the main program 

The reviewers have already given MASTERFILE and 
MASTERCALC top rating; more importantly, so have our 
customers We offer full customer support and we also 
listen to suggestions — which is why we came to 
produce MPX and MCX. 

Our programs run on all CPC models, and tape versions 
can be installed on disc at any time. No, the extra RAM 

* of CPC6128 is not utilised but you will still be astonished 
by the pace and capacity of MASTERFILE and 
MASTERCALC. STQp PRESS#. iH f iSTERFILE 12r and 

MASTERFILE: The complete home/business filing and 
retrieval system, ultra fast and flexible. "Without question 
the best database I have ever seen" says Popular 
Computing Weekly. 

MASTERCALC: The spreadsheet which "Accomplishes 
more in RAM than xxxxxSPREAD did on disc ... another 
exceptional utility from Campbell for the Amstrad 
machines" says Popular Computing Weekly. 

MASTERFILE EXTENSIONS (MPX): transfer data to/from 
other programs, e.g. data merge with AMSWORD/ 
TASWORD. Allows specialised file update/retrieval via 
your own Basic. 

MASTERCALC EXTENSIONS (MCX): transfer spread-
sheet text en bloc to TASWORD. or transmit to/from 
MASTERFILE (via MPX). or process data directly In your 
own Basic. 

MASTERFILE p5% discount) £21.25/£25.46 
MASTERCALC (15% discount) £2l.25/£25^ 
MASTERFILE with MPX £26.2S/£29 95 
MASTERCALC with MCX £26 25/£29.9S 
MPX or MCX alone £9.95/£13<?5 

Prices, shown as 
Tape/Disc, include 
VAT ond P&P anywhere 
in Europe 

Oh yes i t is . 1ASTERCALC 128-tor CPC6128 now 

avai lable: rmo for prices. 

Pay by cheque to "Campbell Systems" or send/telephone your 
ACCESS/VISA number 

C a m p b e l l Systems (Dept AA) 
57 Trap's Hill Loughton 
Essex IG10 1TD England Tel: 01-508 5058 

BARCLAYCARD 

VISA 

THE BEST FOR YOUR 
AMSTRAD COMPUTER 

LANGUAGES 
Pascal 
Our compiler Is a virtually full implementation ol the 
Pa6r.nl language which bolh compile* and runs code 
extremely quickly Choo*e between the Amsdos 
version (cassette £291>S.di*c CMOS) with Full support 
ot the Amslrad firmware" or our CP/M version (disc 
£39.95) with filo handling and full k u w editor -
ED00 

C 
A fe»t. interactive compiler very close to tho 
Kernighan/Rltchle definition with tho reception ol 
(loeting point. C it used by mAny'oi the world's 
leading toft ware houses and here is your chance to 
see why Choose the cosstfttp version at £34.95 or the 
value-for-money disc version a! £39 H5 which 
supports bolh Amwh* and CP/M and comes with « 
full screen editor - ED60. 

Drvpac 
The standard /.HO development system consisting of 
an editor/assembler coupled wilh n disassembler* 
dubugger In one package 1he rjusette version 
(£21.95) is ideal lor beginners while the CP/M 
veruion (DevpacBO £»UBJ tnk«s lull advantage of 
discs lo give you an amnalng number of features with 
full screen editor (EIJHO). macros, conditional 
ussembly. virtual diskine, full operator-precedence 
arithmetic disassembly lo disc, interpretative 
execution and much, much more 

UTILITIES 
FonlM 
Comes on cassette (£7.95) or disc ( I2. i » ) and id lows 
you lo create, edit, animate and print your own font 
and character designs Supplied with t) pre-dew (tried 
fonts ond easy-to-use screen dump RSXs for use on 
UMPI or Epson compotlble printer*. 

The Koi fe 
A powerful lile and sett or editor for use with CP/M 
Allows you to recover accidentally erased files, polch 
your disc directly, rut-And-paste sectors, search your 
disc (or a pattern, edit sectors In situ etc. etc- Comes 
complete with an extensive manual that explains 
CP'M's directory formal and costs only £12.95. 

The Tnrch 
A disc-based tutorial lhal explains the mysteries ol 
the CP/M operating system to the new oner Supplied 
on Ihi; same disc is a screen-based menu system 
allowing you lo create menus of your favourite 
programs on disc ftnd « l e c i them wislly and 
instantly. All Ihis for only L12.ua 

High Quality Microcomputer Software 
EX PERT SYSTEMS 

Yonr Health 
Gives you expert advice 00 nutrition, health and dirt: 
works oiil your ideal dietary requirements, advises 
.you on how to keep fit and healthy and has a wealth 
of information on food values Only C8.95 

Your llorimop* 
Calculates your birthchan given the lime and plat e 
of your birth, deduces information uboul ytiur 
character and personality and gives the outlook day 
by day I wised upon expert knowledge. Much more 
accurate tluwi newspaper astrology. Your Horoscope 
Is bolh Tun and fascinating to use. Only £8.95 

Your Health and Your Horoscope are the l int of • 
range of expert nystom applications thai we shall be 
relenting I is the next few months: watch oul for Your 
llnnd Reveals, the ne*i in the series 

Please phone or write for full technical details/export prices/credit card orders/friendly help - we want to hear from you. 

HiSoft, 180 High Street North, Dunstable LU6 1 AT (0582) 696421 
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OK, so you've read the manual, brushed up your BASIC, 
tried wr i t ing a program or two, and n o w you want to 
progress to greater things. Maybe it's because your 
BASIC version of Lord of the Rings takes six years to 
update the screen, or maybe it's just because you can't 
squeeze the 7000 different string arrays into the memory 
avai lable - whatever the reason, sooner or later every 
programmer worth his salt wants to learn machine code. 
It's compact, it's f lexible, it's b l indingly fast, and it ap-
pears to be total ly incomprehensible! But never fear, in a 
sudden flash of inspiration, James Hartley puts the whole 
thing in a nutshell and offers some valuable tips to 
beginners. 

-JIM • •'"• 
I 1 | * I 

• - ' :'r 
Amstrad users are a spoilt lot when it comes to BASIC programm-
ing just compare the graphics and sound commands of the CPC 
range with, say, a Commodore 64, which won't even let you BEEP 
without carrying out a load of awkward PEEKs and POKEs. And not 
only is the hardware easily controlled - Locomotive BASIC is also 
fast in execution and even provides sophisticated interrupt han-
dling using the EVERY and AFTER commands 

Compared to the power and speed of a well-written machine 
code program, however even Locomotive BASIC begins to look 
like Noddy-speak If you're new to machine code and don't be-
lieve me, try typing in the listing and see what I mean . 

However, it's all very well seeing other people writing ver-
sions of Defender in 4K and burbling on about hex, accumulators, 
and branch on carry - the trouble comes when you try to find out 
for yourself exactly what 's going on. Many people find mastering 
BASIC no problem but flounder helplessly when it comes to learn-
ing machine code. 

There are a number of good reasons for this The first is that 
the only way to pick up the subject (unless you've the luxury of 
being able to attend classes) is to pick up a good book on the 
subject but which one? Half the machme code tutorials on the 
market succeed brilliantly in making a simple subject totally in-
comprehensible The other half look really good, but assume that 
you've got a Spectrum. Memotech, Tandy Co-Co, or some other 
dinosaur to play around with, which isn't much good for us Arnold 
owners. Solution read the later paragraphs of this article where 
we pick out a few recommended Amstrad specific titles. 

The second problem is that machine code is so horribly 
simple that everyone falls over their own shoelaces trying to 
explain it The solution to this is simpl y to get rid of your feeling that 
the whole subject is something like Einstein's Theory of Relativity, 
and start recognising machine code for what it is - the ABC of 
computing, as simple and as straightforward as that And just to 
help you we 're now going to g ive you a brief introduction to the 
subject to get you started 

Before we start, let's just mention a few things that machine code 
can and cannot do, What it can do is g ive you a way of writing 
programs that will fit into a lot less space than their BASIC equiva-
lents and which will run many times faster in some cases well 
over a HUNDRED times faster! What's more you don't have to 
make a life-or-death decision to abandon BASIC altogether and 
dive into deep machine code waters if you want you can continue 
programming in BASIC and just use machine code to speed up the 
parts of your program that Locomotive cannot reach 

Secondly, machme codo gives you a greater degree of con-
trol over the hardware in your machine For example, you can 
write a reasonably simple program that will enable you to have 
several different screen modes operating SIMULTANEOUSLY on 
screen, with hi-res monochrome Mode 2 in one window, flexible 
four-colour Mode 1 in another, and chunky Mode 0 somewhere 
else You can't certainly can't do THAT in BASIC' You also get 
greater control over the sound chip, and can 'talk to peripherals 
such as disc drives, printers modems etc without the limitations of 
BASIC 

Finally there is one thing to bear in mind that machme code is 
not well suited for. and that's doing complicated sums The reason 
for this is that for the most part you will find yourself restricted 
either to unsigned integers in the range 0 to 65536 or signed fie 
plus or minus) ones m the range -32767 to +32768 This doesn't 
mean you can't do complex arithmetic you can and it will still run 
much faster than in BASIC, but you will need to put in a lot of effort to 
do so In reality however, you will find that there are very few 
times when such effort is really required 

Demo Program 

!°„ pok 

60 addre*5 counting 
70 NEXT loop t BftSlC routine. ' « 

100 PR1NT r r#ady to » t « r t . . . 
110 p r i n t - y o u r e t h E N 1 2 0 

- — l h * 

X n e x t „ : SOUHD . . . 0 0 , 3 0 : 

! 4 0 FOR n - 1 TO # p p i N T : 
P R I N T " C o u n t y n E / T n : SOUND I . I O O . I O . 
130 FOR n-1 TO 30000 ^ ^ , . . 
P R I N T " D o n e t w h e n r e . 
160 PRINT: c o d „ pi-ogr*" 
l 7 0 PPINT "to run THEN 180 

l 8 0 l « = I N K E Y » : I F I 0 0 , 1 0   

2 3 0 DATA 6 , Z O = « t » 

TvVT &OT 
ov<« ** 

COLS>' 
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So much for the background now for the facts As you probably 
know, inside your Arnold sits a chip known as a Z80A. This chip 
does most of the work of the computer and is therefore known as 
the CPU (Central Processmg Unit) or MPU (Micro-Processor Unit). 
It is basically a vast array of little bits-and-bobs. consisting for the 
most part of little switches called fl lp-flops. so called because they 
can flip on and flop off. 

The internal mechanics of the CPU are so designed to cause it 
to behave in a certain way. As soon as it's powered up. it begins to 
execute an endless loop of activity which is divided into cycles It 
buzzes along quite happily, executing these cycles over and over 
again until you turn the machine off 

The first cycle is called the fetch cycle. During this operation 
the Z80 sends an instruction to the computer s memory saying 
'Please make available to me the contents of memory location 
number nnn' When you first turn the computer on. it asks for the 
contents of Memory Locauon Zero and j ust so that it can remember 
which location to ask for next, it stores the number of the next 
location (in this case, one.) in its program counter - a mmi-memory-
location inside the chip especially provided to enable the Z80 to 
keep a track of wiiere it's going 

The CPU then receives the contents of that location and stores 
it in its instruction register, which is another little mim-memory-
location inside the chip set aside for this purpose. The reason why 
it's called the instruction register will become clear in a moment 

The second cycle is called the decode cycle During this 
phase, the Z80 takes a look at the contents of the memory location it 
has fetched. Since, on the Amstrad. each locanon is a pigeon-hole 
with eight bits (ie a byte), each bit of which can be either on (ie a 
one) or off (a zero), it follows that the contents being examined by 
the Z80 can be considered as a number between 0 and 255 - i.e. an 
8-bit binary number between00000000 and 11111111 If you're not 
sure about binary, then check the Appendix of your Amstrad 
manual. 

This number that has been fetched by the Z80 is treated by it as 
an instruction In other words, the internal design of the chip is 
such that when it discovers a particular number in its instruction 
register it will automatically respond in a certain way This re-
sponse is carried out during the third cycle, the execution cycle, 
and may consist of any one of a large number of operations which 
we shall discuss in a minute 

Once it's fetched, decoded, and responded to the instruction, 
the Z80 then starts to do the whole thing all over again. The first 
thing it does is to look in its program counter and soe which 
memory location it should address next It then asks for the cont-
ents of that location, updates the program counter to point to the 
next one. and sets about seeing what it's fetched this time and so 
on and so on 

ff'V-

We ' re now in a position to see exactly what machine code is The 
numbers that the Z80 fetches from memory didn't get there by 
accident - they were put there by a programmer These numbers 
constitute a series of instructions to the processor, and these in-
structions when linked together, form a program This program, 
because it's written in the only form that the Z80 can understand 
(i.e. 8-bit numbers between 0 and 255). is said to be written in 
machine code 

For example, if you look at the listing provided you can see 
that all it does is to poke a few 8-bit numbers into consecutive 
memory locations These numbers constitute a short machine 
code program that counts from 1 to 3COOO The BASIC command 
CALL places the start address of this program into the Z80's 
program counter This has the effect of diverting the Z80's atten-
tion to this program, which it will then run The final instruction in 
the program is number 201 this instruction is known as the RET 
instruction and operates in exactly the same way as the BASIC 
RETURN (from sub-routine) command In this case, it forces the Z80 
to jump back to where it was going when it received the CALL 

instruction, which in this case is back into the BASIC program to 
print "Doneit!,..". 
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In fact all machine code instructions have names which reflect the 
operations they represent These names are usually referred to as 
mnemonics (because they help you remember the different oper-
ations) and as well as the RETurn instruction, there's the ADD 
instruction, the DECrement instruction, and so on each with its 
own numeric code Some instructions consist of not just one byte, 
but two, or even three in succession - such as the Decrement-then-
Jump-if-Not-Zero (DJNZ instruction), which operates rather like 
the BASIC FOR... NEXT loop decrementmg a stored value and. if it 
hasn't reached zero, jumping back to re-execute a section of code 

As you can imagine, remembering the numbers associated 
with each of the many instructions is almost impossible, so to make 
things simpler, there are a number of special programs on the 
market which allow you to type in the mnemonics and then trans-
late them into the appropriate code before storing it in memory, 
These programs are called Assemblers, and a machine code 
program written in mnemonic form is called an assembly listing 
or said to b e in assembler or assembly language Assemblers for 
the Amstrad include Devpac package from Hisoft. Picturesque, 
and Arnor's Maxarn 

Most machine code instructions involve the manipulation of regis-
ters We ' v e already met two of these, the instruction register and 
the program counter. There are several other ones which, rather 
than being reserved for special purposes like the two just ment-
ioned, are available for use to the programmer as general-
purpose mini-memory-stores within the Z8C They can be treated 
rather like variables in a BASIC program, so, for example, to add 2 
and 2 together, we might put a two in one register. a two m another 
register, and then issue an instruction to the Z80 to add these two 
registers together and store the result in a third register This is a 
bit like saying in BASIC: 

LET a = 2: LET b = 2: LET c = a -»- b 

There are eight registers on the Z80 labelled H.L.D.E.B.C.A. 
and F The latter two are slightly different the A register, called 
the accumulator, is used mainly for arithmetic operations while the 
F register contains a number of system flags which are adjusted 
according to the outcome of certain operations For example, if a 
mathematical calculation gives a result of zero, the Z or Zero flag in 
the F register will be set to one. Typical mnemonic instructions 
involving these registers mclude. for example. LD A.B which 
means LoaD the A register with the contents of the B register or 
INC H. which means INCrement (add one to) the contents of the H 
register and so on. 

Registers only have room for 8 bits of information, and so can 
only store numbers in the range 0-255 They can however be 
treated as pairs - HL DE, BC. and AF - under certam circum-
stances. so you can hold 16 bit numbers for some purposes (in 
particular for addressing memory locations) This should explain 
to you not only why machine code doesn't handle complex arith-
metic easily, but also why the Z80 can only directly address 64K o: 
memory - this is the largest number it can fit into its registers. 

r ^ i • n 

So now you know what machine code is! The only problem that 
some people have at this point is in finding out what BASIC is! If the 
Z80 can only understand numbers, how on earth does it cope with 
PRINT. LET AS = "Fat Freddy' ' . and so on^ The short answer is that 
it doesn't When you first switch on the machine. the Z80 starts off as 
normal from location zero, and finds itself running a machine code 
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p rope i l y typeset, by ' dumped f rom 
o mat r ix pr inter , and al though it's 
perfect ly r e a d a b l e it doesn't look 
very p re t ty , 

Joe Pritchard's book contains 
some useful in format ion on pro-
gramming the sound chip and inc-
ludes some e x a m p l e programs, but 
there aren' t near ly as mcny as in Ian 
Sinclair's publ icat ion. Furthermore, 
there isn't aul te os much visual 
mater ia1 in the form of graphs, 
tables, etc — al l o f which can be of 

program called the BASIC INTERPRETER This program accepts 
BASIC programs input by the user ana translates them into ma-
chine code so that the Z80 can understand them It is. in a sense a 
sort of glorified high-level assembler. 

As a point of interest, since you can CALL a machine code 
program from BASIC using the expression CALL address, you can 
even use BASIC to CALL the BASIC INTERPRETER itself - try 
typing CALL 0000. which will tell the Z80 to start right at the beginn-
ing of memory as it does when you first turn on the machine but 
don't do it if you've got a program in memory, as you will lose it in 

the process. 
You can also call the BASIC INTERPRETER more directly by 

typing | BASIC, since the interpreter program is labelled 3ASIC in 
the ROM, and the Amstrad operating system enables certain 
prog rams (called Resident System Extensions, or RSX) to be called 
by name rather than by address the BASIC INTERPRETER is one 
of these 

As a machine code programmer you will find this facility 
extremely useful typing | INVADERS is a lot more understa-
ndable to the user than typing CALL 2570 or whatever 

W h e r e do you go f rom here? The 
next thing you " i l l need Is o g o o d 
book, or rather books. The p rob lem 
hei e is one of cash, since the sod t ruth 
is that certa in publ icat ions a r e almost 
essential for machine code pro* 
gromming. 

The two most impor tant a r e o 
massive tome by Rodnay Zaks ca l l ed 
Programming the Z80, publ ished b y 
Sybex o l around £ 1 0 . 0 0 , and the 
Complete Amstrod Firmware 
Manual\ which changes hands at 
a round £ 2 0 . 0 0 . You can, however , 
leave the la t ter for later consider-
a t ion since its contents a r e rather 
technical for a beginner. If is essen-
t ial , though, If you want to make pro-
per use of the graphics a n d sound 
facil it ies of the machine, sincc it gives 
thcoddressos of the various machine 
codo routines p r o v i d e d by the 
ope ra t i ng system in ROM for mani-
pu la t ing Ihe h a r d w a r o , thereby sav-
ing you years of toil a n d frustrat ion. 

Your most immediate purchase, 
however , is l ikely to be an Amst rod 
specific machine code tutor ia l . There 
a re qui te o few of these on the mar -
ket, and we' l l look br ief ly at three o f 
the more impor font ones. 

The most expensive one is, y o u 
guessed i t , also the best. Introducing 
Amsttad CPC 46-i Machine Code b y 
'Ian Sinclair, it's publ ished by Collins 
at £ 8 . 9 5 . It's a comprehensive in t ro-

duction to the subject a n d in add i t i on 
gives some useful in format ion on the 
* roy BASIC uses the machino, which 
con heip you to combine machine 
code and BASIC p rog ramming to 
g rea te r ef fect . Thoie o re auite a few 
examp le p rog rams , and the book is 
professionally presented. Its most 
serious weaknesses a re o lack of in-
dep th discussion of the '.ound and 
• ideo chips a n d l i t t le meni ion of the 
resident Amstrad f i rmwarv routines. 
The lat ter is not, however , too serious 
since you' l l hove to buy the f i rmware 
manuol o n y w a y and that contains 
everyth ing you'l l n e e d to know. 

A rather cheaper book is pub-
lished b y Me lbourne House. W r i t t e n 
by Joe Pr I tchard a n d cal led Amstrad 
Machinc language for the Absolute 
Beginner, it costs only C5.95, but the 
d i f ference in pr ice is ref lected in the 
qual i ty of Ihe publ icat ion It's not 

£ 6 . 9 5 - aga in , you' l l p r o b a b l y do 
bet ter to spend the ex t ra on Ion 
Sinclair. 

Other useful sources of info 
worth looking at a r e Z80 Mochine 
Code for Humorra, b y Tootil l a n d Bar-
row ( G r a n a d a Collins), Z80 As-
sembly Language Programming by 
Lance-Leventhal {slightly cheaper 
than Rodnay Zak's book ment ioned 
ear l ier a n d a possible a l ternat ive) . If 
you w a n t to d o a lot of appl icat ions 
p rog ramming in machine code , you 
could a lso glance at 280 Assembly 
Language Subroutines by 
l ovon tho l /Sav i l l e which contains 
many r e a d y - m a d e solutions to com-
mon prob lems, such os f inding sub-
strings wi th in strings, sort ing lists, etc. 
It isn't cheap however ( a p p r o x i m a t e -
ly £ I 3 .00) , and some of the solutions 
aren ' t ve ry e legant , but it might help 
to g ive you some ideas. 

As you con i p e , your bi l l f rom 
the bookshop could be a bi t of a ki l ler 
- and you ' l l need to buy an assem-
bler p r o g r a m as wel l - but one 
tiling's cer ta in, you' l l f ind the a d d e d 
enjoyment that comes f rom to ta l 
mastery of your machine wel l wor th 
every penny. 

g r e a t help in understanding diff icult 
points. Discussion of assembler 
p rograms is a'so l imi ted. I'm a f r a i d 
that if you're serious abou t looming 
machine code, then you 'd be bet ter 
adv ised to spend the e x t r a and get 
the Collins book just ment ioned 

Master Machino Code on your 
Amstrad CPC 464 & 66by Jeff 
N o y l o r and Diane Rogers is rather 
d i f fe rent to the previous two books. 
The authors obviously don ' t bel ieve in 
cas t ing words, a n d in some cases this 
leads to complex subjects be ing dis-
missed too quickly for the absolute 
beginner . It contains a lot of dupl i -
c a t e d mate r ia l f rom the Fi rmware 
M a n u a l which is l iab le to be a waste 
of pape r when you g o out and buy it 
yourself. Fur thermore, rather than in-
c lude lots of short exarnp le programs 
{as the other books try fo do) it tends 
to p lump for long ambi t ious projects, 
such as a Database. These will of 
course be useful for some peop le a n d 
g i v e g o o d pract ice, but my feel ing is 
that they' re a bi t much to swal low 
first time out. Furthermore, there a re 
no d iag rams and this lends to em-
phasise the rather d r y , dense style of 
the text. It's publ ished b y Sunshine at 



Small Business 
Accounts & V.A.T. 

made Simple. 
Accounts and V.A.T. made simple is the answer for your business 

® Professional business software on a single drive Amstrad, (but better with 2 drives). 

• Over 1500 Users on many other computers. 

• Cash Book accounting made simple 

• Control of Unpaid Bills. 

• Single entry — no knowledge of book-keeping required. 

® Produces VAT Return for Special Schemes 'A' to ' F and Pharmacy Scheme4B'. 

® Trading and Profit and Loss Account at any time. 

• Very simple to operate weekly accounts. 

• Fully accepted by Customs & Excise. 

• User Club and 'HOTLINE* support team. 

• Ideal for all Retailers and other cash businesses. 

• £150 plus VAT on Sale or Return. 

• Invoicing and Customers Accounts m a d e S i m p l e available soon. 

YES — Clip the Coupon now and we will rush you a copy "Sale or Return" — you only pay if you 
decide to keep it or call and see it at your local dealer. 

Please return coupon to: 

Micro Simplex (Sales) Ltd.. 8 Charlotte St. West, Macclesfield, Cheshire SK11 6EF 

Name 

Company Address 

Software 
made 

Simple 
Telephone 

Type of Business 



THE ALL-ACTION 
REVIEWING SYSTEM 

If you have your doubts when people tell you that the quality of 
software is getting better - just take a look at what we've got for you 
this month. Almost half our games are AA Raves. That means that 
each one has an overall rating of at least 80%. Games of this quality 
- games of any quality - need the most rigorous testing they can 
get, which is why we've come up with what we think is a pretty 
good method. 

The easy way to do reviews is to bung someone a tape, ask 
them to dash off a couple of hundred words, then print it together 
with a cassette cover or - if you're lucky - a screen photo. But you 
deserve more, much more. Our reviewing system has the follow-
ing advantages. 

r'0/V 
Page after page 
of sensational game reviews 

1. EXPERT GAMEPLAY. No gante gets written iip until i ts had u 
long mdthoiaugh J&t Take sots ware editor Bob Wade Despite 
tits N-rtviet years (!iot to mention sore trigger finger), he's pretty 
deadly with s joystick and happens to have played virtually every 
Amstrad game ever released As they say down these parts. BW 
1 caches the pafUJ other reviewers can't touch 

2. EXTRA OPINIONS. It's always dangerous to rely on ;usi one 
reviewei 'astea vary enormously Soali the games we review get 
looked at by at least two people, many of them by three Mot only 
aces this mean you can read an additional view undex!he 'Second 
opinion heading, it also means that ourrarings a re more reliable 
necaus'? they're arrived at by a process of debate amonq those 
concerned 

Incidentally we re now extending this principle even further 
by seeking out YOUR opinions and ratings on new games Read 
•he Ed lines page for details of a scheme which will turn our review 
pages into a living for um of Arnstraci owners 

3. LABELLED SCREEN SHOTS. Its obviously iinpor an: to print 
screen-shots, but often they can be hard to make sense of Label-
ling the different elements can make all the difference (even 
though the art department kick up an incredible fuss about the 
extra work oh they do ) 

4. CLEAR SUMMARIES. Ever read a review where you ended up 
pretty Unsure ol the reviewer soverall opinion7 To make our own 
view.* absolutely eloar we include n concise summary of them 
under the Good news/Bad news headings 

5. RATINGS BOXES. We rate out games using percentages for 
extra flexibility and precision And with so many games to work 
through, n'sa help to be able to see at a glance which aregood and 
which aren't. Our ratings boxes do this - just look out for those 
featuring long bars with dark tips' 

So there it is, a state-of-the-art reviewing system specially desig-
ned for state-of-the-art Amstrad software - beware of dated, in-
ferior models! 

C O M P A T I B I L I T Y 
All the games reviewed in this 
issue - with exception of Big 
League Soccer- will run on all the 
Amstrad home computers: 464. 
664,6128. 
We've either tested them our-
selves or extracted solemn pro-
mises from the software houses 
concerned that they are 
compatible. 

Big League Soccer will run 
ONLY on the 464. 

Big League Soccer 
Certain important changes have 
taken place since the review of 
this game was written. It is now to 
be marketed by Viper Software 
and will cost £6.95 on cassette 

AA Ratings - how they work — AA Ratings 
We've come up with five differ-
ent headings which, we reckon, 
cover all that 's important about a 
game The most important is the 
final one which represents our 
overall assessment of it Games 
which score 80°': or higher earn 
the much sought after label of AA 
RAVE, while the highest rated 
game in any month becomes our 
MASTERGAME - we go through 
agonies before selecting that 
one. 

The ratings categories are 
meant to be fairly self-
explanatory, but that wasn't why 
we didn't print anything about 
them last issue we just ran out of 
space! So here are the missing 
explanations Hopefully you'll 
agree our categories make a re-
freshing change from the usual 
GRAPHICS is the first category. 

Basically, this means,.er what the 
game looks like; colour, definition, 
animation, imagination It's safe to 
say that monochrome Noughts and 
Crosses -/nil score fairly low 
SONICS next Sweet music horri-
ble noise, silence, all will be rated 
on quality and quantity This rating 
involves the use of ears 
GRAB FACTOR We think you'll 
like this one. Does the game really 
GRAB you? Are you hooked? Will 
you miss an episode of The 
Archers to play it9 High Grab 
Factor means that the whole ofTice 
abandons work Bob Wade who-
ops with delight and even the 
publisher looks mildly pleased. 
100% means the game is more 
addictive than cider 
STAYING POWER You may have 
got the habit but how long are you 
going to keep it? Staying Power 

tells you how often you're likely to 
return to a game That depends on 
such matters as the number of 
screens and levels, the vanety of 
the task, the degree of long-term 
challenge An addictive game with 
only a couple of screens to it will 
get a high Grab Factor and low 
Staying Power, one with a 1000-
screen playing area but lacking in 
payability would be the other way 
round 
AA RATING Nothing to do with 
cars This is the result of a very 
hard sum involving all the other 
ratings plus factors like price, 
quality of packaging and instruc-
tions, reliability and any other re-
levant factors we can think of You 
won't go far wrong with any game 
over 80% 

MASTERGAME 
Marsport 54 

AA RAVES 
Battle of Britain 66 
Big League Soccer 38 

dynamite Dan 46 
£D Grand Prix 38 

Spy V Spy 52 

GAMES TESTED 

ArgoNavis47 
3D Boxing 47 
Caesar's Travels 42 
Don 't Panic 59 

H S 4 8 ° n e S i m U i a f 0 r 5 9 

Satellite Warrior 50 
Willow Pattern 42 
£orid Cup Soccer 62 
World Senes Baseball 48 
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BIG LEAGUE SOCCER 
Adorn Whit lock f 2 50 cass. keys onl\ 

the skill 

shoot but the forwards may get a second 
chance At half time the teams change ends 

some cadi and placed in the 
with 21 other teams to battle 

The main menu i 
options including playing a 
the transfer market, changing 
levels saving the game, 
league table and the fixtu: 
When you decide to play a match a 
stages have to be complex 

SECOND O P I N I O N 

Very nice little game this, although how the 

mighty Spurs ended up losing to 

Chesterfield in the Fourth Division beats me 

And how can Crewe Alexandra bid over 

£100.000for Peter Shilton? The only glaring 

problem in this simulation is the absence of 

Rochdale from the teams It 's an outrage 

PC 

;e receipts 
m ^ o c , " ; 
about which ] 

position 

sag -. iiVZ: 

the end of a seacn you can be pro-
fited orev< 

: or in debt« 

1 Manager. 

i with plenty to do. 

tchgets ^ 

ying It until the early 

FM, so no points for 
Ik . , 

Grand Prix Rally 11 came close to being a 
good racing game but at last we have the real 
thing with this excellent simulation of formula 
one race action where you could be the next 
Alain Prost, or Nigel Manse 11 .or whoever 
takes your fantasy 

The action takes place on eight different 
grand prix circuits with 23 other cars in the 
race with you The aim is to finish in the top 
three on each circuit which will allow you to 
proceed to the next. If you fail tomakethe top 
three the game is over and you'll have to start 
from the first circuit again 

SECOND OPINION 

Very enjoyable and very exciting Motor 

racing s a bore to watch, but great to play on 

an Amstrad Those other drivers though 

they're worse ihan London taxis for cutting 

you up on corners. The circuits are cleverly 

constructed to.gt ve you only the slimmest of 

chances to overtake before you spin into a 

bend The wing mirrors are a neat idea, 

allowing you to cut up the others as they 

have cut up unto you 

PC Engine iemp«foluT« 

Stearin? wheel 

Front tyrej 

The screen view is of the car cockpit, 
nosecone and front wheels, with the track 
and cars ahead Within, the 'cockpit are m 
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GRAPHICS 
SONICS 

GRAB FACTOR 

STAYING POWER 
A A RATING 

c 

GRAPHICS 
SONICS 

GRAB FACTOR 

STAYING POWER 
A A RATING 

The FM difference 
The comparison with Football Manager is 
inevitable but this program has several 
things going for it that the original lacked 
The most obvious is the price tag very 
attractive 

The 3D highlights are much better than 
EM with big animated figures not little suck 
men The handling of players is also better 
with common sense player transfers (if you 
offer the asking price you get the player), 
injuries and suspensions and a more constant 
guide to player form 

The presentation of the fixture and past 
results list is also good, there are more 
games in a season and bigger leagues The 
only point it loses out on is the lack of a cup 
competition So although it's fairly unoriginal 
it definitely improves on its predecessor 

gauges to indicate revs, speed, temperature 
ami gears There are also wmgi mirrors on 
either side showing the track behind the car 
and a status line at the top of the screen to 
indicate score, lap, position and hi-score 

You always start at Zandvoort inBelgium 
in pole position and with three taps ahead of 
you The start of the race is signalled by two 
lights changing from red to green and allow-
ing you 16 race off ifie line. There are four 
gears and neutral so you've got to work 
through these or you'll be left helplessly re-
vving the engine on the ime 

Your first place is lost almost immedi-

The eight circuits 
1 Zandvoort Belgium. 2.6mile circuit 

2 Silveretone, England. ?. 9 rni le circuit 
Anderatorp. Sweden 2 5 mile circuit 

4 Jarama. Spain. 2,1 mile circuit 
S.Rouen, Prance 4.1 mile circuit 

6.Brands Hatch. England 2 6 mile circuit 
7 Kyalami. South Africa. 2 5mile circuit 

8 Mospori. Canada. 2 Smile circuit 

pf racing. Fc 
off once in the top three for safety but on later 
circuits the other drivers improve and you'll 
be at the limit for the whole tface 

BW 
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ately as another car races by youbut this con 
be quickly regained as you blast into fourth 
gear. Cornering and passing other cars are 
the hardest parts of the racing, and must be 
practiced in order to defeat the opposition. 
The front wheels turn the car left or right with 
acceleration and braking also under your 
control. 

The other cars will try to get in your way 
and also get past you To avoid them on 
straights you have to squeeze byon the edge 
of the trackand at «x>rfiers they will always try 
to cut you up the inside, forcing you to g:o 
round the outside of the bend When cars 
approach from behind they loom large in the 
wing mirrors you may be able to block them 
by weaving about the track, but not for long. 

Collisions withotfter cars, traokside sig-
nposts or running-right off the tr ack will bring 
the car to a dead halt and after a short delay 
you will have to get back on the track and 
accelerate through the gears again. The 
grass at the edge of the track can be clipped 
with one set of wheels and this will slow the 
car down rather than stop it completely This 
happens when you take a corner too fast and 
if you're really gunning it you may lose con-
i rol completely and slide out. 

If the engine is run at too high revs for 
long it will overheat This reduces the power 
output until it has coaled off, so particularly 
heavy- footed drivers may find themselves 
suddenly slowing and being passed byother 
cars* 

Any delays may lose you positions in the 
race but to qualify for the next circuit you 
have to finish in the first three after three laps 

Excellent graphics, particularly the 
car front wheels. 

Eight different courses. 
Intelligent opponents of increasing 

skill. 
Lota of skill needed to drive the car at 

its full potential. 
Wing minora are a nice touch. 

Ear numbing sound effects. 
If yon fail to make the top three you 

have to start all over again at the start. 



MR MEN MAGIC STORYMAKER m r t 
Enables children aged 3 to 6 to create their own delightful 

animated picture stories, at the same time gaining valuable 
reading experience in two staged words-and-pictures programs. 

Amstrad • BBC B/Electron • Spectrum 48K 
C a s s e t t e £ 9 . 9 5 

THE INVISIBLE MR MEN : @ > 
? Three more fun programs from our famous friends: a 

search-and-find adventure in Mr Men Land, shape and colour 
matching in Muddletown, and a dot-to-dot game to help learn 

the alphabet. 
Amstrad • BBC B/Electron • Spectrum 48K 

C a s s e t t e £ 9 . 9 5 

FIRST STEPS WITH THE MR MEN 
Everyone's favourite first software package featuring 

Mr Greedy's Ice Cream Hunt, Mr Silly's Hat Game, and 
Mr Forgetful's Wardrobe and Letter Games. 

Amstrad • Atari 48K • BBC B • Commodore 64 • 
Electron • MSX • Spectrum 48K 

C a s s e t t e £ 8 . 9 5 

HERE & THERE WITH THE MR MEN 
Mr Tickle. Mr Grumpy, and Mr Lazy join forces with four fun ^ 

games to help children aged 5 and up learn about left and right, \ 
up and down, moving, and simple route planning. \ 

Amstrad • BBC B/Electron • Commodore 64 • 
MSX - Spectrum 48K 

V C a s s e t t e £ 7 . 9 5 

& WORD GAMES WITH THE MR MEN 
A bumper two-cassette pack featuring Mr Funny. Mr Silly. Mr 

Noisy, and Mr Bounce. Mr Noisy's Word Game introduces 
oppositesand comparatives, and Read with Mr Bounce helps 

with positional words like in and out, over and under. 
BBC B/Electron • Commodore 64 • Spectrum 48K 

C a s s e t t e £ 9 . 9 5 

S T O R Y M A K E R 

The Mirrorsof t Mr Men Christmas Collection is available 
through BESA and other good software stockists 
everywhere. 

All BBC B and Commodore 64 programs are also 
available on disk at £3 above the cassette pack price. We 
also operate a disk upgrade service for the same price. 

In case of dif f iculty or for catalogues and product information sheets on our chi ldren's software range, please contact 

Maxwell House, 74 Worship Street, London EC2A 2EN. Tel: 01 -377 4644 (24 hours) 
Trade orders: Mirrorsoft Ltd, Purnell Book Centre, Paulton, Bristol BS18 5LQ 
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Ptytfte level 

Thejump-iff̂ ngrh 
meter 

The urhoppy robot Pietty K»ittwy ond K ./A 
otn'odoi 

At first the controls may prove frustrat-
ing as yon try to combine walking jumping 
and Hying at the right moments: This can lead 
to lots of futile bouncing around and death 
falls as you try to get the hang of things. After 
some practice though you should be able to 
get about guite fast The other crucial thing is 
to make amap as you go, along because othe r 
wise the scenery starts to look all the same 
and you'il get totally lost 

BW 

The screens are arranged as a 16x16 
maze subdivided into 3 sections. The evil 
computer is in section three and to ge! to it 
you have to crack through the previous two 
sections In each section a transporter key 
has to be found and taken to a labelled trans-
porter room. allowing you to access another 
section of the maze. 

Most screens have a variety of platforms 
in the form of clocks, torches, rocky out-
crops. RIP signs and chained up prisoners. 
These can be jumped on and walked upon 
but care must be taken since a fail from great 
height will result in the loss of a life The 
strength of the robot's jump can be adjusted 
between five settings for different lengths? 
and heights of leap Failing that the robot has 
a limited Hying power, although this uses up 
psyche power and if this reaches zero the 
game ends. 

Psyche can be replaced by shooting the 
aliens that appear on every screen First you 
have to find the laser though The aliens will 
cause problems since they get in your way 
and can knock you out of the air if you're in the 
middle of a leap. Shooting them only gets rid 
of them temporarily and even tfie explosions 
can be bumped into stoppin«pyour progress. 

SOUL OF A ROBOT 
Mastertronic, CI 99 cass. joystick ot keys 

SECOND OPINION 

there were some very nice graphics in this 

prog sla ves bearing platforms on their 

backs, the robots head dropping off The 

leaping robot moves not quite as smoothly 

as his Predecessors in Ultimate games, but 

you ha ve to expect a bi t of rough m a £1 99 

program, don f you?Overall 1 found this 

even more compelling than 

Nonterraqueous mainly due to the wittier 

graphics and the extra movement It 's 

certainly another one for the mappers 

We ie the real thing AMSTRAD ACTION DECEMBER 1985 41 

This game is subtitled Nonterraqueous £and 
is in the same mould as that other cheapo 
cracker" with 256 screens full of colour, move-
ment and challenge The seeker in the 
original game apparently failed in its mission 
and now 3 robot with the mind of a man has 
been sent on the same mission. The trouble is 
his soul is in torment and he wants to commit 
filicide by destroying the evil computer A 
manicdepressive robot Where have I heard 
that before? 

The screens are similar to Nonterra• 
gtfeous with lots of colourful scenery occupy-
ing them At least one side of the screen is 
open as an exit but sometimes all four are 
available The big differenceisln the method 
of getting about thescreens - insteadofflymg 
the robot walks and jumps. This brings the 
platform game element to the action th.it t6 
still mostly about charging around lots of 
screens blasting aliens on the way 

• Controls are immensely frustrating at 
flat 
• Not too much putxling involved. 

Another danger that faces the robot are 
little toadstools of deadly fungi which prove 
instantly fatal if touched and have to be leapi 
over Disappearing floors are another haz-
ard and unless you time your progress 
across them right it could lead to a long fatal 
drop, at the end of which the robot's head 
drops off at his feet 

G 0 _ 0 0 N Ê  W 

• 236 colourful rooms. 
• Interesting set of eventually 
rewarding controls. 
• Greet shooting action. 
• Platform skills, mapping and arcade 
adventuring combined. 
• Every bit as testing as its predecessor. 
• That lovely Mastertronic price. 

Interfering dro«d» 



To find good educational software you have 
to lookfauly bar d at the classj/ied^ds m some 
magazines or make do with (urns op on 
the computer store shelves (ifanythmg)- For 
that reason iCs good to see a 
company like Mirrorsoft, catering tor the 
computer users who want to help use the 
computer as a tool for the whoie famiiy 

No-one pretending thai Travels is a 
serious educational program, but what it 
offer.-; is a novel sort of storybook and read-
ing aid that may provide both enjoyment and 
some learning. It cqrihes in a v6 fy nice.pack-

SECOND OPINION 

Even though this is s gaiiie for 3-9 year olds J 

rather enjoyed st,J'm not sure what that says 

about my taste, but I'm not ashamed Crown 
ups may find th&game piaya little on the 
easyside, and the booklet isn'iexa^y one \ 

of those you just-ban '(put 4&iyn.Bui it's a 

very charming production that younger 

children should really enjoy, 

PC 

age along wiih a storybook and pictures of 
Caesar's adventures to colour in The story-
book is more detailed than the gam* and can 
be used on it3 own 

. Both thebookand the game take the form 
of a series of decisions It starts with Caesar 
being thrown out ofhis home and he has l ogo 
and find a new one • there's always -a happy-
ending of course Most courses of action are 
decided by one o: six commands winch are 
run. walk. jump, climb, hide or wait. These 

are speit out m greater deiaU on screen but 
have been condensed intosmale key entries 

• The game features animated sequences 
as Caesar goes through his adventures and 
has some reasonable graphics The book 
ateo has the variable storyline and action 
choices, achieved by Turning to a particular 

! • WMM 

Co«itir 5* trying to 
ileal >om© taw ogev 
Can yoo how 

page ot ihe booklet dependmg on which ac-
tion is to be taken There are some reason-
able pieces Of animation in the game, but no-
thing very spectacular ' * 4 

Caesar gets himself imo a lot of scrapes 
in many diiler emsuiroundfcngs, You may and 
him wandering around a fairground. enjoy : 

mg the countryside; hWingput m the moun-
tains, helping OUT firemen F A fire, stowing 
away on a ship and even going off to live with 
the Martians: 

At certain points m the computer 

program puzzles have to b e solved These 
take the form of counting objects, identifying 
directions and c0iour#There aren't very 
many of these tests though and I think a few 
more would have been good, These puzzies 
can be attempted until you geUhem right or 
youcan go back toa previouschoice and take 
a different storyline • 

The packaging recommends the game 
to ages three to nine although the younger 
group will have trouble with the book and 
will be better off just using the game with an 

f:adult Nirie aiso seems a little high for the' 
si rnpiiciryoj the ̂ aine but suitability depends 
on the individual child, sp you'll have to 
judqe thaifor yourselves 

BW 

Excellent packaging and storybook. 
• Many different storylines. 
• Always a happy ending. 
• Some nice educational interludes for 
counting, direction® and colours. 

• Appeal restricted to a limited age 
group. 
> Animation and graphics could have 
been better. 

GRAPHICS sov.ymSM^M 
SONICS 32 

GRAB FACTOR N / A 

.SMEBn/A 
A A RATING 

CAESAR'S TRAVELS 
Mirrotsoft. £8.95 cass. keys only 
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What a genteel name for a game based on a 
plate and featurtng Iot3 of sword-throwing 
Samurai The plate in question is a famous 
design of a touching tale of oriental romance 
which you are going tore-enact The Samurai 
are Firebird s own contribution to make the 
handsome young lovers' task in eloping with 
his beloved princess that much harder 

The story on the plate is that the two 
lovers have been forbidden to meet by the 
princess's father the King They arrange a 
secret meeting plaoe under a tree and try to 
escape across a bridge to a waning boat The 
girl s father chases after them but the gods. in 
a happy mood turn them into birds and they 
fly away 

The mam part of the game centres on the 
bey s attempts to reach the princess through 
a maze guarded by Samurai warriors Hav-
ing found her he has toget tothe boat with her 
while her incensed father pursues you in 
search of vengeance The warriors are posit -
ioned strategically across sections of the 

. maze, making passage impossible So you 
^JJy*** have to kill them using swords that you can 

hurl at them The problem is they can also 
th row swo r ds and you' ve only got 5 Uves 

f W The warriors si ana snll, swinging their 
XU swords and sometimes if you get too close 
7 ] they will throw a sword at you If you can 

outrun the sword it will fall to the floor and 
enable the boy to pick it up and throw it him-
self Running into the warriors also kills the 
boy so careful progress is needed Swords 
are also found lying around on their own but 
they all need to be used carefully 

The number of warriors and swords are 
such that you have to cautiously move 
through the maze only using a sword when 
necessary and not wasting any of them. 
Otherwise the boy could be left without a 
weapon and unable to progress any further 
through the game 

The other main source of danger is the 
bridges that sometimes cross the maze paths. 
When you run onto one of these the view 
switches from the overview of the maze to a 
side view of a bridge Three samurai are • Cute, colourful graphics. 

crouched on the bridge reaching down to try 
to grab you as you leap across stepping 
stones in a river, A bad jump or getting 
caught wUl plunge the boy into the river, los-
ing a life. 

The princess is located in the inner re-
aches of the maze and to get to her will take all 
your skills On the way gems, fruit and other 
objects can be picked up and one crucial 
object that will open up the section of the 
maze containing the princess Once the boy 
has reached her he has to get to a boat or. the 
outside of the maze while the father is chasing 
him. Get caught and it'sall over 

BW 

Some of the prettiest graphics I've seen in a 

long time, accompanied by some the 

sweetest music I've heard in a long time, 

more than compensated for the less than 

demanding gameplay It s very nice 

running around mazes, but there wasn 7 that 

much to do in there 

PC 

SECOND OPINION 
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AND THE MINES 
OF TERROR 

IN ASSOCIATION WITH THE BBC 

SPECTRUM c o m M 0 O O R E g b 
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THE PEN 
THAT LIKES 
TO SAY 

WHILST OUR COMPETITORS 
MOSTLY SAY NO! 

JUST SOME OF THE 
THINGS YOU 
CAN DO WITH 
THIS COMPLETE Jg 
LIGHT PEN 
PACKAGE L_ 

USER DEFINED CHARACTERS 

FREEHAND DRAWING WITH THE GRAPHICS PROGRAM 

GAME SCREEN DESIGN WITH COLOUR EDITING FACILITY 

SCHEMATIC AND GEOMETRIC DESIGN DRAWINGS 
A VAIL ABLE FOR: CPC464 ON TAPE 

CPC464 ON DISC (incl. Interface) 

CPC664 ON DISC 

High Res Graphics Program for 
more serious applications (includes 
both Mode 1 and Mode 2) 

TAPE OR DISC 

If you have any difficulty obtaining our products, please send 
cheque/P.O. to: Also available 

THE ELECTRIC STUDIO 
P.O. BOX 96, LUTON LU3 2JP Tel: (0582) 595222 

FEATURES/ 
FUNCTIONS 

SINGLE COMPLETE ON 
SCREEN MENU 
QRAG SCREEN OBJECTS 
FLIP SCREEN OBJECTS 
CURSOR REMOVAL 
ELASTIC BOXES 
ELASTIC LINE 
ELASTIC TRIANGLE 
ELASTIC ELLIPSE 
ELASTIC DIAMOND 
ELASTIC POLYGON 
ELASTIC HEXAGON 
ELASTIC OCTAGON 
ELASTIC CUBE 
ELASTIC PYRAMID 

SOLID CIRCLES 
SQUDBOXES 
SOUP ELLIPSES 
WEDGES 
BEZIER SIMULATIONS 
ZQQMEPIT 
REVERSE/MIRROR IMAQES 
REFERENCE BACKGROUND 
GRID BACKGROUND 
X.Y DISPLAY OPTION 
PAINT FILL 
COLOURWASHING 
RESIDENT SCREEN DUMP 
3D EDGE PLOTTING 
I E X I 
9 BRUSH SIZES 
18 SPRAY NOZZLES 
4 BASIC TEXTURES 
TEXTURE VARIATION 
XOR TEXTURE SHADING 

26 PAPER COLOURS 
15 COLOUR/TONE PALETTE 
POINT SETTING 
FIXED POINT RAYS 
MIRROR DRAWING 
HOME FUNCTION Y E S _ _ N 2 
KEY CONTROL NUDGE Y££ YES 
JOYSTICK NUDGE YES NO 
AVAILABLE FOR 464 YES YES 
AVAILABLE FOR 664 YES ? 
MODE 1&2 AVAILABLE YES ? 
DUE TO LACK OF SPACE, WE ARE NOT ABLE TO LIST 
THE OTHER 20+ FUNCTIONS OUR PEN IS CAPABLE OF. 
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GRAPHICS 
SONICS 

GRAB FACTOR 

STAYING POWER 
A A RATING 

90% 
91V. 
90*/. 

The objects 
uses 

DYNAMITE DAN 
Wit to r&oh £ 8 9 S c j 4 S j c * st ick o i bey % 

Moving nottlet 

Don hlmielf 

TUNING FORKS: these flaihjno I . 

DEODORANT,»« s i » „ r o u a 

you to drop into ttu, „a,er _, ' . 

P d , r m f l D o I^JSR^" 
^ W k ooy » , t „ ( food r«p len l i h« Dan 

r s " » 
R6D LINES AMD TRAMPOUN6S-when 

locations. Always the jame routes 

S E C O N D O P I N I O N 

"ATo. not really a shred of originality to.be 

found in this game. Just excellent graphics, 

tough gamepiayand a challenge that's likely 

to be Jong-term ft has to be the best game of 

its kind so far on the Amstrad. 

Unlike many other games ofttfis ilk. I 

didn tfind the jumping presented too many 

problems. What usually got me v/as the 

sheer volume and crazmess of the Blitzen s 

guards. Apart from the usual platform-game 

jokes' such as snapping toilets - there was 
a host of clover and colourful opppenents 

PC 

The hero of the title is another plump, lovable 
computer character involved in a colourful 
and demanding platform game His task is to 
collect eight sticks of dynamite and blow 
open the safe of the evil Dr Blitzen, get the 
plans for the Mega-Ray and escape in a zep-
pelin The plot may not be credible but the 
game is terrific. 

Dan stans in his zeppelin above Blitzen's 
48 screen, clifftop fortress and has to jump 
down and start dealing with the hordes of 
dangers that face him. There are lots of non-

moving objects that can be picked up for 
energy, points and different uses but also 
many moving nasties that lose you a life when 
run into 

Teteporl unit 

48 very tough screens. 
Colourful graphics and animation. 
Good variety of adversaries and 

objects. 
Random elements and creatures make 

an addictive but difficult game. 
Great music on title screen and ear-

pleasing sound effects. 
Best platform game I've seen for ages. 

Not a highly original game type. 
Dying in that water can get very 

frustrating. 
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Running into the creatures loses Dan one 
of his ten lives leaving him to continue from 
that position But a bigger danger awaits at 
the bottom of the cliff- the sea If Dan falls into 
it the game ends immediately unless he is 
carrying the right object or lands on the raft 
that floats across the water. Other long falls 
can also lose Dan a single life in the same way 
as running into creatures. The creatures 
come in a wonderful variety of colourful, well 
animated types that follow movement pat-
terns vertically or horizontally. Getting past 
them is all a matter of planning a route and 
having good timing 

You can move about screen by several 
methods, the simplest of which are the fam-
iliar walking and jumping. Teleports are 
sometimes found and transport you between 
two locations. Red trampolines and elastic 
ropes can be used for bouncing on so that 
Dan can gain great height straight up or for 
diagonal leaps across gaps or dangers 
When going between screens you must be 
careful, as they Dick to reveal the new one 
this can leave you leaping into thin air if you 
don't know the screen layout. There is even a 
central lift which is handy for getting be-
tween levels, but can be dangerous if you fall 
down the empty shaft 

As Dan moves about he uses energy 
which has to be replenished with constant 
supplies of food This is found lying about all 
over the place in the form of cups of tea. ice 
cream, cake, fruit and other goodies. It isn't 
replaced, though, thus putting a limit on how 
long the game can go on. 

The dynamite is randomly placed about 
the playing areaalthough it tends to appear in 

the same general locations. The other useful 
objects also appear randomly and have vari-
ous uses like invulnerability and extra lives 
These should help you to your objective 
which is a safe guarded by Blitzen and con-
taining plans which you have to collect and 
get back to your zeppelin. 

The game is going to be exceptionally 
difficult to complete with the random ele-
ments and sheer overwhelming number of 
adversaries However it's a great one for 
working out routes and timings, just like a 
good platform game should be 

B W 

Extro life 

Central lift thaft 

Deodorant 



3D BOXING 
Amsoft/Jamet Software, £8 9b cass. £13.95 disc, 
joystick or keys 

FB's Boxing and the rather disappointing 
Rocco both showed the action in a boxing 
ring from behind the boxer's head This new 
simulation presents a side view with the 
boxers able to move around the whole ring 

The task is to defeat six opponenrs to gain 
the 'Am'soft Belt' Each opponent will have 
slightly different characteristics to the others 
although they always appear as the same ani 
mated character The ring is shown from an 
angle above one side and the boxers can 
move anywhere within it in pursuit of one 
another. 

•The blue and red boxers appear from 
iheir respective corners at the start of each of 
up to 15 rounds of action You can play one or 
two player games or even watch them fight in 
demo mode. Each fighter has a number of 
movres he can perform: left and right jabs to 
head and body, hooks to head and body, and 
anuppercut. 

Time lofr in round 
Round number 

The two boxert 

Energy ban 

If a punch connects with your opponent 
then it decreases his energy gauge and in-
creases yours A large number of missed 
punches can reduce energy as well so ac-
curacy and efficiency are needed If energy 
reaches zero then the boxer is knocked out 
But resting and dodging the opponent's 
blows can give a respite in which the energy 
bar will increase 

A boxer can also find himself on the seat 
of his pants in the ring from a particularly well 
Mmed blow These can result in knockouts 
although usually they just draw a count of 
eight or rune after which the fighr continues. 

The six boxers are of increasing diffic-
ulty to beat A certain Roland makes an ap-
pearance, as well as those two famous figh-
ters from the Two Tribes video, Mikhail and 
Ronaid, The last and toughest boxer is Jeff 
(whoever he is) but the differences between 
them all are negligible. 

The detail on the animation is good 
although it's sometimes difficult to make out 
what's going in the close quartet fighting and 
whose punches are actually landing The ad-
vantage this has over previous boxing games 
is the fact that you can have a two player game 

although these are somewhat slower and less 
spectacular than the deadly strikes in a game 
like Fist 

BW 

SECOND OPINION 

1 was almost ready to throw in the towel 

before the end of the first round, but my 

trainer wouldn 't let me disgrace myself. So I 

persevered and slugged it out with the 

various opponents, although I failed to see 

arivsignificant difference between them 

The graphics give this a victory on points 

over other fistic games, but it loses by a 

knockout on gameplay. 

PC 

0 0 N E W 

• Two player action. 
• Detailed fighting graphics. 
• Variety of punches. 
• Long 15 round fights possible. 

W 

• Controls are difficult to master. 
• Impossible to tell when a punch will 
knock a fighter down. 
• There's an easy way to beat all six 
fighters (if you can find it). 

GRAPHICS [71% mmmm 
SONICS 5 4 % 

GRAB FACTOR 7 1 % •y. 

STAYING POWER 6 2 % g: mmm 
A A RATING 6 6 % Wmmm 

ARGO NAVIS 
Kuma. f 6 95 cass. keys only 

Wandering the alien-ridden depths of a 
spaceship you have to find the 12 destruct 
codes and control rooms that will enable you 
to destroy the ship Having set the ship to 
explode you' ve also got to get out again 

The ship is 12 levels deep and eight wide 
making a total of 96 screens Each one of these 

S E C O N D O P I N I O N 

This game had its moments, but! found them 

few and far between It reminded me of 

Gremlin s Project Future, reviewed in our 

last issue -except it'snot as good Thebes! 

bits, in fact, were theshoot-em-up 

sequences, where the scrolling out-

smoothed anything 1 've previously seen on 

the Arnold 

PC 

is composed of a variety of platforms, stair-
ways, doors and alien hazards The space-
suited character undei your control has to 
walk and lump his way around the screens 
trying to maintain his oxygen level and not 
fall prey to the alien monsters 

The destruct codes are in the form of 
blue discs which you have to jump to collect 
There are also stars and oxygen canisters 
which can be picked up for points and oxy-
gen respectively The supply of air is needed 
to replenish that lost when encountering 
aliens or falling from platforms 

There are lots of dangers to the suit you 
wear and each one will deplete the oxygen 
supply until you run out and lose your only 
life Robot guards will shoot bullets at you but 
you can return their fire Spidery creatures, 
though, have to be jumped over. 'Spitters 
are another problem they spit out bullets 
but they can do it al several angles ana are 
often lined up m banks which are hard to get 
past without injury 

Many of the platforms hav*.- doors across 
them which block your path. Some of these 
can be slid out of the way using control but-
tons which you have to jump into but this may 
block another path Both movable and im-
movable doors cause damage if bumped 
into The spaceman also has to watch out for 
long drops since every time he falls he loses 
oxygen. Sometimes walkmg off the edge of a 
platform can be used as a short-cut bu: it 
shouldn t be necessary 
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GRAPHICS 
SONICS 

GRAB FACTOR 

STAYING POWER 

A A RATING 

HI RISE 
8uhble Bus. f 8.90. joystick or keys 

I'm not sure if I want to see my computer 

opponents displaying 'intelligence' It 

makes things very difficult forme. It moans 

the game is very hard Of course, ifyou like 

hard, fast games with umpteen screen:; and 

lots of hookabUity you might like this. But it's 

too much forme. 

PC 

One interesting aspect of the game ts the 
firing porta which if walked into take you 10 a 
new ycreen outside the ship where you have 
to blast an alien ship The screen scrolls 
smoothly in all directions while the shir, 
moves into and out of the foreground view 
To shoot the ship it has to be centred in the 
screen and blasted with a phnser. This re-
turns the view to the inside o( the ship where 
you can now pa&3 the firing port 

If you get all the. crystal;; they have to be-
set to explode in control cabins ana then the 
spaceman has to get out fast The graphics 
:»re fairly simple as are the sound effects bur 
the sheo:-em-upsequences are very smooth 
moving 

BW 

• Puzzles involving the sliding doors. 
• Smooth shoot-em-up sequences. 
• 96 screens making a complicated 
playing area. 

tator sport in America and this version cer 
ramly has an enthusiastic crowd and. with two 
players a really competitive atmosphere 

The action all takes place on one screen 
2 3D representation of a. bail park, although !< 
lias a video screen within it for showing the 
close-up action. The field has a diamond in it 
with a base at each of the four corners A 
pitcher stands iri the middle and throws the 
ball at the battet standing over the 'home 
plate' or 'fourth base' The idea is for the 
batter to hit the ball and get around the 
diamond back to home plate to score a run 

Each team lias nine innings in which tc 
score as many runs as possible, each innings 
lasting until three players are out. You can be 
out iii a number of ways. If the ball is caught 
without bouncing then the player is out He'3 
also out if he's tagged by a player carrying 
the ball. Jails to reach first base before the bail 
does or has three 'strikes' against him A 
strike is when the batter misses a ball 
although some he can leave if they are too 
high or too low as they will be illegal if the 
pitchei pltchesfout illegal balls to One batter 
he automatically goes to first base 

The player.-- can move round the 
diamor. done b as* at 3 time on sepa rate hit;; If 

• Graphics and sound effects arc simple. 
• Gameplay is mostly just running 
around. 
• Keys only control can get confusing. 

S E C O N D O P I N I O N 

Don t be put off by the Ameucan sounding 
title of this game all it isisgoodold rounders 
with a few rule changes, it the biggest spec-

Some game.--*attract you wi»h pretty graphics. 
Others amaze your ears with music but some 
hook you with pure addictive gamepiay This 
is .i gryn" m similar mould with dozens of 
tough screens to bo negotiated. 

Ea«:h screen consist of a maze of wal-
kways connected by Judders. The platforms 
are often on three separate planes^lhintgh 
more complicated layouts alsoappem The 
object is to tumlhe lighr blue floors whit^by 
running o.vrL' thsm wit;^ yi UUle ariiniate^i-
gure Once all the Hoot ha* beencfcan9**d 
you can move onto' -snoth^r ia^guSj 
layouts are often parita)ty hidden by Other 
•plfltforni«''so thatijornenruc-^ you will be wor-
kma.bhnd with only !ogtb^nd iheJ>d)f?eofthe 
man's footsteps to g x p ' ^ j a ^ . • 

The only things rh.it can sto# you corn-
pleung the t.isk are three other character.*, 
who c f ta^ about trying ibc&tch the pointer , 
thus removing one of his jrin<S lives Thus '.rio 
of enemies are intelligent too aJw can track 
you down a complicated section of niiizemti 
even split up so as-to trap youmaoprner 

The '-inly defence a-ejainst these guys ts 
either lo stav one step ahead dftfcoin. which 
$>"t easy as they don t make mistakes or; to 
delay them with rho two globs ol glue you 
carry. These can be dropped anywhere on 
the flooi and will .stick the pursuers tp.the'spot 
for a short period Onqe the giue disappears 

from the loot you can use it «gaih. but only 
two patches can be used as oncewhtch^omer- j 
tmesmay not be-enoUgh S'h >->f 5 

Thepai titer can stepup^ gear and speed • 
aw^'fr'orn hw chfrer-r <r rynnuio pftce boi he. « 
risks running off tfie end of a platform and 
falling to h>« death Falling tsn t always fatal, 
though, sitice if h* can land on a .platform 
bolew it will give him a big head start on the 
pursuer.?/ / / , " ^ 

If he does-get catu$tyou have-to .r^a&rt 
the sgroen over again with the -v&ole ficior 

.stiii to be painted in As if litis weren't com-
plicated enough there a time";iknivon-each 
scref^v which,will also removed Jtfe if ir ruria 
out. This hmii is reduq&d rapidly if the man 
runa imo dead ends V 

When, you riOwanage-io ^aiftlifl-iiUjof the 
floor several nev. blocks appeal These are 

tlm* limit 



a bat ter hits the the ball out of the playing area 
it's a home run and all the batters run in to 
score The fielders can chase and pass any 
balls that are hit in then direction although 
you may find the computer's selection of 
which fielder you control a little odd at times 

The giant video screen on the field pro-
vides a close-up of the action as the pitcher 
delivers the ball and the batter swings at it 
The pitcher has a variety of different pitches 
including fast slow, high and low bails and 
combinations of them The batter also has the 
option of three speeds of swing - fast 
medium and slow With a fast swing he may 
get a home run but the tuning isn't always 
easy. 

Once three men are out the teams swap 
roles, interrupted only by the cheerleaders 
and a kid with a Hi mom' sign after certain 
innings If the scores are tied after nine inn-
ings extra ones are played until a clear win-

plays a tough 
t his tactics. 

whereupon you can slaughter him There-
fore it's best to play against another person 
since it provides much more unpredicta-
bility and excitement. 

B W 

SECOND O P I N I O N 

I 'm not a baseball fan, burl was quite 

prepared to enjoy this computer version 

However, Iditin t really get to first base with 

this program. The graphics were 

disappointingly chunky, with the players' 

heads seeming to consist of little more than 

baseball caps. It s easy !o thrash the 

computer after a while and althought he two 

player option can be exciting, there's too 

much inconsistency in where the ball ends 

up to make a genuinely satisfying contest. 

I 

The three puriver» 

Floor tllll lo b« 
pointed 

GRAPHICS 
SONICS 

GRAB FACTOR 

STAYING POWER 
A A RATING 

(eleport squares which when run into will 
tdkeyoutuduoihei screen There'su.m.iily a 
choiceof more than one which willtakeyou to 
different screens, sometimes back to u 
screen that may already have been com 
pleted The routes alwaysstay the same and 1/ 
the man dies on an al ready completed screen 
you don t have todo it again 

Our pre-production copy had 55 
screens bui the -finished version Should have 
96 odd and you can stall al any of them It 
certainly won't be a garrijjj that anyone is 
going to finish quickly, it ever, because some 
of the layouts-are really mean 

< BW 
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• Graphics and sound are simple. 
• High addiction can also mean a high 
frustration element. 
• Control at junctions and the bottom of 
ladders can be frustrating when you've 
an enemy right behind you. 

• 90 screens. 
• Every screen is devilishly difficult to 
complete. 
• Intelligent computer characters make 
life tough. 
• Addictive gameplay that keeps you 
trying to complete screens. 



• Exciting two player action. 
• Great giant video screen to show 
action. 
• Very playable and easy to control. 
• Colourful graphics and animation. 

• Player graphics are a bit chunky. 
• Ball occasionally appears to get left 
behind when it's actually been picked up 
by a fielder. 
• The computer is fairly easy to beat. 

GRAPHICS 70% mmmm 
SONICS 58% mmmm 

GRAB FACTOR 73% mmmm 
STAYING POWER 70% 

A A RATING 71% 
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Mmites 

P la imo ihtefch 

wipe out your opponents Vou start with a 
certain amount of cash and supplies for biifid • 
ing satellites, the cash being used to pur-
chase more from alien races. 

There are three types of alien race each 

SATELLITE W A R R I O R 
Amsof tDM Lock. C8.95 cass. f l 2 .95 disk, 
joystick or keyboard 

SECOND OPINION 

There's a strange charm to this game. 

Strange, because in retrospect it doesn't 

seem to ha ve anything that might induce me 

to ha ve another go. Each separate sequence 

is pretty unastoundmg, yet together they 

made a game that ws?amusing and 

challenging. It's nor the tops when it comes 

to graphics or sound, but it's intriguing 

enough to be worth investigation 

PC 

high producing moons or those producing 
equipment in short supply The trading and 
building sequences take place on a screen 
with two Landutg pads and the rows of equip-
ment under nc-ath, on launching this switches 

. to a view of the planetary system 
The moons revolve around the planet 

and a little rocket will appear which you have 
to guide to your chosen moon before it runs 
out of fuel Once ;ne re it begins to orbit the 
moon More than one satellite can orbit a 
moon but if they are on opposing sides then a 
ban ie to the finish results This takes place on 
a screen bate except for two stability indi-
cators and the twoaatelittes 

The two combatants can now manoeuvre 
and use all their weaponry in trying to de-
stroy the other Grabbers can be used when 
the satellites are adjacent to do a lot of 
damage plazma guns can be used further 
away with you guiding the bullets ro their 
target and missiles can be left to home in 
themselves. Each hit may inflict damage or 
blow a chunk of the satellite of! until one ex-
plodes or its stability gauge reaches zero. 
This leaves the winner to reap the rewards 
from the moon. 

The game turns now repeat until-obe 
player hast complete control with the aliens 
giving their view on your performance at the 
end. Even if you've won this isn't always very 
complimentary A very original game with 
alot of good ideas and plenty ro do 

BW 

• Lots of originality. 
• Good two player action or at tough 
computer opponent. 
• Good mix of strate gy and action. 
• Plenty to occupy you at al l stage* of the 
game. 

• Instructions may be confusing at first. 
• It takes time to get familiar with the 
gnma. 

Armcw 

torold motor* 

The superpowers aren't th8 only ones with 
killer satellites - this game revolves around 
some really murderous bits of apace hard-
ware with two rival races battling for supre-
macy of a planetary system The game com-
bines tactical and strategic skill with fast ac-
tion to produces very original offering 

You can play with two players, or against 
the computer which plays a very tough 
game The game can be played with one or 
two planets (five or ten moons) the latter 
choice making for a longer game The aim is 
to place a satellite around every moon and 

of which sells a different type of equipment. 
One deals in offensive weaponry, another in 
defensive systems and the third in base units 
and motors. At the start of each turn you can 
bid to for a visit from a particular alien or bid 
for him NOT to visit you. In this way you hope 
to get the right tools for your satellite. In later 
turns you may even have a surplus that you 
can sell to the aliens 

The eight basic units that can make up a 
satellite are: the head, toroids. grabbers, 
missiles, plazma guns, armour ECM and 
shields. Satellites must always have a head 
but everything else is optional Toroids are 
the motors ihat allow you tomove the satellite 
about in a battle but you can have a stationary 
unit. 

"Grabbers, piazma guns and missiles are 
used for close, medium and long range fight-
ing in battles with armour, shields and ECM 
defending against the three of them respec-
tively. Up to seven units can be placed on a 
single head but additional heads can be used 
to create even bigger satellites. Once cons-
tructed the unit can be launched to any of the 
moons 

Each moon willproduc& particular rypes 
of equipment and mdifferentquanu ties Thus 
to begin with competiuon willbe high for the 



ARGO NAVIS - Your space ship has been overrun by 
aliens and your only hope is to collect and set the twelve 
self-destruct bombs deep in the heart of the vessel. I laving 

«*•! I hem. you must return to the airlock and escape to 
safety Be careful not to damage your spate suit (oxygen is 
precious!), beware of robot guards, 'spitters' and spider-

like creatures, who make agile manoeuvring essential* 
This ship is also under attack from other craft, which 
must be destroyed before your mission can continue 

and just one of our rapidly expanding range of 
Entertainment and Application Software. 

Now available from major retailers. 

Kuma Computers Ltd. 12, Horseshoe Park. 
Pangbourne, Berks RG8 7JW 

Please send full details of Amstrad CPC products: 

Name _ 

Address 

/ own an Amstrad CPC computer. 

Trade Enquiries Phone 07357-4335 
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This novel game featuresthe black and white 
cartoon spies from the Mad comics doing 
what they do best fighting each other It's a 
true two player game with a split screen dis-
play allowing both spies to operate inde-
pendently as they try to outwit each other 

The action takes place in an embassy 
which can be any size from six to 36 rooms. 
The objective is to find four objects hidden in 
the embassy, place them in a bag and escape 
to the airport before rime runs out or the other 

(roy'does it first. The objects are found by 
searching the furniture in the rooms but to 
carrymojfethandneat once youneed the bag 
to put them in The problem is that the other 
spy is directly competing with you and wi l l 
fight you for the Objects 

The screen is split info two monitor sec-
tions with a camera view on the right and a 
machine called a • trapulator' on the tight. The 
camera shows the 3D view of the room the 
spy is in if both spies are in the same room 
only one display is used to show both. 

The rooms usually have one or more 
pieces of furniture in them in the form of cup-
boards, filing cabinets, pictures on the wall 
and televisions The floor is sometimes 
covered by carpet or a hole by a small rug. 
These holes can be used for moving between 
floors as they connect to ladders, Getting be-
tween rooms is a simple matter of vising the 
doors, which are sometimes nicely panelled 

The doors can appear on any of the four 
sides of the room although there is no wall at 
the front so the door is indicated by a thin 
strip along the floor The doors and furniture 
are the main places where traps can be setfor 
the other spy using the 'trapulator-' l 

There are two main ways of battling with 
your opponent. The most simple is to beirt the 
same room where you can smash each other 
about with sucks until one spy dies The dead 
spy flutters off screen as a winged angel 
(heaven takes all sorts these days) and loses 
valuable time while the other spy chuckles 
evilly before racing off again in pursuit of 
objects If you have the misfortune to. die it 
costs time and sendsthe spy back to the start-
ing room. 

Shelve* 

S E C O N D O P I N I O N 

How you can expect to go around incognito 

with a proboscis like this is beyond me. But 

let that pass This is a program which 

captures fully the maniacal humour of the 

cartoon strip The split screen display 

provides some frantic fun in both one and 

two player mode. Animation is excellent and 

the potential playing area should satisfy the 

most demanding of moles. 

PC 

The other, and more satisfying, way of 
killing your opponent is by setting booby 
traps for him These are accessed using the 
trapulator and can be planted in furniture, on 
doors or just out in the open If a spy is unfor-
tunate enough to search a booby trapped 
piece of furniture or open a rigged door then 

Doorways 

Carpet 
Ladder lo nox l l loo f 

once again he will die gruesomly. lose tune 
and leave the other spy nearly dying of 
laughter 

The traps can be stopped using various 
objects found in specific pieces of furniture 
but you need to know which object removes 
which trap and which trap is where not 
easy The only way to know is to try to keep an 
eye on what the spy is doing on the other 
display while still trying to do things yourself 

The spies are aided by a map On the 
trapulator showing the level of the embassy 
they are onand where an object is. The game 
can be played against the computer or ano-
ther player, the former being a real test of 
skill and the latter a tremendously exciting 
battle of wits. 

The game ends either when both spies 
run out of timeor when one succeeds m gett-
ing to the airport with all the objecrs (he dies if 
he hasn't got them all) whereupon he flies off 
in his plane and obtains a ranking like aver-
age guy spy' or ' small fry spy' dependingon 
how well you've done 
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Hotitand containing 
umbrella 

Cupboards contalng 
fools for removing 
traps 
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Manh's location 
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From the myshcal lands of celtic legend Gar-
goyle have leaped a few thousand years into 
the future to an Eaith under siege from alien 

I threat. Your task as the space-suited John 
Marsh no greasy Cuchulamnish hair -is to 
begin the counter-attack against the alien 
Sept in the occupied Marsportbase. 

The base holds the key to mankind's sur-
vival in the form of plans that will enable a 
strengthening of the force field protecting 
Earth and the moon. The plana are hidden 
within the 10 levels of Marsport which is in-
fested with the insectoid Sept and defended 
by M-CentTal. the computer installed to run 
thecity and defend the plans against Ihe Sept 

The game format xs basically the same as 
Dun Darach but it takes place m a futuristic 
setting and presents the player with totally 
new problems. The screen is split into two 
sections with the top half showing John Marsh 
as he wanders aroUnd the various base levels-
and the bottom section providing inform-
ation status. Marsh is much more agile than 
Cuchulainn from DD. walking in a more up 
right, nimble-footed manner 

As you move down corridors the view 
can be switched through four camera angles 
at 90 degrees to each other so that both sides 
of the corridor can be looked at by changing 
cameras Every now and then a junction wflJ 
be encountered which can be turned into by 
switching views appropriately So now you 
know how to move about you Will want to 
know whattodo next. £ \ 

Most of the action involves various wall 
umts. doors and aliens which have to be used. 
opened and killed respectively. Of course it 
isn't that simple because there s the usual 
mass of objects with a complicated chain of 
events and actions needed for completing 
tasks. One of the earliest lobs is to arm your-
self with a weapon. That's right, folks - this 
Gargoyle game features shooting, blasting 
zapping or mother words alien killing 

The gun isn't that easy to get because it 
involves using two of the lifts to get to it and a 
gun permit lo open ita wall unit Once found 
you never lose it even if you die. It has to be 
charged every so often tokeep thosepufis of 
fire popping out. putting an end to the Sept 

••var:ic:s that patrol some locations These 
things are small spiky insects which are 
deadly whan run into. 

Other objects include water Com and 
charcoal but what you do with them I don't 
know yet but 1 strongly suspect they can 
make something thar can deal with 
Warlords These are a much nastier propo-

sition although they can't move around. They 
are large beasts with clicking jaws, wiggling 
feet and menacing abdomen - not a pretty 
sight Get too close and a large, curly sting 
whips out of 'ne abdomen «nd in gruesome 
fashion lets you have it - a sight which made 
my skin crawl These multi-legged monsters 
are impervious to ordinary fire power and as 
yet I don t know how to destroy them 

There are eight types of wall unit which 
perform different functions, mostly helpful to 
you These are the main source of objectsand 
where they need to be used to complete 
taska Fortunately their uses are explained 

John March 

Hvra ld 



GRAPHICS 
SONICS 

GRAB FACTOR 
STAYING POWER 

A A RATING 

The Eight W a l l Units 

wall units. The instructions are wonderfully 
atmospheric with Gargoyle's vivid imagin-
ation put to work again, A background to the 
events (and even a future) is provided along 
with a chronology of events, playing instruc-
tions and a recommended reading list. 

This is definitely not a game to be missed 
since it has all the succesful elements of DD 
and a few more besides. I just can t wait for 
the other two m the Siege of Earth trilogy 

EW 

SECOND OPINION 

My heart was about to sink when I saw what, 

at first sight, looked like a Dun Dar ach clone 

But it soon became clear tha t this was a great 

step forward {or Gargoyle, if not quite a 

giant leap for humanity The vertical 

arrangement of Marsport means a different 

kind ofproblem m reaching new areas The 

different wall units are perplexing, while 

I ve yet to find out how to mix the 

ingredient on offer and come up with the 

right nuxmre It sheartening to see thatJohn 

Marsh walks rather better than Cuchulainn, 

and great to be able to shoot those revolting 

bugs. The only drawback 1 foresee is that 

you might need the cartographic skills of a 

Mercator to map this one out. 

Fantastic animation. 
Great background graphics and flesh-

creeping aliens. 
• Devious tasks requiring plenty of 
ptutsling. 

Large playing area. 
Excellent atmospheric instructions. 
Shooting action as well as adventure 

problems. 

The keyboard controls can be 
confusing. 
[If Can be frustrating if you get really 
stuck. 

enough in the instruction manual to b© easily 
used once you re in the game 

The bottom of the display shows your 
location, wmpass direction, inventory and a 
readout from any messages received from 

SUPPLY UNITS; these provide object* which can be picked 
up. Each unit provides a limitless supply of one object. 
LOCKERS: If you have too many objects to carry you can 
store some In lockers to come bock for later. 
REFUSE UNITS.- there are lots of these. Use them to 
dispose of unwanted objects. 
CHA RG6 UNITS: u ied for charging up the weapon. 
FACTOR UNITS these can combine two or more objects to 
make something new. 
KEY STATIONS: when the right object is placed in here It 
will unlock another unit or door. 
VIDTEX: these provide information which Is displayed in 
the bottom half of the display. 
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THE GAME 
OF A LIFETIME 

Available for Commodore 64 Spectrum 48K and Spectrum + Coming soon. Amstrad and MSX 

FiREBi^D SOFTWARE WELLINGTON HOUSE 
UPPER ST MARTIN SLANE LONDON WC2H90L 
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ROCCO 
3D action a h t a i c e on the 
challenge of a lifetime agar 

S1NO and FIGHTER 
Emerge victorious from 

all 4 rounds and you'll have 
more than earned the WORLD 
CHAMPIONSHIP CROWN. 

NTYMOLE 
iginal adventure of ' 
mews friendly mole, 
ing out coal he 

>umers enormous 
_ mgers, mechanical and 
luman, and brav 
.he awesome chali 
:he mighty King Arthur 
uid his personal body-
guard, armed to the 
eeth with mammal 
epcllants. 

METABOUS 
Before your eyes your 

friends, your family are 
rendered helpless, trans-
formed to lesser beings -

birds and mice - by the 
invading Kremins. But by a 
cruel twist g f fete the trans-

formation leaves you with the 
? body o f f bird but t&e brain 

of a human. You are the last 
chance the human race has left 

Four exciting titles that have already established 
themselves favourites with many games players now 
available on the Amstrad. 
Gremlin Graphics, Alpha House. 10 Carver Street. Sheffield SI 4PS. Tel: (074Z) 753423. 
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GRAB FACTOR 

STAYING POWER 
A A RATING 

A eat ahead 

• Not as good as 3D Grand Prix. 
• Car graphics axe sot impressive. 
• Left/right controls are insensitive. 

GRAPHICS 
SONICS 

GRAB FACTOR 

STAYING POWER 
A A RATING 

SECOND OPINION 

Afcranothei m mprracinggajne. I groaned 
1 dom&d 'tetonetafid giofaja And climbed r e-
luctantly into 'Me cockpit But you guessed -
/ was w#n over by its chatim etc. and cheap-
ness. If you am rt raise the mortgage to gret 
Artisoft's road racer, you won't be far behind 
with n copy of this. All the dmipg bits ate 
very well done arid ftbdught the soimd was 
pretty realistic Only drav/back teiilly was 
the boring frackgr&uroj graphics - I Mould 
have Ukedsome pretty scenery roctdmir&as I 
corneredatl$Om.pji if 

PC 

and weather conditions: Wiih some needing 
lots of braking and tight cornering while 
others can he blasted rapid with tile engine 
at full stretch When cornering hard the 
wheels will make a protesting squeal' to iel 
you know you'reonthe limit: 

If you crti&h m the race proper ybu-re 
given-your fastest lap time so that you can 
keep a record of best times for each circuit. 
The graphics andsoundarent as good as 3D 
Grand Prix with less detail and dolour, the 
other cars m particular moving jerkily. I fs 
no t as good a# the Amsoft6fferingbu't it is alot 
cheaper and still provides a rough challenge 
to those hungry for tarmac action. • . ' 

: ' " • v f - - '--mM-m BW 

• Ten different c i rcu i t^ 
• Practice and full race driving. 
• Difficult tracks and opponents. 
• A lot cheaper than 3D Grand Prix. 

SECOND OPINION 

They must be jokmg Don r Panic, indeed 

This is one game where if you don t get your 

joystick m a twist it just isn 'r worth playing. 

The idea is simple and there s not much in 

the way of variety, although what graphics 

there are, are very good The wterest. of 

course, lies m the frerien nc game play - and 

that's quite something When you want to 

put a bit of excitement into your otherwise 

mundane existence you could do much 

worse than load up this game 

PCI 

FORMULA ONE 
SIMULATOR 
Mastortronic. C1.99 cass. joystick only 

B.-oainngihomould AMSTRAD ACTION DECEMBER 198559 

caught by a big. green, bouncy monster but 
it will drive you crazy . 

The screen consists of four levels of 
walkway which scroll as the spaceman you 
control walks along them The walkways 
wraparound after several screens and at one 
point there is a gap in all four where your 
rocket stands. Sitting about at various points 
are teddy bears which are yellow and deadly 
to the touch These first have to be shot with 
the laser you carry to make them harmless to 
the touch and then pushed along with the 
laser to the ship. 

At several points along the platforms are 
a series of blocks which serve as lifts allowing 
you to move up or down floors to get at tedd y 

Racing games have suddenly taken off on 
Arnold with two releases in one month 
simulating formula one racing This cheapo 
offering lias ten tracks to choose frorti and. 
follows the Pole Position format of having 
race a qualifying lap before Joinu into the 
race proper 

The ten tracks are Stlverstone Brands 
Hatch. Monaco. Hockenheiro Osterreichr-
irig, Kyaiami, Zolder* Paul Ricard Monza and 
Zandvocrt. Efcch dm lias a different layout of 
straights and curves Having selected the 
track you can select automatic or manual^ 
•gear changes and are '.o\d what the weather 
condinonsarelike 

The facing screen appears wjth a View 
fromyonrcar'scockpitof the track ahead Or. 
thetop of the display Is a status line telling you 
your speed, rprn, gear. time, position and 
lap, Your first task, is to make a practice lap of 
the track with your time determining the 
car's position on the race grid 

You can accelerate, decelerate and 
Change gear while trying to negotiate the 
bends m the circuit If you drift too wide on a 
corner £or steer badly on a straight) and run 
into thegrass the tar crashes and you'll have 
to star t all over again 

Having Qualified you're put on the grid 
with eight other cars and have to battle :T o u t 
around the circuit This is where another fea-
ture prx the car comas m handy the wing, 
mirrors .These wamyou of any traffic behind 
while ears may loom in front that have to be 
passed without crashing into them 

The car has five gears although you'll 
need sonielong.strai^ht stretches togenmo 
fifth at abous ISC mp'a and over. The max-
imum speed depends On the type of circuit 

• Excellent oriental music throughout • 
the game. 
• A tough task calling for economy in the 
ase of swords. 
• Nice price for a good little game. 
• Good tie in with the famous old story. 

• Not too much puzzling - just a lot of 
running around. 
• One wasted sword could ruin a long 
game. 

Naturally the whole idea of the game is to 
MAKL you panic and the infuriatingly, mnd-
enningly eyebail twitchmgly difficult task 
may wreck a few joysticks computers 
homes and marriages It ail sounds easy 
enough return a load of radioactive teddy 
bears to your spaceship without getting 

bears As the rocket fills up it moves up a 
walkway until with all the teddy bears inside 
you finish You can only walk across the gap 
at the level of the rocket's base though any-
where else and one of the six lives is lost. 

Up to now 'here hasn't been to much to 
panic about but the green monster is what 
changes all that He appears at the start of the 
game and hops along the walkways like a 
Marnan kangaroo m pursuit of you He can 
change platforms and unfonunately he 
travels faster than you Therefore the space-
man relies on his wits to outsmart him with 
frequent changes of level - the monster only 
does one at a time, and direcuon 

The monster also has a little, green frog 
as a sidekick who hops up and down the top 
walkway making escape from big slimy bro 

Not qv!>p at g ood o» 
30G'o<»d Prix but 
cheaper 

Wlfvg mitten 



screens which often have you jumping into 
theunknown so that until mapped you have to 
guess where a platform will be. After a few 
gameathisshouidn r be too annoying though 

The deadly objects take the forrn o! bats, 
lava balls, snapping plants, skulls, bones and 
your arch-enemy the pumpkin The six ob-
jects you need areall Hashing and sometimes 
seem so close but you have to go round half a 
dozen screens to get to them. Once you ve 
picked them up it's back to the cottage to put 
them in the cauldron. If you get all six you can 
go to the pumpkin's lair and get the golden 
broomstick 

The graphics both above and below 
ground are excellent with a great little hag 
and scenery. The title screen has a very at-
mospheric piece of music and even the in-
structions are done in style they rhyme 

BW 

CAULDRON 
Palace Sottware. £8.99 cass. joystick only 

A combination of a shoot-em-up and a plat-
form game is a very attractive proposition -
this is just such an effort, combining 
Defenderstyte surface action with under-
ground cavern platform screens The star' ts 
a broomsnck-tottng hag who goes of! in 
search of six ingredients for her cauldron to 
enable her to get the golden broomstick from 
the Pumpkin 

The game is composed of 62 screens on 
the surface of a planet which wrap around to 
form a circle, and 64 underground rooms 
where the six ingredients are found On the 
surface the hag can fly her broomstick or 
walkoo the ground, both having their advan-
tages and disadvantages. She is powered by 
magicandhasten lives to complete the quest. 

You begin at her cottage where the in-
gredienis must be r ©turned. and emerge into 
a woodland scene where hats are flying 
around If she walks along to a cleanng she 
can take off and fly her broomstick, which is 
faster and less dangerous than walking The 
scenery changes on some screens, aa do the 
dangers that try to hit her and sap the magic. 
Bats in woodland, ghosts in the graveyard 
gulls over sea. lava balls over volcanoes and 

SECOND OPINION 

A Hansel and Gretel-ish world of strange 

and sinister goings on is created by the uses 

of some exceptionally pretty graphics. The 

hag herself is ieally very ugly. The magic of 

the game lies in its combination of upstairs 

and downstairs - a broomstick game and a 

platform game It'sail very smoothly done, 

with great graphics and spellbinding 

gatneplay. 

PC 

killer plants over hills all home in on her 
These can be shot with magic if you are 

flying but running out of magic, crashing into 
the ground or trying to take off when not in a 
clearing will lose a life Magic can be replen 
ished at many points where there is a 
sprkling area of dust There are also keys 
found on the ground and these unlock the five 
sur face doors to the caverns The hag has to 
have a key and land before walking into one 
of the doorways. 

Control changes to good of left, nght 
and jump in some very testing platform 
screens. There are iots of rocky platforms 
about and. depending on the area, floors, 
tables walls, deadly lava floors and of course 
hordes of nasties These sap magic as before 
and are alot tougher to avoid on your route 
although they do follow regular movement 
panerns 

Magic refuelling points appear again but 
the greatest danger is from falling too far or 
jumping onto a lava floor which immediately 
loses a life This is made harder by the flick 

flcoee 
« « c r c Base 

^ 

t h . hog wingi her 
owo/ocroot rt\e night 
sky. occomponiod by 
o po i t t of bo t i 
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• SONICS I 
"jRABfACTOR 

iTAYlNGPOWtRl 
|—^Xratwg 

The cauldron rhyme 
The inst ruct ions t o t h e g a m e a r e in ve rse . W e 
t h o u g h t y o u m i g h t l i k e to h e a r i t . 

Then the spe l l 
Sha l l b e a t h a n d 
To r i d the Pumpk in 
F rom the l a n d . 

H a r k e n w i tches 
E v e r y w h e r e , 
T a k e the c h a l l e n g e 
If y o u d a r e -

T o m o r r o w n i g h t So p l a y a g a m e 

'Tis H a l l o w e e n o f h i g h a d v e n t u r e , 
W h e n o n l y o n e H o l d c o n t r o l 
S h a l l b e W i t c h Q u e e n , a n d then press enter , 

^ Finding route on platform section* i» 
mostly trial and error. 

Six i n g r e d i e n t s 
Thou must t a k e 
a n d in t h e c a u l d r o n 
Bo i l a n d b a k e -

i u i c e o f l o a d , 
E y e o f n e w t . 
W i n g o f b a t 
H e m l o c k r o o t . 

M o u l d y p i e c e o f 
S p l i n t e r e d b o n e 
F o u n d f r o m d e e p 
In m u s t y t o m b , 

M o l t e n l a v a , 
C o o l e d a w h i l e , 
T a k e n f r o m the 
S m o k i n g Isle. 
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ther harder He can be killed off by shooting 
hirn from behind off the end of a walkway into 
the gap These two reptiles cause tremen-
dous problems because there is never any 
rest as you are continually chased about 
enough to make anybody panic. 

With practice some tactics reveal them-
selves that will help you stay one step ahead 
but the game will always be a demanding 
challenge The graphics and sound are no-
thing special but the addictive quality of the 
game is in its maddening task It seems so 
simple yet it is so hard to achieve and you just 
have to keep trying. If you ve no patience this 
could well drive vou uo the wall, round the 

bend and into the nearest pub. Me? I think I'll 
have one more play AAAAAAARGH! 

BW 

G O O D N E W S 

• Highly addictive. 
• Calls for constant attention and 
thought. 
• Very difficult to complete. 
• Cheaper than usual. 

B A D N E W S 

• Bad for the nerves. 

• Not much depth-just one infuriating 
task. 
• May be a bit TOO maddening. 

GRAPHICS 6 2 % mmm 
SONICS 4 4 % mmm 

GRAB FACTOR 7 6 % 
STAYING POWER 6 0 % mmm 

A A RATING 6 8 % s mrnrnrn 

W O R L D CUP SOCCER 
Macmil lan. f 8 95 cass. joystick 01 keys 

good performance is necessary 
When you've finished warming up you 

can go into the competition proper and 
choose one of the many teams available. 
Once you've been told where the finals are 
being held and which pool you're in you can 
name your team which consists of a squad of 
aaplayers. 

You're initially placed in a pool of four 
teams and ha ve to play eachof them in a bid to 
reach the next round Your team has three 
qualities; skill/strength and stamina, which 
combine to make up their overall ability. 11 
players have to be picked to form the best 
attack, midfield and defence that you can. 
Close attention musrbe paid to the other team 
to see its strengths and weaknesses but with 
ail the study ing in the world you're eventu-
a lly reliant on the play ers and a bit of luck. 

The first half is computet controlled and 

as the minutes nek rapidly away goals, in-
juries i n : sending^ off are announced. The! 
occasion*: penalty will also crop up and de- \ 
pending on whether it's foi or against you. 
you get to ch .•-•se whether you shoot or dive. 
left or right The action is then animated much 
as for the heading screen 

The second half is for the player to con-
trol as it is composed of the two arcade se-
quence® Combming the - wo halves together 
gives you the finai resui' and ail figures are 
updated accordingly The competition corn 
mues through kke this until the final although 
getting titere will be a really hard task due to 
the strength of tho o*her teams. 

The whole pacirage is very slick and the 
game very e*v:av.-;jbJe The graphic se-
quences are very nicely done and well 
thought out and all 'he action is accompanied 
hy an opMor.a; ;une that is very pleasant It's a 
much shorter game to play than Big League! 
Soccer and instead of providing a game that 
could last forever, it gives a more action-
packed and fast-moving game 

BW 

0° 

• Very good animation and graphics. 
Good strategy element. 

• Very difficult to beat. 
• Great presentation of game and 
booklet. 

• Difficult to evaluate how well you're 
doing at the arcade sequences. 
• Onee the cup is won you may not want 
to play anymore. 

GRAPHICS 8 4 % £ 
SONICS 6 8 % w m & M 

GRA8FACTOR 7 9 % !v 

m m m t 
A A RATING |78%| > 
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Our second football strategy game of the 
month simulates the action In the World Cup, 
even if it is about six months too early on the 
scene It's a mixmre of strategy and arcade 
action as you try to get your team through the 
various stages of the World Cup finals and lift 
the trophy 

The packaging Includes a booklet on 
football in general and more specifically tfce 
history of the World Cupand its stare in pre-
vious years Having absorbed all the history, 
iaws, skills, roles, tactics and characters of 
the sport you can get into the computer 
program 

You start with the choice of warming up 
or playing the tournament and you'd be well 
advised to warm up first as this is where you 
can practice the arcade skills needed to Win 
matches. There ar« two main sequences 
which simulate shooting and heading skills 
Shooting is a scrs of Breakout style game m 
which you control a boot at the bottom of the 

As a (o testable of the summer '$ action this 

program is very entertaining For those who 

find the football strategy games too time-

consuming after all. itcan take a long time 

to get Rochdale to the top of Division J it is 

a welcome change. The arcade sections are 

very pretty indeed and give some gentle 

relief from the brain work Non football-

fanancs should find the accompanying 

booklet mtereshng and a genuine aid to 

doing v/eU m the game 

PC 

screen which is protecting a net At the top of 
the screen is a smaller moving net into which 
you have to get the bal' 

The bail appears in the middle of the 
screen and starts to bounce around the 
screenat varicusangles You have to connect 
with it with the boot to stop the ball hitting 
your net The graphics are very fast and 
colourful but don't match up to the heading 
section This is a 3D view of a goal and a 
player s head at the bottom of the screen 

A ball appears from the top left of the 
scTeer. and curves down the screen You 
have to head it goalwards where a nicely 
animated goalie will dive to try to save it 
These two sequences will be used in part of 
the matches to determine the final score so a 

SECOND OPINION 



GRAPHICS 
SONICS 

GRAB FACTOR 

STAYING POWER 

Clues to get you going 
Just to get you star ted with Herbert 's little quest here are a few cryptic dues 

94% > 
5 1 % ; 
8 2 % • 
81% 
8 1 % 

1 .To got a helping hand you'll need something to hit a bal l . 
2.You don't want that grop ing hand to leave f ingerprints so carry 
some d ig i ta l protection. 
3-AII gone dark? Thon o f lower's root should mend a l ight giver. 
4.\f your gun lacks a pop then g iv« it a bott le plug. 
5-Con't get the bomb? Acl like Daley Thompson cl imbing the rope. 
6 .Got a sinking feeling? Make sure you know where the lift Is. 

HERBERT'S DUMMY RUN 
Mikro Gen. C9.85 cass. joystick or keys 

beans and when the poor little toddler finally 
breaks down in an undless flood of tears the 
number he's earned is revealed - the more 
the better They are awarded for just getting 
about the place and for completing tasks, in-
dicating how much of the has been 
completed 

SECOND OPINION 

Watty and Wilma ha ve the sort of child that 

social workers despair of hut games 

designers adore. Herbie's come up trumps 

in this game, although the stunning graphics 

do rather overshadow other aspects of the 

game This though isstUl pretty enjoyable 

and by no means easy. The game-interludes 

are jolly fun and provide some much-

needed respite from the ad venture tasks 

PC 

The long running WaJly saga continues with 
his Little brat Herbert lost m a big. nasty de-
partment siore lull of ho3tiio goods Herbie 
has to find his parents in die tost and found 
department and reunite himself with them. 

The game follows the same pattern as the 
previous WaZ/y.games with young Herbie 
having to use objeois to complete tasks. The 
tasks form u chain of events so that an object 
obtained by completing one taak will make 
another one available to you. The thing ts. it 's 
up to you todftcidewhich objects do whatand 
how 

Herbert carries two objects at a time 
which arc swapped with others by just pass 
tng through then His UVCJ areintheformof 
teardrops which gradually fill with water tfhe 
touches moving nasties until they overflow -
and a cloudburst of {ears descend on his 
head. Herbie s sensitive disposition can be 
soothed by variousgoodie3 and food that will 
reduce his flood ct tears 

Most screens are full of dangers for Ker-
bie They come in many different forms like 
ranks, tennis balls and juhibo jttfv but a re usu-
ally fast moving and bounce all ov 
screen or shuttle up and down thB floor 
bert makes his way around by v/aikin 
jumping, and can use stairs and 'he lift 

isn't on his floor thoughhe 3m for along drop 
through dangerous territory 

[n great Mikro-Oen style there ar 
screens which double as arcade gam«s 
in which you have to play a faultless 
Breakout, to obtain an object, and the 
game of Space Invaders against a 
stream ofbiastmgdaleks.These are great fun 
in themselves and may well sidetrack you 
from the main game task 

Herbert's progress ia measured m jelly 

B 

Marvellous graphics, animation and 
colour. 

of difficult task*. 
Games within games like Breakout 
(Space Invaders. 

»ty of well drawn and smooth 
moving nasties. 

Plenty of locatlona packed with 
objects. 
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A ctss« tune soocucxtv wtiwo &M and rttam » 
puWwc to th« limn n«rv«& atrvwd to breaking pomt 
Tomi up (t* solo mraon ol saving t*uo* humanoxto 
trom borng plucked from yow panot wrt** by tho w. 
tanaers mid then rmumeo to ouWf sp«c« *ftw« (hey 
oili owntiMlly mulaW and tat* up a pi* lull on your 
Ah»fo<sca*M•c,can . opgy,mmW 
>xx. M htt*p**boot*? *\vt X. • i U O 

g g y Z 

Please supply me Doppleganger • Defend or DieD Super Sam • Triple Pack Disc • 
I enclose a cheque/PO* for £T Signature 

Charge my Access/Visa * account to the sum of Ct A/c No. 

' All cheques made payable to Alligata Software Ltd. T Allow 75p (or Post and packaging 

Name Address 

Post Code 
Alligata Software Limited, 1 Orange Street, Sheffield S1 4DW. Tel: (0742) 755796 

Send S.A.E. for Brochuro/Posters - specify Amstrad 

COMING SOON • QUIZ QUEST • WHO DARES WINS I I 
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BATTLE OF BR ITA IN 
PSS. £9.95 cass. joystick only 
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Ttus latest in the PSS wargamers series is the 
recreation of that famous battle in the skies 
above south- east England during the second 
world war It pits you as the beleaguered 
commander of Britain's RAF bases against 
the full force of the Luftwaffe The game fea-
tures a mix of arcade and strategy action to 
give you both a general a and a pilot 's eye 
view of things 

The game can be played on three levels 
a framing game in which you fight just one 
day of the battle, a blitzkrieg in which the 
Luftwaffe hit you as hard as possible in one 
day and the campaign game in which you 
recreate 30 days of the battle The first two> 
options are ideal for short introductory 
games, while the campaign option provides 
the real lasting challenge 

Once you've chosen which game to play 
a map of England and Wales appears on 
screen with nine air bases. 13 radar stations 
and 15 towns/cities marked oh It All of these 
are potential targets for the Luftwaffe and 
have to be defended by the 18 squadrons of 
Spitfires and Hurricanes at.: your disposal 
These aredotted around the airfields but the 
same squadrons are always in the same 
place. Also on the map isa white cursor which 
iswha? you control everything vvith and use to 
Imd out information about particular sites 

The action starts when Luftwaffe squad-
rons appear on the map. detected by your 
radar, which also r eveals the size of the form -
ation Firstly the fighter squadrons have io be 
scrambled and then guided on theraaptolha 
target They appear as little red, white and 
blue symbols which once set on course will 
proceed automatically to the destination you 
set them. If a squadron encounters the enemy 
then a battle results 

Here you can either take part m an 
arcade sequence or leave the computer to 
workout the conclusion of the fight if you opt 
for a blast then the view will switch to a for-
ward one from a Spitfire cockpit In front of 
you will be a formation of bombers escor ted 
by fighters or a formation of fighters You 
choose which formation to go after and then 
home in on one single plane as it looms large 
in your view, You have limited ammunition 
and ume to centre as many planes tn your 
sights as possible and riddle them with 
bullets so that they curveaway trailing sihoke 
as they head for the ground 

At the end of the battle you will be out of 
ammunition and probably low on fuel as well 
so that the squadron will need to return to an 
airfield to jresupply If the aback was succes-
ful the enemy formation may be depleted 
enough to have to tu.ro for home, otherwise it 
will keep heading for its target Ha squadron 
does run out of fuel it will be Jos! to you for that 
day but not the whole campaign if you play 
the iong game 

If the enemy get through io 0ne ; ^ ihe 
three types of target then different results 
will occur If they attack acity then no damage 
will immediately be apparent but the 
bombed citizens wtjl not take kindly to it and 
the final comrnarid ability score will be af-
fected. If a radar station is attacked it may be 
put out of action and a gap will appear in the 
radar screen through which formations can 
shpunnoSiced untillhey teach the coast. 

ff an airfield isaftacked then another ac-
tion screen can be played This has you in 
control of an anri-aircraft gun asplanes strafe 
and bomb the air field with you frying to bring 
them out of the sky. The enemy will probably 
succeed in cratering the runway or making 
theairfield completely unusable This means 
squadrons may take losses on landing or be 
unable to land at aJ l and ha ve to be diver ted to 
other airfields The weather can also close 
airfields with fog preventing take offs or 
landings ' 

Ar the end of the day you're toki how 
many losses each side suffered and your 
command ability In the campaign game this 
is accompanied by your averaged overall 
ability over the campaign and followed by a 
resupply section where piiotsand planes are 
allocated to squadrons depleted in the 
fighting v^ 'JftK-; ' 

The combination of wargaming and 
arcade action is very compelling and even if 
you don't like strategy games you'll find the 
arcade sequences quite alick- For hardened 
wargamers the arcade sequences may not 
appeal, but I found them excellent and they 
Can always be skipped 

BW 

SECOND OPINION 

As vnregenerate shoot- em • upper I really 

enjoyed the dogfight sequences A few 

rounds of Browning f: re ami another 

Messerschmitt bites the dust Or possibly a 

Junkers 88 The strategy eiernen t is up to 

PSS'$ usual high standards, which means an 

engrossing game that will last fust about as 

long as you' ve got time for Time to 

scramble again 

PC 
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An untimely reminder? 
The fact that Amst rads a r e so p o p u l a r in 
W e s t G e r m a n y m a y cause this g a m e to g e t 
a b i t of f l ak of its own . PSS m a y we l l b e 
tact fu l enough not to re lease it over there 
but even so I 'm sure there wi l l b e some 
p e o p l e not ent i re ly h a p p y w i th the ' t a l l y -ho 
chaps, let 's show the Hun a th ing or two* 
a t t i t u d e that the Bat t le of Br i ta in tends to 
inspire. 

It's a b i t l ike showing those o l d b lack 
a n d whi te w a r fi lms on TV - they no longer 
have any re levance a n d have t o b e taken 
pure ly as enter ta inment . For tuna te ly this isn't 
the sort of g a m e that w o u l d a p p e a l to 
someone o f too impress ionab le a n a g e so 
that any p l aye rs should b e o l d enough to 
have learn t tha t there was noth ing 
g lamorous a b o u t the rea l thing. 

W e w o u l d b e in teres ted to know 
whether you think games l ike this a n d the 
for thcoming nuclear w a r s imulat ion Theatre 
Europe should |ust b e t r e a t e d as g a m e s or 
whether they have more impo r t an t 
(dangerous?) impl icat ions. 

^ ^ J r -T ION DECEMBER amstrad action 
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The 'original platform game is now a dim 
and distant memory for most games players 
and was never converted to the Amstrad. its 
successor is now with us and stars the same 
character, a miner called Bounty Bob. His 
previous game was Miner 2049'er and this 
follows the classic platform game style of 
completing one screen at a time. 

The scene is an abandoned mine where 
radioactive waste seepage has turned all the 
furry, fluffy, cute animals into a very nasty 
bunch ofmutant, miner-killing beasts. Bob's 
task is to get through over twenty screens full 
of these nasties and other special features. 

Each screen is full of platforms which 
Bob has to walk over As he does so the Door 
fills in with a solid colour and he scores 
points. Once he's filled in the whole floor it's 
on to the next screen and a totally different 
layout. 

Populating the platforms in vast numbers 
are the radioactive animals. These follow set 
movement patterns along the floor, glowing 
brightly as they shuffle about If Bob runs into 
them he loses one of his three lives- which is 
a pretty skimpy measure for a tough game 
like this 

jump action. A utility hoist can be controlled 
to move you about the screen white suction 
tubes pick you up from one point and deposit 
you in another. Teleport lifts also move Bob 
around and moving platforms move hun 
across gaps Ladders are a slightly more con-
ventional form of transport and there are lots 
o? slides down which Bob can descend. 

Apart from the animals, falling is the 
main danger to Bob since if he falls too fai he 
loses, a life This means jumps have to be 
made very accurately at tunes which is 

vanabie jump control comes in. 
This allows you to jump vertically and then 
move left pr right at any point on the up or 
down cycle to start the jump going in that 
direction 

All of the screens are brilliantly desig-
ned to test your skills to the limit and feature 
lots of colourful action. There are some 
cutesy sound effects as well but even these 
may get on your nerves after a while. 

BW 

S E C O N D O P I N I O N 

Platform games take the player back to the 

dawn of computer gaming if he sold 

enough Which lam lean honestly say this is 

one of the best / ve ever played. It may not 

look much to begin with, but it hooks you 

right away and does not let go. Set aside 

agood few hours if you v/ant to play it Set 

aside a few more if you want to crack 11 

PC 

The monsters can be stopped though 
when Bob picks up one of the many non-
moving objects that are dotted about the 
screens These are worth points but more 
importantly give Bob a period of immunity to 
the radiation in which the monsters turn into 
cute animals again - Bob can stomp on them 
before they turn back Every time you die in a 
single game the objects reappear but the 
monsters that have been removed do not 
Any filled in floor also remains so that Bob 
merely has to get back to his point of dying 
and carry on trying to complete the screen. 

The screens are all very different and ali 
present a very tough challenge, including 
the first one. Some have special features that 
add more to the game than just a left, right and 

• Over 20 diabolically difficult screens. 
• Colourful and well-designed screens. 
• Highly addictive action as you try to 
crack just one more screen. 

Some nice special features such as 
auction tubes, slides, lifts. 
• A truly superb platform game. 

• Three lives doesn't seem like a lot. 
• Apart from some features not many 
prizes for originality. 

GRAPHICS 81% 
SONICS 53% mmm 

GRAB FACTOR 84% ft wmmm 
STAYING POWER 8 5 % 

A A RATING 8 4 % H H 
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THE BEST THING SINCE THE REAL THING 
A Spitfire flight simulation set 
in 194D. Ground features 
and realistic air combat. 
M f l M O i s available 
from W H Smith $ , B o o t s ® 
and good software stores 
everywhere. 

Target. To rise through the ranks 
of the RAF elite to Group Captain, VC, 
DSO, DFE 
Mall order and catalogue requests to 
Mirrorsoft Ltd., Maxwell House, 
74 Worship Street, London EC2A 2EN 
Tel: 01-377 4644 
Trade orders to: 
Mirrorsoft Ltd., Purnell Book Centre. 
Paulton, Bristol BS185L0. 



SNAKE SHIPS:oil H* iMp* ore named aft«r 
u>ofa«i and here Ihe vlow Ii filled by a 
doadly viper, 

the ultimate space-game 

At last! The game that everyone's 
been talking about for a year has 
landed on the Amstrad. W e bring 
you an exclusive preview of the en-
grossing deep space thriller, and 
explain just why it's so special. 

—the game 
The basic concept of Elite is to 
become one of the special few in 
the universe who achieve ELITE 
status in combat with other ships 
This calls for a mixture of fighting 
skill and trading ability There 
are 200C planets in this universe. 
Youstart at one of them with little 
cash and a poorly armed ship 

From this you have to build 
up to a heavily armed combat 
veteran with enough credits' to 
buy any weaponry you need to 
vapourise the toughest, meanest 
ships in space. To get money you 
have to trade cannily at the space 
stations that orbit each planet. 
This requires a knowledge of the 
planets, goods and prices so that 
you can buy low and sell high. 

Trading is dangerous, 
though, because once you've left 
the £tfetyofthe staion. you're fair 
gamefor any passing mercenary 
who takes a dislike to you Out in 
8pace the 3D vector graphics 
occupy your view as you pilot 
your ship using the bank of in-
struments on screen. If you en-
counter other ships it's usually a 
case of kill or be killed with no 
quarter given and profit always 
the motive. 

YOUT ship can be equipped 
with many different features to 
help you along but they all cost 
money. Your lasers can be up-
graded in three stages to lethal 
military lasers, while fuel scoops, 
large cargo bays, docking com-
puters and galactic hyperdrive 
can help you find new trading 

sources Jar -more profit. 
There aro many different 

ships in space all with different 
characteristics and looks but ail 
help improve your rating if you 
destroy them That is your path to 
becoming ELITE, You start at 
HARMLESS and as your kill quota 
increases so does your ranking 
but everybody is after your hide 

1 — 
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— The Amstrad Difference 
Features have varied with each 
nucro version of the game and 
the Amstrad is set to have its own 
special additions - additions that 
will make it the most exciting ver-
sion yet. 

Instead of a mere two 
original special missions four 
new ones have been put in and 
Torus think you'll find them a lot 
more challenging ihan before 
They obviously aren't going to 
tell you what they are. but they do 
reveal that even they haven't 
been able to complete the fourth 
one yet 

Music will also feature on the 
finished version although Torus 
haven't quite decided where and 
what it will be The Commodore 
64 version featured the Blue 
Danube from 2001 on the docking 
sequence but because this is dif-
ferent on the Amstrad the music is 

hkelyto appear elsewhere 
Graphically the Amstrad 

version will be the most colourful 
yet with suns and planets in an 
astounding seven colours. These 
will even be able to mask each 
other like an eclipse Deep space 
will get a whole new look as 
colour is added to the smooth 
vector graphics. 

The other exciting possi-
bility is an enhanced disc ver-
sion, This hasn'1 been finalised 
yet but Torus hope to put in the 
full complement of snake ships, 
perhaps even including some 
new ones of their own design 
They also plan to put in yet more 
special missions. As i? four 
weren't erioUghl 

Ail these features will make 
Amstrad Elite the best version 
yet. It's going to be the ultimate 
space adventure; 

1 ELITE — 
The specialty factor 
Ify 'U yei!••'."••! encountered£/*ie 
: •-foreyou tc- probably wonder 
i n j j w h f l ! a . ftyefeiasi®ibgUt w i e r 
aft. it'ijUHT ig ibe ist ?i*' Wt'l. 

s a garm; with everything 
though blasting action canny 
•ln» w i g -moot), vector gr vphici 
nias. ive playini iron <pecal 
missions mention to detail. U> e 
choice of rote and iv.r. :nor o f 

In fad t can become more a 
way of :ife tfaar, a g ,mr ti which 
you decide whether t o b e a 
peaceful tratfr - -nut-.U-r m ; pi-
rate deadiy bounty hut i tvr {juu 
rutin- t ini'.ja p i/Sei elavt 
rraoer or steroid miner o r all of 
them' Whichever role you take 
up .i -on.- an: struggle.n«inat 

l m - odd;: to fldjjpve wealth -md 
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SCANNER: this provider*oK»MdImeniloribl 
rodar Jean of the »pace surrounding 'be 
*Mp. Ship* arc represented by little flogs. 

ENERGYi thl» H u*ed up by la»er», 6CM (onlf-
mlutte lyitem) and enemy fire one® Hi e 
thia>d*aro down.lfltbexhpu*ted you are 
dejtroyed. Automatically replenished, 

play it non-stop for hours on end 
without tiring of the challenge. 

The hype around the game 
certainly helped it along but 
when you read the novelette en-
closed with the it, work through 
the detailed and humourous in-
structions and then play your first 
few games in this new universe 
you can't help getting caught up 
in the atmosphere and thrill of it 
all There's so much to do and ex-
plore that you'll probably never 
know everything about the 
game, but the fun is in trying to 

SUNS: these appear in all the planetary 
*y»tem* and con be uted to tcoop fuel from 
ktttood of buying It. 

PLANETSi the Mr hove taken 00 a new 
coloured appearance on the Amitrod that 
really brighten* up the view. Orbiting them 
are the tpoce itat lom where trodlng fake* 
ploce. 

SPACE STATION, orbit ptarwtt ond are the 
ploce* where you can trade, buy weaponry 
or lint aivcYognelf o«rpii-<5am»a re*f 

— programmers 
LASERS, you oro mltiolly equipped wllh 
polie lo*ers that are Centred on the on-
tcreen tight. More powerful beam or 
military to»er»canbe bought. 
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The team that a r e wr i t ing Elite for Ihe 
Amstrad have an Impressive ped ig ree . 
They a r e known col loci fvefy at Torus 
which, currently composed of four very 
ded ica ted members. 

R k o r d o Pinto ha« a mathematics 
degree f rom Dundee while Dominic 
Prior has the some qual i f icat ion f rom 
Ox fo rd . Together, they a r e the nudevn 
of Torus, having joined force* ear ly In 
1984. Mark Wlgh ton , a later add i t ion , 
ho t Impressive qual i f icat ion* too, 
studying art i f ic ia l inlol l lgence, whi le 
the newest member of the team, Diane 
McDonald, has on MSc In Cryp to logy . 

The team's.previous p r o g r a m w a i 
G/ron on the Spectrum which m a d e 
qul fe a splash but not a lot of money fo r 
them. The need for ' r eady cash', as Rlc-
a r d o put It. was what made them t a k e 
on the Ell lo conversion ond al though h e 
dPdn'f l ike the g o m e at first I f .grew on 
him as he discovered the 'complete 
wor ld ' . 

The team deve lop games on an 
Apr icot , but since star t ing the conver-
sion of Eliti they've discovered the |oys 
of the Amstrad. They ' re now planning 
to switch their a t tent ion to it and p ro -
duce or ig inal games with an eye to con-
ver t ing them for Spectrum - mokes a 
nice change! 

The next game from them will b e 
Hive, another 3 D blockbuster set In the 
twisting innards of an Insect hive where 
you have to fiy through the maze of 
tunnels to destroy the queen. That bare 
description hardly starts to describe 
the graphic wonders you can expect of 
11. Further In the future ore original 
Amstrad developments which, |uit to 
give youa taste, Ricardosoytwlll make 
'line grophtcs look pathetic' and be 
'five times faster than Elite. 

W a t c h out for this lot - we think 
they' re go ing to m a k e a very b i g Im-
pact on the Amt rad . They've certainly 
got the to len t ond the Ideas to d o i t . 
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Trouble In Store for Herbert 
Spectrum 48K £9.95 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

Commodore 64 £9.95 
Amstrad CPC 464 £9.95 44 The Broadway. Bracknell, Berks. 0344 427317 



SOFTWARE BONANZA 
25 HIGH QUALITY GAMES ALL ON ONE TAPE 

This Great Game now 
available for 

COMMODORE 64 
AMSTRAD and 
SPECTRUM 

We have crammed 25 of the highest quality games all onto one tape. 
Games of all types are included, including arcade, role play, mind and 
logic games. 

The trouble with most games tapes is that you spend £8 and only get 
one game. Bonanza contains 25 games of the very best quality for the 
price of one. Bonanza is the key to months of enjoyment from your 
Amstrad. 

Bonanza contains Defenda. Lemmings. Ace. Dictator, Grand Prix. 
Starship Take-off, Dr. Watson. Satellite and much more. 

F R E E G l FT: Orders received be fo re 3 1 M January 1986 shall receive issue 1 
ot STRAD-8UG Tape Magazine. STRAD-BU6 is a now magazine containing 
news, leviews. articles, hints & tips and programs tor your Amstrad 

B O N A N Z A TAPE (&FREE S T R A D 8 U G ) ONLY £7.95 
B O N A N Z A DISC (& FREE S T R A D B U G ) ONLY C12.95 

B O N A N Z A IS PROBABLY THE ONLY G A M E S TAPE Y O U WILL EVER 
NEED 

All software wi l l run on the Amstrad 464. 664 and 6128 micros 

Sond cheques / P.O's to Ranjan. 
Dept AA. 3 Wunsley Close. Harpenden. Herts. AL5 2RZ 

PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE AND PACKING ANYWHERE 
IN THE WORLD 

IMMEDIATE DESPATCH 

>SJB DISKS UMiTED-\ 

3" MICRODISKS 
FOR THE AMSTRAD 

10 Top Quality CF2 3" Microdisks with 

FULL LIFETIME WARRANTY 

ONLY £39.95 inc. 

Price inclusive of V.A.T. 

Delivery FREE throughout the U .K. 

Export Orders and Bulk Order Enquiries Welcome 

Please Send Cheques Postal Order* to> 

(Dept A A ) 
11 Oundle Drive, Not t ingham, NG8 1BN 

Telephone (0602)782310 
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Gargoy le 

• the Ga rgoy l e triumvirate ovttido their Dudley oHicoi 

Six months ago Gargoy le released their f irst game on the 
Amst rad - Dun Darach - and immed ia te ly establ ished 
themselves as one of the most i nnova t i ve so f tware 
houses around. N o w Marsport has ar r ived and become 
the A A Mastergame. Chris Anderson motored to the M i d -
lands to f i nd out h o w on ly three men produce such mas-
terful mega-games. 

Step into the second floor offices in Dudley (turn left when the Mo 
hits Birmingham), and ycu may be surprised to discover that the 
suite of unusually tidy rooms contains just three hard-working 
professionals. No secretaries, no receptionists, no spotty whizz-
kids lounging around in jeans. Just Greg Follis. Ted Heathcoteand 
Roy Carter Together they constitute Gargoyle Games. 

You can divide software houses very roughly into two 
categories Those dominated by marketmg people with the accent 
on commercially-attractive games, smart licensing deals heavy 
advertising and the like And those, normally quite a bit smaller 
who have made a name for themselves purely on the strength of 
the programs they've produced Gargoyle, while not ignoring the 

demands of the business world, are proud to belong to the second 
category 

"My greatest dislike in the home software industry. ' says 
Carter, the programmer, " is the way certain games manage to do 
very well purely on the basis of their marketmg. You can write the 
best game in the world, but unless you market it well it won't sell 
It's a shame if you think you've written something better than 
what's being bought," 

But despite having to compete against the nation's software 
giants - Ocean. US Gold, Activision. Melbourne House, and the 
like Gargoyle have increasingly found that not only do their 
games get critical acclaim, they also sell in pretty large numbers 

It all started very quietly about three years ago Roy Carter 
and Greg Follis had been working for years in business software 
and were looking at ways of launching out on their own 'There's a 
limit to how far you can go working for somebody else," says 
Carter 

It was the time when the home micro boom was in full swing, 
spear-headed by massive sales of the Sinclair Spectrum The two 
had a long-standing interest in game-playing, puzzles, and 
science-fiction and so began ways of considering how they could 
apply their business software skills to the vast new market for 



VER?, 

Preview 1: Sweevo's Travels 

A glance at the advert in this issue 
should immediately convince 
you that, as Greg Follis says, this 
fun little Christmas number has 
absolutely nothing to do with 
Laurel and Hardy. 

Gargoyle see the program 
as an entertaining interlude be-
tween parts 1 and 2 of the Siege 
Trilogy. It stars a characters who 
looks nothing at all like Stan 
Laurel and includes a back-
ground tune which sounds no-
thing at all like the Laurel and 
Hardy tune: Duh-duh dee duh. 
duh-duh dee duh. diddly duh. 
diddlyduh.etc. 

Nevertheless Sweevo finds 
himself in another fine mess, hav-
ing to spend his time chasing 
around frantically avoiding 
slipping on banana skins and 
marbles and having his energy 
sapped by characters such as the 
ghost of Charlie Chaplin. 'It's like 
a giant and rather unusual game 
of tig,'says Follis. 

The action takes place in a 3D 
background of format similar to 
that of Ulumate's Krught Lore and 
Alien 8. but 'considerably more 
advanced'. 'Roy developed the 
techniques for it inside ten days,' 
commented Follis. 

Numerous entertaining 
touches axe promised. For 
example, part of the screen is 
filled by a picture of Sweevo's 
face. This doubles up as an 
energy indicator - as energy 
runs out his smile gradually turns 
into a frown. In addition it's 
planned to have the face react to 
what's happening on screen, 
grimacing every time he gets 
duffed. 

Overall, Gargoyle see the 
game offering people an enter-
taining contrast to the consider-
able intellectual demands of their 
Seige of Earth titles. Due out by 
the end of November, it could 
prove just what Santa ordered. 

I ts success encouraged them. early last year. to turn Gargoyle 
into a limited company They were joined by long-term aquain-
tance Ted Heathcote to take care of selling the games to dis-
tributors, always one of a software house's most difficult and frus-
trating tasks. 

home computer games. 
Working in their spare time, they gradually put together a 

space shoot-em-up for the Spectrum called Ad Astra It immedi-
ately won praise for the quality of its graphics - the game includes 
a sequence in which a series of spinning planets, depicted in 
superb detail, appear in the distance and hurtle out of the screen at 
you. 

• Roy Carter: "The Industry needs good products" 

Even so it was another year before Follis and Carter took the 
big step and threw themselves full-time into the new company 
During that time their attention had switched away from shoot -em-
ups to arcade adventures, the big new craze in the software indus-
try Gargoy le had their own special ingredient to offer the waiting 
horde of Spectrum owners: astounding animation It came in the 
shape of a wild-looking Celtic character called 
Cuchulainn, the star of an equally strangely-named game. TirNa 
Nog, 

No one before had been able to animate so smoothly such a 
large charactei almost a third of a screen tall The game immedi-
ately gave Gargoyle a strong cult following, further enhanced by 

• CregFolli it "Computer entertainment h here to stay" 

A case of teamwork 

Here's how the Gargoyle triu-
mvirate (all three are directors of 
the company) divide up their 
work 

It falls to Greg Follis to come 
up with the game ideas. He de-
signs them, both in the sense of 
working out the scenario and 
characters, and in determining 
how the game can be presented 
on screen He is also responsible 
for much of the 'look' ol the 
games, drawing the characters 
and location backgrounds on-
screen using a special art 
program 

Roy Carter is the program-
mer and works very closely with 
Fcllis taking his ideas and con-

verting them into a form the com-
puter can understand. Once you 
know what you re trying to do. 
it's no problem.' he says The 
mam machine code is written on a 
Sanyo MBC-1150 a computer 
wuh the same Z80 processor as 
the Speci rum and Amslrad, and 
which Carter knows like the back 
of his hand 

Having a superb game is all 
very well, but i: won t earn you a 
living unless you can get it into 
the shops and persuade people 
to buy it That's the job of Ted 
Heathcote. who liases with 
people like distributors, cassette 
duplicators and lournalists from 
Amstrad Action 
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Preview 2: Fornax and Gath 

The newly released Marsport The setting for Fornax is 
(this month's Mastergame re- some 200 years after Marsport, 
view) is but the first of three and mankind remains under 
games collectively tided The seige from the evil Sept aliens. 
Seige of Earth Trilogy. They're However earth's spy networks 
linked by a scenario spanning have revealed that the seige can 
500 years of earth's future his- be broken If only the location of 
tory. but the actual games them- the imperial planet can be found, 
selves are to have ve ry different This secret can be apparently be 
formats. uncovered on the planet of For-

Whereas Marsport cont- nax. To uncover it, the inhabitants 
inues the the sideways scrolling of the planet must be won over, 
views of Dun Darach. the second including a caste of scienhsts and 
game Fornax is planned as a a race of mutating humans. This 
'mixed media* game. Instead of then is the aim of the game. There 
just controlling the physical are a number of different charac-
movements of an onscreen char- ters involved, and you have to 
acter. you'll also be able to make persuade them to do what you 
much more complex decisions want them to do to get anywhere, 
using a system of 'icons' (picture 'We think we can make these 
symbols). Although this has been characters genuinely intelligent 
done before, notably in ihe and interactive.'says Follia. 
Beyond game Shadowfire (sadly Fornax is due for release in 
not yet available for the January, and if you complete it 
Amstrad), Gargoyle believe they you'U discover that the evil im-
can add a whole new dimension penal planet is Gath, the setting 
to ihe genre by mixing in anim- for ihe third game and the final 
ationaswell. battle to free mankind. 
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know It's also proved very reliable. We 've had trouble with the 
Spectrums we ' ve got here, but not with the Amstrad.' 

Dun Darach has been followed by Marsport. first in 
Gargoyle's ambitious'Seige of Earth" trilogy (see panel). After the 
trilogy is planned a wacky sports game, about which I am allowed 
to say nothing, But what about the longer term? Where might 
Gargoyle be in. say. ten years time9 

Peering deeply into a crystal ball. Greg Follis pronounced 
that the future lay m 'the large-scale public presentation of com-
puter entertainment' Say. a cross between playing Dun Darach 
and going to the cinema 'If that were to happen I suspect we'd be 
writing software for it.' he murmured. 

It's worth remembering if you ever bump into a wild-looking 
character called Cuchulainn at your local cinema round about 
1995. you first read about it in Amstrad Action 

Quote.. -unquote 

TED HEATHCOTE on whether 
G a r g o y l e might expand 'At the 

moment there's an awful lot of 
clout in a few large software 
houses. We can't be as big as they 
are, but we do have to compete 
We can't just dig in and say we 
are staying at this level.' 

On Roy Carter 's p rog ramm-
ing 'He's superb. His output is 
tremendous. He'll wrap up in 
days what would take most 
people weeks or months 

7 r E G FOLLIS on ihe d i f f e rence 
L British and Amer ican 

b e ( t W . houses Even though I 

he strict division over here he-
me ancj home soft- I 

I I Z ^ Z ^ o r ^ e s o n 

I - S 2 T — - . - f t 

I electronic computerised enter 
1 diriment is here to stay-

the follow up. Dun Darach It's at this point that Amstrad owners 
come in, their rapidly increasing numbers persuading Gargoyle 
to seek a wider market for their wares Because of Amstrad's 
strange policy of normally refusing to loan equipment to software 
houses in summer this year they eventually bought a 464. and 
within two weeks Carter had Dun Darach converted 

It 's a very nice machine, he told me. '1 like the fact it's so well 
documented You can find out very quickly what you need to 

• Ted Heafhcotoi "We ' ve go! to compete" 

I R O Y CARTER 's response to g o o d 
I programs produced by 
I Gargoyle's competitors. Thisin-
I dustryneeds good products You 
I must maintain the interest of com-

puter owners. There are a lot of 
companies writing very good 
software ' 

On the relat ive complex i ty of 
i games vs business so f tware 'fn 

what we 're producing there are 
far more decision points than in 
most business programs. From 
that point of view it's more 
sophisticated.' 
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• AdrIon Mole mcjr be o hptf-ie'llng 
authoi, UJI hit pfcj arc o hli obicura... 

— ^ r -

A h o y there, wea ry wanderers ! Drop that pack, settle 
d o w n on a grassy bank, a n d get stuck into the f o l l o w i n g 
epistle f r o m the apost le o f Adventure ! If y o u w a n t to 
k n o w h o w Adr ian Mole decides w h a t t o do w i t h his spots 
(the big red ju icy ones), or you fancy a ho l i day in Ter-
rormol inos, or y o u just w a n t to jo in the Cow led Crusader 
in past ing the latest duf f releases, then read on! 

rate loads from cassette. 50% of this ia completely new mat&nal, 
written by Pete Austin of Level 9 and all I can s&y is that # Sue 
Towosendever wants a holiday. she should get Pete to stand in for 
her- most of the new material is very amusing, very Mole-ish, and 
quite undetectable as being the work of a third-party. 

The top of the screen shows some rather rudimentary, but 
quite colourful graphics - though if you've got a cjreen screen you 
may find yourself wondering what exactly $ome of them are sup-
posed. to represent .. The yarious diary entries then scroll up the 
bottom half of the screen - they even keep scrolling while the 
pictures are drawing so you don't have Xo hahgaroimd, 

The first impression one has on piayitig the game is that there 
isn't going to be anything to do except watch as diary entry after 
diary entry scrolls up the screen, pausing-for^youto push SHIFT 
after each screenful before scrolling relentlessly onward. It does, 
however, make very good reading - even if you think you know 
the books backWard 

The format of ?he game is rather similar to the old Fighting 
Fantasy books, where ar various points In the action you get a 
chance to select a course of action from a small list, usually of three 
options Eve ry so ofteh, young Adrian pauses in his scribbling to 
face a crucial decision - should he squeeze his spots or put Sa vlon 
on them? Should he in Vile Pandora to join the Anti-Smoking group 
or not? These decisiona then affect thecourse of action related in 
the diaries and also alter peoples opinions of him. The aim of the 
game is to get as high a score as possible by keeping everybody 
happy, 

Unlike an ordinary adventure this game will, I presume, take 
more or less the same amount of time to play each time depend-
ing. of course, on how fast you read the text and how quickly you 
decide on the various courses of action These are presented quite 
frequently and do g ive the impression of having some effect on the 
plot. Pilgrim played the f i rs^p^odeseVeral tames and discerned 
a number of major changes in the storyline though of course 
certain events crucial to the overall structure oftSestory (such as 
meeting Bert Baxter. the DAP) will recur ea$ i time. 

One thing that may worry Amstrad owners who have read the 
books is whether or not there will b e any real surprises In the 
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M o s a i c / L e v e l 9, £9.95 c a s s 

I think just about everyone must have come across Sue 
Townsend's books about this infamous school-boy by now. His 
daily exploits, as reported by the lad himself in the form of short, 
but very Amusing entries in his diary have sola umpteen jnega-
millions of copies around the world. Doubtless this game will add 
to the vanous bank balances concerned, and also divert some of 
the rnoulah into the pockets Of Mosaic, who publish it. and Level 9. 
?ho programmed it 

Unlike Erik the Viking, another book spin-off done by Level Si 
for Mosaic, this fettle number isn't really what I'd call a true adven-
ture it must however be the closest thing to a computerised 
book I've yet come across The statistics are pretty staggering -
Level 9 have made a Mole-hill out of a mountain by compressing 
220K of text (about 37000 words by my reckoning) into four sepa-



convinced that these points make it worth either the asking price 
(£7.50) or your experienced attention. 

game. As it happens, I'm quite a fan of the Adrian Mole series, and 
have also seen the play - as well as watching it on television 
Despite this. I was impressed by the way in which the game intro-
duced new material while still retaining all the flavour of the 
original, That'snot tosaythatalotof thesituations won't be familiar 
to Mole fans - but there are many unexpected twists, so you won't 
be able to sail through making the right decision each time, even if 
you know the books backwards 

Your score is frequently displayed (as an entry in the diary , of 
course) and is expressed as a percentage and an accompanying 
comment - along the lines of 'naughty boy' or polite youth' The 
most I managed was 62%. but then 1 wasn't too keen on some of the 
more obvious suggestions designed to curry favour with Mum. 
Dad. and Mr Scruton the Headmaster. One point here, of course, is 
that when you're tired of trying to get the highest score, you could 
always play the game the other way round and try to get the lowest! 

I suppose that in many ways this game isn't an adventure' at all 
- after all there are no locations to be explored, just sequences of 
events to be followed as they are related in hilarious Mole-ish 
prose Whichever way you play, however. I reckon you'll find this 
a very worthwhile addition to your collection 

SOULS O r DARKON 
T a s k s e t , £8.90 

Taskset started life in the arcade business, many moons ago, pro-
gramming those machines you pump your lOp bits into in the 
arcade. Their early philosophy was to ensure that no-one could 
boat them when it came to slick musical effects and rip-roaiing 
action. Something rather different is required for adventures, so I 
loaded up SouJs ofDarkon considerable interest. 

I'm afraid to say. however, that the game didnt quite live up to 
the expectations I had of this excellent company. Darkon is a text 
and graphics game that enables complex inputs - but unfortu-
nately it goes one step further and actually DEMANDS complex 
inputs! You really do have to choose your words with extreme 
care, and this isn't made easy by a program which, while it will list 
its (small) vocabulary for you, refuses to accept, say, 'Examine 

TOMB o r KUSLAK 
I n t r i g u e S o f t w a r e , £7.50 c a s s 

Intrigue Software have gone for the traditional Egyptian tomb 
scenario in this game, and really it's a bit TOO traditional for the 
Pilgrim's liking. This is one of those games which is really just a 
version of 3D Monster Maze - you wander around a ma2e of tunnels 
trying to grab four treasures before finding your way out again. 

The best thing about this game is the neatly-arranged display, 
which is shown here annotated by yours truly so that you can see 

• Tomb otKviJak-note 1H0 ererj jy level*, 
which alvo dep loy tt>e ene-gy of any foe 
yoo may currently ba attacking. Also the 
attractive dl iplay of your location 
tcnd>, unforhwately, 'o look pretty tiirWlor 
wher cevtrf yov happen to be. 

exactly what's going on Unfortunately, there isn't much variety m 
the program, which simply encourages you to wander round 
fighting with bats, wolves, skeletons, and suchlike in a very ran-
dom and rather unexciting fashion To call it a graphic and text 
adventure with over 240 locations' is. I'm afraid, very misleading -
at least insofar as I understand the terms being used If you like 3D 
Monster Maze then you'll probably get a kick.out of this game, but 
most true-blooded adventurers will throw up their hands in 
despair. 

The only thing 1 can really say in this game's favour is thai it 
might go down well with young children, since there are only 4 
commands to use (Get. Drop. Use. and Fight) plus the directions 

• Darkon gropfcia don't U*»d much light on 
whol'i going on In t1»e gam* , but It's nice to 
have them all the some. 

droid' but instead expects Examine Komputa droid' 
Sometimes this is just plain annoying, but at other times it can 

be downright misleading. Discovering a barrel of mead while 
carrying an empty bottle might prompt you to fill the bottle, but 
'Fill bottle' gets the reply 'There's nothing to fill it with', which 
might well put you off, without discovering that if you type 'Fill 
bottle with mead* you'll achieve your aim. 

Other shortcomings include some careless text-formatting -
N.S.E.W.U.D, so you don't need to know how to spell in order to 
play The game is a reasonable example of BASIC programming-
the pictures draw quite fast and I suppose the whole thing goes to 
show what can be done in Locomouve BASIC - but I'm far from 

trying to g ive something to the guide, for example, gets the reply 
'You guide says he does not want it ' . and so on. 

The aim of this game is to free the land from the evil Darkon, 
which isn' t startlingly original. and I must say that after a while I lost 
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patience with the tortuous input requirements and urunformative 
responses. This is a pity because the design of the game could 
have been better exploited you get a convenient graphics 
window (but poor graphics), a loyal robot companion (who is 
hardly ever mentioned and is apparently totally unresponsive), 
and a painstakingly redesigned character set (which isn't very 
readable), Perhaps some more care and attention, plus better 
instructions as to how to address other characters and use the 
various commands might have helped as well. Meanwhile, though 
I'm always pleased to see someone else entering the adventure 
market, it's a pity that this game didn't sound a louder trumpet for 
the new arrivals 

hotel in sunny Spanish Terrormolinos and just to prove you've 
been there - take ten half-decent snapshots with your camera. 
Since there are only twelve exposures on the film, that doesn't 
leave you with much margin for error, so you have to be careful 
where and when you press the button 

This game, like Hampstead was originally designed using 
The Quill, though I couldn't see any mention of this on the packag-
ing Although the Pilgrim can see that Melbourne House have done 
a lot of polishing up. I still think that Gilsoft should get a mention 
somewhere As it is. there are still some hangovers from the 
game's origins in particular a tendency for the program to hang 
up for short periods of time while it does something complicated 
like think of something to print on the screen 

The game itself is beautifully put together Take your family, 
for example Wife Beryl, and kids Little Doreen and Ken have a 
delightfully infuriating habit of following you around the place but 
never, of course, being there when you realy need them. What's 
more, the game is structured in some places so that you not only 
have to sol ve the puzzles, but you have to solve them very quickly-
the obvious example being right at the beginning, when a taxi is 
waiting outside to whisk you off to the airport. If you don't g inger 
things up a bit. you'll find yourself left stranded at home and having 
to start from scratch all over again. 

The Qui!!interpreter isn't very c lever when it comes loinputs 
For the most part, you can only enter short verb-noun commands 
Again, it's to the credit of the designers that this does not, except on 
one or two occasions, hinder the development of the plot or the 
solvmgofpuzzles 

The graphics, which the authors claim were deve loped using 
Saucyvision (a system inspired by seaside postcards), aren't too 
bad and draw very quickly. They 're also cleverly used when you 
take photographs, so you can see Ihe snaps in glorious techni-
colour They do not. as in most games, illustrate particular loc-
ations but instead, like illustrations in a book, portray specific 
events., yes. you DO look silly with a jar of pickle smashed over 
your head serve you right for trying to get the camera off the 
kitchen shelf without climbing the steps First i 

If you fancy a Spanish holiday, this game should satisfy the 
most masochistic of tourists just watch out for the bulls, and 
remember that No Entiendo is Spanish for... yes, you guessed it 'I 
don't understand' 

XSL A N D OF RIDDLES 
Redbeavd , £9.50 cass 

Last month's mailbag included a letter from Mr Whittmgton of 
Redbeard Computers in Birmingham, asking me to review his 
latest game The Pilgrim is delighted that people are taking me up 
on my offer to look at home-brewed adventures Adventure 
International. Level 9 et al are all very well. but it's still nice to get to 
grips with a game on a more personal level 

This game is a text-only adventure in which you must escape 
from the Island of Riddles and. in doing so, discover a number of 
riddles hidden in various locanons Solving these riddles is not 
essential to sol vmg the game, but could win you a prize - £ I will be 
deposited into a kitty for eve ry game sold, and the whole kaboodle 
will be handed over to the first correct solution to all the riddle 
drawn out of a hat in July 1986 

As for the game itself, the descriptions are very short and the 
atmosphere is consequently a bit thin What it lacks on these fronts. 
however, it makes up for by being - m places - EXTREMELY 
tricky For example, there's a maze which you have to conquer 
before being able to explore any more than a dozen or so loc-
ations. and although The Pilgrim is accustomed to solving a few 
maze problems between mouthfuls at breakfast. I have to confess 
that Mr Whittington's little horror really put me to the test. 

The problem is that there are 10 locations with identical de-
scriptions in this accursed cavernous complex, and you only have 
about f ive objects to drop around the place to mark your position 
It took the Cowled Crusader at LEAST f ive minutes to solve this 
puzzler (The TRUTH. Pilgrim, tell the TRUTH!) .okay ten 
minutes...er...well, actually more like sixty minutes And if you 
think THAT'S tough, then take courage because there are more to 
come Island of Riddles claims to have over 200 locations and I 
discovered at least one other maze before finally giving up to sit 
down and write this review 

However. the game does have some serious drawbacks the 
parser is for two-word input only and can only reply 'You can't' or 
Please rephrase that' to your inputs. This can be very annoying at 

times. Also, the game costs £9.50, which I really think is a bit steep 
However, if you fancy your chances at solving the riddles, want to 
spend hours wandering round caves, don't mind skimpy descrip-
tions. and have got £9.50 to spare, drop Mr Whittington a line at 45 
Regent Place. Birmingham, B1 3NB And the best of luck you'll 
need it. 

T E R R O R M O L I N O S 
Me lbourne House , £7.95 cass 

This is the latest gem from Melbourne House, and a very nice little 
number it is too. It's written by the same jokey pair that gave us 
Hampstead a silly satire that the Pilgrim didn't g o for much 
feeling that the humour was rather forced and in some cases as 
pretentious as the people it was supposed to be satirising 

Terrormolinos is, however, rather different. First, the game 
design is highly original As a typical balding. middle-aged Engl-
ish holidaymaker you must First collect your family, your pilis for 
'gippy tummy', your knotted handkerchief, and a dozen other 
items needed for your holiday. You must then make it intact to youi, 

Something of a surprise this game The Cowled Crusader first 
delved mto its mysteries when it came out on the Commodore 64 as 
a disc-only release Although it had a number of good points, it 



never seemed to really catch on - so it's a very pleasant surprise to 
see it running on Arnold. 

At the beginning of the game, you find yourself on a desert 
island, a place that you'd be forgiven for thinking was rather 
familiar Desert islands seem to be a popular location with adven-
ture programmers, but in Mindshadow there's a twist the island 
is only the steppmg-off place for a tour of numerous locations 
around the world as you try to work out what the game is all about 
very necessary because you re not given much m the way of hints, 
except that your mission is. initially, to find out who you are. 

However. the best things about Mindshadow are the graphics. 
the inputs, and some unusual playing options The graphics are 
excellent almost full-screen, with a scrolling text window 
beneath They draw quickly and add considerably to the game, to 
the extent that in some locations you will need to examine them 
carefully to check the contents of a location 

Input is complex but straightforward m other v/ords you can 
g ive things to people, perform multiple commands, and so on The 
latter facility is most useful when combined with movement, so by 
entering N,N.E.N.S you could quickly cross five locations to reach 
your desired destination (providing, of course, that you'd already 

mapped the relevant area). 
Unusual options include the Think about...' option which 

allows you to ponder some of the trickier puzzles and occasionally 
gives some insight into the situation Then there 's a large bird who 
answers your cries for Help (if you make them) This extraordi-
nary vulture-like creature supposedly a condor appears on 
screen bearing words of wisdom which, unfortunately don't usu-
ally help at all! Finally, there's something called the living 
tutorial', which is simply a guide to playmg adventures. 1 say 
simply, but it is in fact highly comprehensive and certainly of great 
use to novice players. The advice it gives covers many adventur-
ing skills and would be of help in solving any game not just 
Mindshadow Unfortunately, there was some doubt at Activision as 
to whether they would be including this file on the tape when it 
goes on sale. 

Mindshadow is an excellent game. With approximately 80 
locations, advanced players may find it slightly too easy, but it 
exudes programming professionalism and is well worth a look. 
The Pilgrim, for one. looks forward very much to Acti vision's next 
adventure release 

Tomb of Kuslak 
Souls of Darkon 
Diary of A. Mole 
Terrorrnolinos 
Mindshadow 
Island of Riddles 

Atmosphere 

3 2 % 

5 9 % 

8 3 % 

7 8 % 

7 0 % 

5 2 % 

Interaction 

18% 
4 5 % 

60% 
82% 
4 2 % 

Challenge 

12% 
62% 

7 5 % 

68% 
7 0 % 

AA-Rating 

22% 

5 8 % 

80% 
7 7 % 

7 5 % 

5 8 % 

Next month we'll transfer Melbourne House's Classic 
Adventure. 

10 | DISC. MEMORY&A608: address = &A6lO 
20 READ b: IF b<>300 THEN POKE address b: 
address = address + 1: GOTO 20 
30CLS: | TAPE.IN CALL &A616 
•10 DATA 82. 
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Here, as promised in the last issue, is the routine to dump Robin of 
Sherwood to disc a boon for weary Pilgrims who are fed up with 
watching their hair turn gTey while waiting for the game to load 
Running it is simplicity itself just pop.a Robin cassette in your tape 
unit and rewmd it to the beginning. Make sure your disc drive is all 
set up, v/ith a properly formatted disc in the drive to receive the 
file If you have other programs on the disc, make sure there's at 
least 42K free (use the CAT command to check) - this is the space 
needed for the Robin file 

Next, ensure you have a 'clean' machine by switching it on and 
off. then enter the following program and RUN it The screen will 
clear and. if you haven't already done so. you should depress the 
PLAY key on the tape at this pomt - you will NOT be prompted to do 
so by the program The program will then read through the files 
until it finds the right one. load it. and then save it to tape. At one 
point in the proceedings you'll see pretty patterns appearing on 
yourscreen this is quite normal and is, in fact the first block of the 
ROBIN file being temporarily stored in the screen memory. 

When the tape has loaded and the program been saved to 
disc, the Ready prompt will reappear - switch off the machine, 
switch it on again, and you will now and henceforth be able to run 
Robm ofSherwood from disc simply by typing RUN "ROBIN 1" If 
you have any problems, check that you have entered the numbers 
in the DATA line correctly - the slightest mistake could have some 
very unpredictable results! 
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The Pilgrim's 
Post 
Greetmgs, fellow travellers, and 

sincere thank you from the 
Weary Wanderer for all your let-
ters. Roger Wibon s letter in par 
ticular touched my heart why 
don't 1 have bar-charts for rating 
games like the ones in the rest of 
the magazine, he asks. 

Is it something Peter Con-
nors (sic) has against you and 
your kind? Why don't you sack 
him for being a racist? Have a 
word m Chris Anderson s ear -
I'm sure he will listen to a Pil-
grim. If only they would. Roger, 
if only they would but as far as 
the bar charts are concerned, I 
wanted to make it quite clear that 
in this section of the magazine we 
are dealing with quite different 
games from yer-average-
arcade-game adventures get 
special treatment here What do 
other readers think? I reckon the 
ratuig system we use is pretty 
comprehensive, but some of you 
may have other suggestions. . 

1 ve never fancied Hobbits 
much myself (1 really do think 
they might shave between the 
toes), but Fred Gourlay obvious- \ 
ly can't stand them'.: M would 
argue'. he argues, about includ 
ing that nasty little Hobbit m 
Pilgrim's Pick. 1 would not recom-
mend this program to anyone, 
not even to devout Tolkien fans 
Not that it's a bad program, but 1 
can't keep it in my computer for 
more than half an hour before it 
crashes and from what I've 
heard this is nothing unusual.' 
Quite right there. Fred Hobbit-
bugs filled the pages or many 
magazines for months after the 
program was released, but these 
were all on the Spectrum version 
One of the most notor ious occur-
red when trying to climb into the 
barrel before being thrown into 
the river this often led to a spec-
tacular system reset, and the 
program being thrown into the 
bin. Pilgrim would be interested 
to here of Amstrad Hobbit-buga 
drop me a line Bilbos and 1 
won't mention the toes again -
promise 

Swervin (pardon?? 
SWERVIN?? Is this really your 
name?) sends in some hot tips on 
Rod Moon, which the Pilgrim has 
borrowed from in this month's 
Clue Pot. so get sniffing all you 
Red Mooners and thank the Rt. 
Hon Swervin for your salvation. 

A very impressive missive 
arrived from the Ranger - who 
may or may not be related to 
Swervin (I somehow doubt it. but 
you can never tell with rhese 
anonymous typeaj This letter 
was either cooked in an oven or 
writien on ancient parchment 
Elegantly sealed with ye olde 
candle wax. it fair took the 

1/ 

• f 

Pilgrim's mind back to days of 
yore when envelopes were not 
self-sealing and first-class letters 
took only six weeks to arrive It is 
reproduced here before its auc-
tion at Sotheby 's and yes, Ran-
ger. I agree that Snowball is 
rather TOO complex at the 
beginning, but then some like it 
hot right from the word go 

And now for an innocuous 
question from someone with an 
illegible name, but which I think 
may be Paul Berreclogh? Where 
have all the text-only ad ventures 
gone?'asks Paul Hmmmm This 
set the PUgrim's mind a-turning. 
especially when I got another let-
ter. this time from Margaret Aus-
tin of Level 9. which reads as fol-
lows 'Many wholesalers and 
shops will only stock adventure 
games that have pictu res '' and 
goes on to point out that, for 
example, for Atari owners, Red 
Moon is the first Level 9 game 
they have been able to buy off the 
shelves because u is the first with 
graphics. 

Tlie truth is that the market 
seems to have got it into its head 
that only graphic advemures will 
sell Nov; the Pilgrim reckons 
that this may be true of the Spec-
trum and Commodore 64 mar-
kets. but is it really true of the 

hArnstrad adventurer that he/she 
demands graphics at all costs? I'd 
really like to iron this one out with 
all you lot out the re. so do please 
write in and let me know what you 
thinkabout 'pics n prose games. 
And m the meantime, even if the 
shops won't stop them, the Pil-
grim will remain faithful to the 
text-only game and continue to 
give it good coverage 1 have 
strong feelings on this subject, 
but let shear yours as well. 

Finally, a very honourable 
mention to Paul and Clare Wtl-
kins of Bristol who 3ent in some 
very attractive maps of Forest of 
the World s End and Heroes of 
Kam I'm not going to print thein 
just yet because it will give 
rather too much away but we 
may well use them in a future 
issue Mr T Avery of Wareham 
also sent tn some very pro-
fessional maps, of Message from 
Andromeda and Forest at the 
World s End seems the end of 
the world is a busy place these 
days. Many thanks for these 
contributions - anyone else out 
there got any maps7 

That | us! about wraps it up for 
this month Don t forger the 
Cowled Crusader may never 
have been to school, but he can 
read, write, and even reply - so 
keep those epistles coming in 
Modem owners can even get me 
via 8T Gold or some of the better 
known bulletin boards more 
details m the next ish 

Clue Sniffing with The Pilgrim 
Here are some hot tips for this month, including some cryptic clues 
sent in by the winners of our competition. Don't forget that if you're 
well and truly stuck in a game, and the clue you need isn't here or in 
a previous issue of the magazine, then check out the Lords of 
Adventure - there may well be someone there who can help you. 

WARLORD 
Need help? This may be a corny problem, but try the bird. 

FOREST ATTHE WORLD'S END 
Going up the wall? Smith's word may help with a touch. 
A quick toot to a watcher might get you down. 

CLASSIC AD VENTURE 
Trouble with snakes? A flute might help - then get a bird and 
hope...(Pilgnote -adopting Colossal Cave tactics with the snake in 
Melbourne House's version will get you into trouble!) 

GREMLINS 

Bored? Try the movies. — ~ 

RETURN TO EDEN 

If you've got an explosive problem at the start, try sleepmg on it. 
Try the soap packet for a free offer. 

<. 

THE LORDS OF ADVENTURE 
Hail the Lords of Adventure! Bow down at their feet, you miserable 
lot out there, and beg for their assistance in times of toil and woe -
and if you're too proud to do that, then get off your backsides and 
write in to join them! Everlasting fame awaits those intrepid 
Arnold-venturers who communicate with the Pilgrim, offering 
help to those less fortunate than themselves. 

How to Achieve Pilgrimortality: 
If you've killed the wizard of Zarn. tickled Smaug's underbelly, or 
achieved distinction in any Amstrad adventure, then post off a 
card to the Pilg with your name and address, stating clearly which 
games you are offering to help others on You can also include 
your phone number if you're feelmg particularly sociable, but 
bear in mind that you may receive many calls, so if you share the 
house with others (your parents, friends, pet balrogs etc) make 
sure you check with them first. 

Emerald Isle, The Hobbit. CemsofStradus. Return to Eden. Ring of 
Darkness 
P.M. &J.G. Pancott, 78 RadipoleLane. Weymouth, Dorset.DT4 9RS 
Tel: Weymouth 784156 

The Hobbit. Message from Andromeda 
Mark Vickers, 291 Marlhill Close, Offerton, Stockport, SK2 5PL 

ALL GAMES 
Tony Treadwell, 17 Headley Way. Headington, Oxford, Tel: 
Oxford 68637 
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CRIES FOR HELP 
The Pilgrim often receives cries for help through the post, and 
does his best to answer them where possible, either through the 
Clue Sniffing column or by replying personally. However. I'd be 
most grateful if fellow pilgrims would check the Lords of Adven-
ture column before getting in touch with me - and even then. I 
cannot absolutely guarantee a personal reply, and certainly not 
without some delay. 

This is. I'm afraid, a perennial problem with adventure 
• columns, and the Cowled Crusader is working hard at finding 
ways for adventurers to get together and help each other. Adven-
ture started life as a group activity and it would be sad if fellow 
Pilgrims found themselves alone at the keyboard with no-one to 
swap yarns with. 

Meanwhile. if you have a modem there is more hope for you 
the Pilgrim is currently setting up a special dial-in bulletin board 
service for fellow adventurers You can also contact me via Tele-
coin Gold more news about this in the next red-hot Christmas 
instalment of the Pilgrim Chronicles. 

ADVENTURE NEWS 
Oh boy, oh boy! Forget the snow and ice, this Christmas looks like 
being the hottest season yet for Amstrad adventurers. Just look 
what there is coming up... 

Locomotive 
Blockbuster 
Locomotive Software. who as you 
musi know are responsible for 
Arnold's excellent operating sy-
stem, have turned their skills to 
adventuring and produced what 
Amsoft call the most sophisti-
catedtextadventureyet' ThePil-
grim is doubtful whether it beats 
the world-beating American 
company Infocom (of whom more 
in a later issue), but he does think 
highly of Locomotive and rec-
kons that Murdac (for such it is) 
should be worth a second look 
Amsoft are also bringing out a 
version of Micromega's Kentiila. 
originally released on the Spec-
trum and an old favourite of the 
Cowled Crusader Both games 
will be £8.95 on cassette and 
£12 95 on disc 

Four from Al 
Four games in the offing and 
every one sounds like dynamite -
just cop a load of this: 
Seas of Blood, a full-blown 
pics'n'prose extravaganza with 
200 locations and graphics for 
every one The game is based on 
the Fighting Fantasy series from 
Ian Livingstone and Steve Jack-
son. and there is already a follow 
up planned Fantastic Four 
The Human Torch and The Thing 

star together in Questprobe III 
the latest blockbuster from the 
pen of the immortal Scon Adams 
Co fori: True Believers! 
Robin Hood 11 a follow-up (as yet 
untitled) to the Robin of Sher-
wood best-seller, on which sub-
ject the Piigrim penned much 
praise last month and all this 
before Christmas' What more 
can you want, except the nece-
ssary £9.95 for each program? 

Firebird Take Off 
A whole new range of games 
from British Telecom's Firebird 
Sofware is planned for Chris-
tmas Entitled the Hot Range, it 
will include the fabulous Rune-
stone graphics adventure 
program, originally program-
med for the Yecchtrum and ad-
vertised by Games Workshop 
now to be released for the Arnold 
as well The last GW program 
was very promising, and early 
previews of Runestone have 
been very exciting. 

ADVENTURE CLUBS 
Do you run an adventure club? Or 
are you a member of an adven-
ture club? If so. the Pilg wants to 
hear from you drop me a line 
telling me all about the services 
offered, how much (if anything) 
they cost, how many members 
there are etcetc And lf you'rea 
member, let me know how you 
feel about the service you're 
being given 

Clubs can can come in all 
shapes and sizes - from mega-
national corporations down to 
just a few happy Pilgrims gather-
ing together for a game of Dun-
geons and Dragons - whatever 
category you fail into, tell the Piig 
- and undying fame on these 
pages could be yours1 

/?ec//VI00/7 G i v e a w a y ! 
The first eve r Pilgrim Column off-

' ered readers the chance to walk 
away with free copies of Red 
Moon from Level 9 - all you had to 
do was send in a cryptic clue (like 
the ones in the Pilgrim's Glue Pot) 
- the 10 cleverest clue sniffers 
would win. 

Entries flooded In from 
around the world and now. after 
light-years of intensive debate, 
members of the Pilgrims Union of 
Knight Errants are delighted to 
announce the following winners: 
Andrew Monaghan, Dundee 
Ian Harrison, Accrington 
Thomas Kiggmu. Glasgow 
Ye Pancotts. Weymouth 
T Gurney, Bethesda 

Linda Wright, Tnng 
Christopher Winstanley, Preston 
Stewart McCone, Pontefract 
D Griffiths. High Wycombe 
and an ANONYMOUS entry from 
Sutton-on-Seal 
We particularly liked the follow-
ing little ditty from P & J Pancott, 
concerning Ring of Darkness 
You must go down into the deep. 
To earn soma gold and points to 
keep. 
But Jelly may dissolve your mail, 
And that could easily make you 
frail 
So take some UPs. be not forlorn. 
Go right on down and slay that 
GORN1 

Next month 
Terrormolinos is just one of many 
games written on The Quill and 
published by a major software 
house. Could you do the same? 
Next month we bring you all the 
essential information you need 
on using an adventure generator 
program to write your own 
games and sell them at a vast pro-
fit... We'll be looking at adven-
ture generator systems from Gil-
soft - The Quill + Illustrator. In-
centive. whose latest program 
enables you to generate complex 
text and graphics adventures 
with complex inputs AND text 
compression; and a new adven-

ture creating program from CRL. 
If you want to try your hand at 
writing a best-seller. you can't af-
ford to misa the Pilgrim's Guide to 
Profitable Programming ~ book 
now. or remain obscure forever!! 
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5% 
VOUCHER 

Amstrad Action's incredible mail order service 

So you've read all the reviews, and you're just DYING to get your hands 
on some of that software, right? Grieve not, dear friend. To coin a phrase, 
we have the power to help you. 

You can buy ANY of the range of Amstrad games reviewed in this issue 
simply by popping off an envelope to our Aladdin's Cave mail order 
warehouse. What's more, by collecting our special vouchers - the first 
one's printed on this page - you can save yourself sums of money ranging 
from not-to-be-sneezed-at 50p's to gosh-wow-absolutely-unbelievable 
pounds and pounds. 

Basically, each voucher entitles you to a 5% discount off your total 
order - and depending on how many games you buy, that itself could be 
quite a saving. But you can also collect the vouchers from different issues 
to increase the discount you're entitled to. Two vouchers equals 10%, 
three is 15%, and four will give you the maximum 20% discount. That 
means you can save a full £2 on a single full-priced piece of software. Not 
bad going, eh? The savers table shows exactly what savings you're 
entitled to, and as you can see it contains some pretty big numbers. 
What's more you DONT have to add anything for post, packing or VAT. 
It's all included 

So all you have to do is fill out the order form, and send it to the address 
below together with your cheque or postal order and any vouchers for 
which you are claiming a discount. Then just sit back and wait for that 
parcel... 

• Fast 

• Economic 
• Reliable 

How to use this table 

The table allows you to calculate what 
discount you ara entitled to il you anclose 
vouchor* with your order. All you have to 
do i t rovnd up to the nearest pound the 
total (pre-discount) cost of the software 
you're baying. Find this Figure on the top 
row of the table and than read down to 
see what discount you can claim for one. 
two. three and four vouchers. 
EXAMPli Suppose you hava ordered two 
games costing £8.95 each. The total pre-
discount cost is C17J0. This rounds up to 
£1t. This month you could only send in a 
single voucher, so reading down from the 
£18 figure in the top row you will see that 
you are entitled to a 90p discount. That'll 
just aboul buy you next month's slice of 
Amstrad Action. 

Total cost of 
software pre-
discount: £2 00 £300 £4.00 £5.00 £6.00 £7.00 £800 

Sav ings t ab le 
£9.00 £10.00 £11.00 £12 00 £13 00 £14 00 £15 00 £16 00 £17.00 £18.00 £19 00 £2000 

One voucher £0.10 £015 £020 £025 £0.30 £0.35 £0.40 £0.45 £050 £055 f0.60 £065 £070 £0.75 £080 £0.85 £090 £0.95 £1 00 

Two vouchers £020 £0.30 £0.40 £0.50 £0 60 £0.70 £0 80 £0.90 £1.00 £1 10 £120 £130 £1 40 £1.50 £1 60 £1.70 £180 £1.90 £2.00 

Three vouchers £0.30 £0.45 £0.60 £0.75 £0.90 £105 £120 £135 £1.50 £1.65 £1.80 £1.95 £210 £2 25 £2 40 £2 55 £2.70 £2 85 £3.00 

Four vouchers £0.40 £0 60 £0.80 £1.00 £1.20 £1.40 £1.60 £180 £200 £220 £2.40 £2.60 £2.80 £3.00 £3.20 £3 40 £3 60 £3 80 £4.00 

IMPORTANT J U R C URGENT ORDER...URGENT ORDER...URGENT ORDER...URGENT ORDER. 

• If you send in more than one voucher they 
must be from DIFFERENT issues of the maga-
zine - in other words the maximum discount 
this month is 15% • The games reviewed in 
this issue include details of pnce and disk-
version availability Although we've tned tol 
ensure these details are accurate, we can't b e l 
held liable for any errors which have crept in 
• If you want the disk version of a game, you J 
must mark this clearly on the order form - I 
otherwise you'll get a cassette. Do check fust 
that a disk version exists, and ensure you have! 
the nght price for it. r 

Name..... 

Address. 

Telephone (if possible) 
I would like the following titles: 
Game Software house Retail price 

Post your completed order to: Amstrad Action, 
Mail Order. Units 10/11, Imperial Studios, j 
Impenal Road. London SW6. Telephone: 01-1 
731-4607 

Total cost pre-discount: 
Amount of discount as revealed by Savings Table (only allowed if 
vouchees) enclosed): 
Amount payable (total cost minus discount): 
I enclose a crossed cheque or postal order for the Amount Payable made 
out to Amstrad Action Mail Order. Please rush me the software. 



30 copies of the non-stop US Gold action game must be captu 

The batt\e re-commences. It's 1947 and the evi l Dictator is 
holed up on a Pacific island, eating p a w - p a w and keep-
ing people prisoner. JB Stryker has to get in there and zap 
him once and for al l . There are f ive stages in this f o l l o w -
up to to Beach-Head, g iv ing you a w i d e range of shoat-
'em-up action. 

To w i n a copy of this exci t ing game all you have to 
so is say wh ich islands are associated w i th the pictures 
be low. If you think that funny an ima l comes f rom Iceland 
- and you 'd be very wrong if you d id think that - then 
wr i te 1. Iceland. A n d so on. Once again, please wr i te 
your answers on a postcard or the back of an envelope 
ONLY. 

w Patte 
offhe fabFireb 

c°mpetitjon 

1 Where is 

Peking 
c Tokyo 

3 Oolong is 



MINDSHADOW 
- the mystery 

75 copies of Activision's intriguing 
adventure can be won in our great 
Spot the Celebrity competition. 

W h a t is to be done 

M i n d s h a d o w casts y o u u p on a deser ted beach . Y o u 
d o n ' t k n o w w h e r e it is. Y o u d o n ' t e v e n k n o w w h o y o u 
are. You set o f f a n j o u r n e y to f i n d y o u r i den t i t y , a j o u r n e y 
f u l l of t raps a n d puzz les . 

M y c o m p e t i t i o n isn ' t as d i f f i cu l t as tha t . I ' m p r e s u m -
ing tha t y o u you rse l ves h a v e a f a i r i dea of y o u r o w n 
iden t i t y . But d o y o u k n o w w h o these p e o p l e are? Each of 
the three is g i v e n a shor t desc r ip t i on . A l l y o u h a v e to do is 
say w h o t h e y are. So if y o u t h i n k desc r i p t i on 1 be longs to 
M a r g a r e t Thatcher , just w r i t e 1. M a r g a r e t Thatcher . 
A n s w e r s , o n a pos tcard or back of a n e n v e l o p e O N L Y , 
mus t reach us b y December 16. 

1. A l t h o u g h his f o o t b a l l t e a m is in the no r th coun t r y , he 
p l a y s a ba t a n d b a l l g a m e in A m s t r a d A c t i o n coun t r y . 
St reaked h is ha i r on s i g n i n g a l uc ra t i ve cont rac t . 

2. His d a r k cu r l y ha i r a n d s m i l i n g b e a r d e d face h a v e 
a p p e a r e d in these p a g e s . He 's c o m e a l o n g w a y f r o m 
f l o g g i n g pe rspex h i - f i l ids . 

3. She's o f a cer ta in age , ye t st i l l g l a m o r o u s e n o u g h to 
m a k e a lo t o f m o n e y out o f s o a p af ter tha t c l u m s y f e l l o w 
spi l t his C i n z a n o d o w n her f rock . 



ZONE YFJAR PASSWORD 

1 1858 Telecjram 
55 Relativity 
3 1385 Sunon 
4 5980 Rhodesia 
5 1893 Aspirin 
6 1897 Uwmcr.d 
7 I9S7 EEC 
8 1831 Etaetncity 
9 !<*» Bible 

1 1815 Wellington 
2 08H Etjbext 
3 1883 Kt-«>:<«toj 
4 1776 Soa) 
5 1S88 Armada 
6 1587 Ax* 
T 1764 Coal 
8 1088 PTetocw 
9 1965 Lnottov 

J 1924 Hit If* i 
2 J7« potest 
3 1879 Utrop 
4 1942 Atom 
5 JM7 Ivan 
6 198?. Spectrum 
7 I9CI S 
8 1919 Treaty 
9 1889 Eiffel 
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RaidTactics 
Raid is a game with plenty of potential for high scoring. Our very 
own Doctor Bob tells you everything you could need to know to get 
a high score. 

Hangar 
This early pan of the game is also 
one of the toughest but mastering 
it is essential for a really high 
score Each plane appears mov-
ing towards the left Firstly rotate 
180 degrees and thrust gently 
until the plane is only just moving 
right Now go to maximum height 
and turn 90 degrees so you can 
apply a very little forward thrust. 
Release upward thrust and a sec-
ond or two later open the doors. 
Just before the plane starts to lose 
height use full thrust straight out 
of the door 

This method minimises 
sideways drift which usually 
causes problems bur still rea.-
uires practice to get the timing 
right. 

Always take out a total of six 
planes (if there is enough time 
and you don't crash any of them), 
as this gives you the opportunity 
for good scoring later on On 
some launches you may not have 
time to take out that many but 
you'll have to judge the timing for 
yourselves. Whatever you do 
don't let one of your cities be de-
stroyed or your score is zeroed 
disaster' 

Attack rim 
Having got down to the launch 
site it's a case of shooting every-
thing in sight Take out the tanks, 
missiles and as many buildings as 
possible, finishing off with the 
helicopter At the end of each run 
crash the plane on the final line of 
defences (or missile) until you 
have only one plane left out of the 
hangar. Take this one through to 
the silos but woe betide you if 
you crash it 

the hangar stage's 
tough but there Is a 
way out 

the scrolling ailock 
run, a real high 
scoring stage 

L*»oi siTCnweoi 
rtm to m e t m 
^ J V G ' l i i A ^ 

Five silos to destroy 
and blast lots of 
planes, wolch the 
lirne though 

Silos 
Knock out the four.small silos, 
getting a plane back for each one 
and then line yourself up on the 
fifth silo Don't shoot it yet but 
blast away the enemy planes until 
there are 10 to 15 seconds before 
impact and then let the last silo 
have it. You should now have a 
full complement of planes again 
and be ready to face the next 
launch 

Repeat the procedure for the 
first three sections for each of the 
three launches until you are faced 
with the final attack run-

Defence centre attack 
Complete this on the first run 
since pilots can no longer be res-
cued and each one is worth a 
bonus at the end. Once.at the cen-
tre. shoot everything - towers, 
tanks, doors and men The men 
will keep coming back so you'll 
have to be fast with them and 
keep moving or they'll home in 
on your position and let you have 
it. 

Once you're inside the reac-
tor using your discs to destroy it 
is down to timing you either get 
it or you don't, practice is the only 
answer. Take as long as you like 
hitting the reactor the first four 
times but you'll need to be super-
efficient for the next four. The 
best time to hit the reactor is while 
it's moving, but don't waste discs 
or lives and keep cool. In order to 
try to judge the timing count the 
pulses so that you can always 
throw and hit on a particular 
pulse 

The harder levels of the 
game get really nasty with the 
hangar exiting, attack run and 
everything else getting really 
mean The same tactics can be ap-
plied to all three levels but the 
higher ones take that much more 
practice to perfect. 

The sect ion where you r t ips , pokes and 
dev ious game-bus t i ng p loys are re layed 

to the nat ion 

Oldie but 
Goldie Pokes 
I've been sent most of the follow-
ing pokes a number of times so 
let's not have them cropping up 
in the postbag again otherwise 1 
might send you a signed picture 
of the editor 

Roland in Time 
Type in and RUN the program 
Then load the game as prompted, 
to get infinite lives 

10 MEMORY 4999 
20 LOAD"ROINTIME".5000 
30 POKE 5850.167(5001.1 if using 
green screen) 
40 CALL 5000 

Roland goes Digging 
Type in and RUN the listing and 
then follow instructions to get in-j 
finite lives 

10 MEMORY 17000 
20 LO A D• 'digger I 'M 7800 
30 POKE 17978.0 
40 CALL 1B658 

Roland on the Ropes 
Input and RUN this listing then j 
load the game as prompted, toj 
give you infinite strength 

10 MEMORY 4800 
20LOAD' ROLAND.D'' 
30 LOAD "ROLAND.C 
40 POKE -25804 0 POKE -25562,0 
5C CALL 41100 

10 BORDER 0INK 0&2NK 
1.18:INK2.5:INK 3,25 
20 ENT 1,100.2.2 

Hunchback 
To get infinite iives, 
RUN this listing then 
program as prompted. 



30ENT2.90.-6 ?. 
40ENV12.10.-2.10 
50 PEN 2 
60 MEMORY &3BFF 
70 LOAD1 HUN 3",&4C00 
80 POKE &61F8.1 
90POKE&61F9.1 
100 POKE &61F8-M8.1 
HOPOKE&61F8 - 19 J 
12QPQKE&eifl8+26 1 
13GPOKE&61F8 + 27 .1 
140 POKE 20762,0 
150CALL&543I 

Pyjamarama 
This cno again gives infinite 
lives Type m and RUN the iisting 
and then load the game as 
prompted 

10 MEMORY 8191 
20 LOAD" 
30 POKE 16087,0 
40 CALL 8192 

Roland in the Caves 
Not a poke this, bat if you press 
the cursor down as you enter the 
cave you complete the level with 
mega score Don't repeat this too 
often as The score may zero itself 
or the game crash Control G also 
exits a level and Shift A goes to 
next screen with 100.000 points 

Electro Freddy 
Not endless lives this time • just 
255 Type in and RUN then follow 
the instructions 

10 MEMORY 10000 
20 
LOAD 'A 1 :LOAD' " LOAD ":LO 
AD.""iLOAD " 
30 POKE 39356.255 
•10 CALL 39323 

fcnight Lore 
Christian Waymouth of Sheffield 
sent in thus Utile marvel which 
jives you infinite lives, endless 

days and no change into a 
werewolf Type it in and RUN it. 
Then hit Ctrl, shift and escape to 
get game going from loading 
screen. 

lOOPENOUT D 
20 MEMORY-1351 
30 LOAD .4352 
40 FOR T = 1 TO 7 READ 
A.B POKE A,B NEXT 
50 CALL 4352 
60 DATA 
4353.0.4354,0.4355,0.4402,201.442 
4.149.4425 255.4426,191 
70 LOAD '",8192 
80 POKE 18889.0 
90 POKE 15438.0 POKE 
15439.0 POKE 15440.0 
100 POKE 15103.x iwhere x = 
objects to be collected) 
110 CALL 4414 

Chuckie Egg 
Also from Christian Waymouth 
comes an infinite lives poke for 
that most infinite of games Typert 
in. RUN it and then load the game 
as prompted ; ; £ 

10 MEMORY 32767 ' 
20 LOAD "".32768 
30 POKE 40175.255 
40 CALL 39575 

Roland in Space 
Duncan Booth of Moss Pi*, tells me 
you. don't need a poke to get in-
finite lives but |ust have to de-
press the keys Tab.E.G, J,K,< and 
M while on a planet to allow ypu to 
pass through any hazard and fall 
any distance 

T T F I 
Finder Keepers 
Robert Frost also knows how to 
blow up cats just get charcoal, 
sulphur and the magic flame, 
drop them in front of the cat 
and wooooomph' Mr Sloan from 
Hewish teils us that you can make 
a bar of gold from the lead and 
philosopher's stone and exca-
libur by combining the black-
smith and broken sword. 

Nonterraqueous 
Is Psyche drain giving you a 
headache? Then here's a Utile tip 
from Simon Brereton of Stoke-on-
Trent Go to the bottom of a horiz-
ontal screen and flick back and 
forward between two screens 
your Psyche goes up by live 
every time you do. While we re 
on the subject, Gordon Scott has 
al ready ma pped 384 r ooms of the 
game anybody done better? 
W e would really love to see the 
whole thing. Jason Anderson has 
also found a pause feature not 
marked on the cassette mlay - H 
to pause. S to restart Jason's 
stuck at the photon thrusters at 
level 21 though and wants to 
know where the rocket fuel is -
anybody out there know? 

STARION 
Weptmhedqnegr tdo f i ax l ' ^ f ron i tfeg.iroela.MnvmthbutS'Mn Brady working <«i the rest, 
of Dthnni Iras $ctit in ibo cbd# * f o r tfco who le o< block one ind h< = tteathimtoir. 

no you d bettor got o move on if you to going to 

GRID 
PASSWORD 

Redbieaxt 

Eatabiiah 

GRID ZONE YF.AR PASSWORD CHID GRID ZONE YEAH PASSWORD GRID 
PASSWORD PASSWORD 

1 1553 Fviû SI 7 i 1773 Ton 1 
1739 Cak«i» 2 1867 Nofefll 

3: 1840 Ptvjmy .1 1756 Calcutta 
4 1983 Avon 4 1851 Exhibit 

I9B6 llatloy Parachute 1812 Gannon EOOWItllC 
8 Umbrella 0 1922 Insulin 

5888 Kuhbej 7 .01G3 Rttwha 
IB06 Aerial 8 199/ Ghma 

9 IC^C Tobacco 9 1042 Edward 

1 l&ffi Petrol a 1 179b Needle 
0219 Alps t 1912 Icoborg 

3 Enc 3 1969 Eagio 
<1 200J Odyssey 4 1929 Crash 
5 1949 Nai'j Oi plvmagy 5 1066 Arrow Conibm.i'-
0 1098 R<l<Jium 

Oi plvmagy £ 1953 Orb 
•t 1959 Hawaii 7 0543 Triang'* 
8 0035 Asp 8 1492 Bahamas 
9 1695 Cillen* 0004 Manger 

J. 0070 Vesuvius 9 I 19)1 Pole 
0064 Nero 2 0044 Ides 

3 1807 EiecUnn 3 1805 Nelson 
A 1869 Table 4 1969 Boom 
3 186? Al.tsk.1 Adventure S 1900 Hydrogen Amphibian £ 1944 D 6 1454 Ink 
7 1999 Edjpso 7 1837 t f o r f o The block 
B 1871 Ribbons 8 1914 Archduke password in 
9 1945 Uranium 9 1682 Apple Aorospsct? 

Dun Darach 

The Pilg '$ not the only one who can 
give cryptic dues. With some help 
from Lloyd McCormack of Sal ford 
and Mr W.A.Kusnierz of London 
here are some little posers to work 
out that may help those lost in Dun 
Darach. 
1 .Keep losing things? Then g a i n 
someth ing Interest ing b y 
s w a p p i n g a dr ink (or spel l to 
exc i te love) w i th the culprits. 
2.lt 's not for a d o g or TV but it 
gels someth ing out of a muscular 
loca t ion a n d gets you into a 
femin ine p lace . 
3.The N o r t h W a l l 
g a l l e r y holds a 
p iece o f interest. 
Col lect i t and 
fo l low the 
p l a g u e -
b r inge r a t 
the p l a c e 
of the ta lon , 
no m a t t e r 
whe re he 
goes. 

4.Teth the ja i ler a p p r e c i a t e s 
meta l masterp ieces. 
5 . G e t some pro tec t ion by 
sooth ing Dain's ears w i th sound. 
6-Praise b e to the p lace that star ts 
w i th w a y - it revea ls much when 
you sur render your defence. 

Combat Lynx Extra 
In Issue 1 Robert White of Durell 
advised you never to attack gun 
emplacements this month Rob-
ert Conacher of Leeds tells you 
how you can successfully destroy 
them 

Emplacements are found 
directly N.S.E or W of you. Load 
up with 2 mines and a heat see-
ker Pause Lynx when lOsquarea 
from gun and select mines. 
Switch to map screen and accele-
rate to full speed Press fire but 
ton and keep it held down. As you 
pass over the gun depress M and 
you switch off the map instantly 
dropping the mine on the gun 
(cease firing) If you miss you've 
always got mine number two to 
have another try with. 
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•t MatchdoyGoo\ Bonanza 

Wizard 's Lair 
If you've been wondering where 
those magic lifts can lake you then 
Robert Frost of Earls Barton can 
help you out He's sent in the 
seven levels of the lair Lhai you 
can b e transported to. 

1 - CAJVE 
2 = HAWLO 
3 = CRYPT 
4 = DUNGN 
5 - VAULT 
6 = L1AYR 
7 = LYONS 

You-know-who has been at it playing games" Wade has pro- who might be suffering defeats at 
again. In between scoring hatfuls vided a few tips to help anyone the hands of Rochdale or Halifax 
ofgoalsonMafc/idayBob"I love i 

Karl 's Treasure 
Lost - and Found! 
Cocfeftsion time - we dicln't get 
the Kail's Treasure Hunt poke 
quite right, so to make amends 
r.sre's the correct method as 
supplied by Gordon Scott of 

an-. -;.er. run the rest of the 
prc-gram At the end of loading it 
will list the basic program and 
you can enter the line; 

Memory 12288-poke 
38102, lOO.call 36864 
then just enter 

Goto 586 
and away you go 

HEADING 
This is a really stylish way ol 
playing and scoring When the 
ball is in the air going straight left 
or right down the field, tty to 
bounce it off the player s head 
and then keep under it nudging it 
towards the opponents goal 
This way you can at least keep the 
ball safely away from your oppo-
nent even if you can t take iteill the 
way to the goal 

SHOOTING 
The safest way of scoring is just to 
dribble the ball into the net This 
often isn't possible though 
because of an opponent in close 
attendance If he is between you 
and the goal you can either pass 
to another player or get into an 
angled position where a quick 
turn and fire to left or right will 
get the ball past him 

You don t need to woTry 
about shooting over the bat but 
the danger is of ht tting the post or 
going past it. so watch out for re-
bounds and intercepting w.iy-
ward shots 

PASSING 
This is most easily done along the 
ground from a standing position 
but results in interceptions Pass-
ing m the air is harder to control 
when trying to regain possession 
but bouncing the ball off the body 
is the easiest way of gaining 
control 

Wild Bunch 
Robert Frost of Earls Barton has a 
handy tip for this Firebird cheapy 

don't shoot the real murderer if 
you find him since he is your only 
witness 

Amsgolf Again 
Apparently I'm not the only 
Arnold owner who will have en-
joyed Europe's Ryder Gup vict-
ory^-Stuart Russell has been 
spending hours on Amsgolf to 
bring you the scratch handicap 
code Thm will allow you to 
thwack the ball much further 
Sandy Lyie couldn't do better 
than this. 

Handicap 0«K3R66 

INTERCEPTING PASSES 
On the high levels of play the 
computer will trapa ball in the air 
on its first bounce To gain pos 
session you have to put yourself 
in the path of the ball and deflect it 
to the ground before it reaches-
the opposition This should allow 
you to gain possession 

GOALKEEPING 
This is tough and it's best to rely 
on |ust outscoung your oppo 
nent Dives are purely a matter of 
learning the timing and if an 
opponent tr les to dnbble the ball 
in your only chance is to try to 
intercept with one of the other 
pidyers 
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( U N L O C K YOUR 1 
AMSTRAD 464/664/6128 

• Tape to (ape backup utility 
(Must not be usad to infringe copyright laws) 

Multi colour display and so very user friendly. 
Gives full header details and choice of saving speed. 
Full on screen Instructions and prompts. 
FREE Peep a code program, for finding the hidden 
words In adventure games, etc. Tape £6.99 

A M S H E L P 9 T"n'fer ta<* software to disc 
Better than most, AMSHELP will even transfer ASCII 
files. Also automatically adds a relocator for those 
programs that overwrite the disc memory area. 
FREE Disc deprotector, list protected programs, etc. 

Tape £6.99 Disc £10.99 
A K f l ^ n i C A 4 • The most power fu l Amst rad disc 
A M O U I O U I utility to date 
Powerful CPM style utility with many features making 
easy work of disc file handling, including the 
unerasing of erased files. "No disc user should be 
without this utility" (Independent Amstrad review). 
FREE Disc deprotector. list protected programs, etc. 

P ' K £12-99 

S N A P S H O T ^ - — 
So powerful it will back up those long headerless 
programs. Offers a choice of saving speeds. 
A must for disc users who reouire fast loading 
of tapes that cannot be transferred to disc. 

Tapa £6.99 
Prices Include packing and postage 
INTERLOCK SERVICES LTD. 

123b Brent Street London NW4 2DX 
Tel: 01 -202 8727 

Sales Executive 
Amstrad Action is looking to expand its 

advertising sales department. 

The position is based in our West London 
offices, and would be suitable for someone 

who is used to working in a professional and 
structured advertising sales environment, 
preferably with 6-12 months' experience. 

An understanding of the computer 
marketplace would be useful. 

Competitive earnings based on salary plus 
generous commission. 

Please apply to: 
Mlka Carroll 

Amstrad Action 
Eardley Houae 

182-4 Campdan Hill Road 
Kensington, London W8 7AS 

Tal: 01-221-3592 

DISCOUNT SOFTWARE 
3 STATION CRESCENT, WESTCOMBE PARK. BLACKHEATH 
SE37ER. 
Accoss o rde rs /enqu i r i os 
te l : 01-305-0521. 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE FREE FAST DELIVERY IN THE U.K. ONLY. PLEASE ADD 
70P PER TAPE ON EUROPEAN ORDERS AND 1 00 PERTAPE ELSEWHERE 

AMSTRA0 RHP OUR «RW0U I K 7 44 SCOOBYOOO B.K 1.71 
p » a GREKUNS I K 741 SEQHCAmSTIOMMIAJl I K 171 

STmMVtSSWOKM u e 1.71 AUDI I K 700 fiOUlKFOASH t K 7.41 
COLOSSAL AOVWTUW I K T.?0 THE COVWAttr I K S 4fl VIEW TO A KILL tan 143 
A0rt*nittOW$T I K 7. JO ARCW9N I K 7MT SOUTHERN BELLE 7 M 170 
IX) Vol ON AQVtNrtllU »» 770 »MJUl)miWKKMNti I K 7 03 FRANKIEG T HOUYWOOO I K 7.44" 
SNIlWOAll I K 7 70 INTEflMTONAL KARATE AM »4* MATCH DAY I K 741' 
loitosorriMi SK r«1 ROBIN OF SHERWOOD I K 741 THENlVESEMnNGSTOftT SM 7.40-
RftUWlTOllHh 9*4 7 70 COWAWIW I K 70) INT.8ASWTMU. IIS • 71* 
(MiiUlOISU 1 » S4C AIACAQAU 0UAWR FWBAU I K 744 RIAIM Of IVtfOSSISllTY I K 7.44 
WD MOON I U 140 KMUOFYE500 I K 74T VASTER Of THE WMPS I K 7.M 
FFU*rrrRAh«. 7 K I U BRIAN JACKS SUPERSTAR I K 700 «AIO CMS Moscow I K 741 
WUUWJMBXRAUY2 I » 7N SCRAB6U I K 741 E OU C AT10 N A L SO FTWAR E 
JCTBOOTJACX 7K ISO vwwroa I K 7 44' EXECUTION 7.96 950 
MHJM PLAYER TEN SK ?« UMOSOfVOMSKT I K 744 FIRST STEPS WITH THE 
F15HTIR PILOT i n 741 TEfWORMOUNOS 7 K ISO' MR MEN 990 7.40 
j f t a m u r I K 710 !0 W.H0PP1X I K 741- HERE AND THERE WITH 
FYJAMIHAMA 7.K «V> ZAXXM I K 7 46 THE MR.MEN 9.95 7.40 
MASTERCHESS 7K CM §iicx Hoaw I K 744' NUMBER PAINTER 8.96 7 70 
TEST MATCH L » 440 cowoawioo I K 744* HAPPYNUMBERS 8 96 7.00 
DAW STAR 7.K ISO TAWR I K 748' HAPPY LETTERS 895 7.00 
TECHNICIAN TED 7K IM jrmo»TCT I K 744" HAPPY WRITING 8 9S 7.00 
coxwaiw I K 140 JOBOXLM I K 741 

UTILITIES SORCERY I K 7.00 ASSAWTOMWRRRAXITY I K 744' UTILITIES 
HANIKAPGOTF 7R l » jovoacmss K K 10 00 GUIDE AMSTR. BASIC? 19 95 1595 
•WCHKiAO t » 7.41 CYRUS CHESS ITT 7 « DEVPAC ASSEMBLER 
30STA/KTWW 7M 8 20 WIZARDS LAJR I K 700 1DISSASSEVBLER 2* 96 19 95 
OALIYSOtCATHlON IM 700 pHiufcrruiifflf I K 7 « EASI AMCALC 
MINOSTNTTSHTTX I K «:o WAPLORO I K 70) SPREADSHEET 1995 16.95 
OUAilUQDGS REVENGE « K 700 STABON I K 744 DFM DATABASE 2400 18.00 
• AMB'JSTittS 745 ISO BRIAN BIOOOAXI I K 7.M HOME ACCOUNTS '435 11 96 
syrcanmmu t » 730 HIGHWAY EKCOUVIER I K 1.71 INVOSTAT 30.00 24.95 
FUTT R STUV I K >00 now 7K «» STOCK-AID 30.00 24 95 
FOOTVii MAVASF R 7 « i n I A S»E SOCCER SK 4K TRANSACT 30 00 2436 
MmutaoM ?» no SUfSJWT IH 4 71 MACHINE CODE TUTOR U.95 11 95 
AUUI » H 741 JUMP JET I K IM MASTERFILE 2A.95 1895 
KWOHUW* I K J.4I TH(0fi1LSCR£WN IM 750 MASTERCALC 2495 1895 
DM QARAOl I K 7 41 .'QICS I K 171 THE QUILL 1495 11 95 
THE WAY OF THI BORED Of THE ^NGS I K 170 IHEILUSTRATOR 14 95 11 95 
WtfiOtWiRST I K 741 YllARKIMSrU I0S 171 THECCOMPILER 34 95 28.95 
REO ARROW* I K 700 W0FS.0UWSSASE.EAU I K 171 THE COOE MACHINE 19.95 1596 
EYIRYOME'SA WAU.Y ( K 7.41 HYKFBKWTJ I K 171 AMSPRITE 14 95 11 95 

• d c n o i t s new rrrus t h a i a r i a v a i l a b u i n t h i n c a r f u i u r c n e A S t r i n g f o r c o n f i r m a t i o n 

W H Y NOT C O M E A N D PICK UP YOUR SOFTWARE PERSONALLY 
F R O M OUR D I S C O U N T S H O P A T 3 S T A T I O N CRESCENT. 
W E S T C O M B E PARK. B L A C K H E A T H . LONDON SE37ER. RIGHT 
OUTSIDE W E S T C O M B E PARK RA ILWAY STATION O N THE 
SOUTHERN REGION. OPEN O N SATURDAYS ONLY F R O M 10.30 'TIL 
6.00 P M 

UK's LOWEST PRINTER PRICES 
FULL PRINTER SUPPORT FOR THE AMSTRAD 
ORDERED TODAY DELIVERED TOMORROW 

[ 

• DOT MATRIX 
SHINWA CP A80 
EPSON FX80 F/T 
EPSON FX100 FA 

EX VAT 
£165-00 
£314-00 
£425-00 

INC VAT l 
£189-75 
£361-10 
£488-75 

• NEAR LETTER QUALITY 
EPSON LX80 VERY SPECIAL OFFER 
CANON 1080A SPECIAL OFFER 
CANON 1156A SPECIAL OFFER 
JUKI 5510 (co lour opt ion) 

£195-00 
£235-00 
£335-00 
£249-00 

£224-25 1 

£270-25 
£385-25 
£286-35 

• DAISY WHEEL 
DAISY STEP 2000 
EPSON DX100 

£22500 
£35600 

£258-75 
£409-40 

• AMSTRAD ADD ONS 
TASWORD TWO 
TASPRINT 
TASCOPY 
PRINTER CABLE 

£15-60 
£7-74 
£7-74 

£1100 

£17-95 
£8-90 
£8-90 

£12-65 

• COLOUR PRIKTERS 
EPSON JX-80 SPECIAL OFFER £45000 £517-50 

NOW ONLY 3 MINUTES FROM JUNCTION 23 M62 
(MANCHESTER 25 MINUTES/LEEDS '20 MINUTES) 

NB: FROM EAST USE JUNCTION 24 

156 LONGWOOD GATE, LONGWOOD 
HUDDERSFIELD 

Tel 0484 646048/9 
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APPROACHING FAST... 
BRAIN-BLOWING GRAPHICS. . .MEGA-BLASTING POWER...FAST-ACTION PLAYABILITY... 

'HIGHWAY ENCOUNTER'. . .A TOTALLY NEW DIRECTION FROM VORTEX. 

ONCE YOU'RE ON IT...THERE'S NO TURNING BACK. 

- H I G H W A Y E N C O U N T E R F O R T H E A M S T R A D C P C 4 6 4 / 6 6 4 / 6 1 2 8 - C 8 . 9 5 -
VOSTEX SOFTWABE (SAlES) LIMITED. VORTEX HOUSE. 24 KANSAS AVENUE. OFF SOUTH IANGWORTHT ROAD SAlFORO M } ? G l 
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AMSTkh 
Fo»bnnt,i 

Type-in Graphics 

Type-in program list ings hit the Amst rad Act ion pages 
this month — in response to your demands. We've taken 
the short programs here f rom a new book, The Amazing 
Amstrad Omnibus, whose 400 plus pages are chock fu l l 
of interesting things to do w i th your Amstrad. 

Each of the listings gives you an idea of wha t can be 
done w i th the Amstrad 's graphics by running an attrac-
t ive demonstrat ion. As you can see, they ' re al l pretty 
short so you shouldn' t have any of those horrible expe-
riences where you spend hours keying a program in only 
to f ind out it won ' t run. 

The Amaz ing Amstrad Omnibus, by Mart in Fair-
banks, costs £7.95 and is publ ished by Interface Public-
ations, 9-11 Kensington High Street, London W8 5NP. 

Zebra Windmi l ls 
N ( A M S T R A D ) , ( ( A M S T R A D MOD 3 ) + l ) 
1 3 0 
1 4 0 
1 5 0 
1 6 0 
1 7 0 
1 8 0 
1 9 0 
2 0 0 
7 1 0 
2 2 0 
2 3 0 
2 4 0 
2 5 0 
2 6 0 
2 7 0 
2 8 0 
2 9 0 
3 0 0 

N E X T AMSTRAD 
G O S U B 1 7 0 : R E M P E N C H A N G E S 
N E X T CHANGE 
WEND 

C H A N G E S 
TO 2 6 

3 

REM 
F O R 
F O R 
INK 
F O R 
INK 
N E X T 

P E N 
J = 1 
K— 1 
K , J 
Z = 1 
K , 0 

K 

TO 

TO 1 0 0 : N E X T I 

N E X T J 
GOSUB 2 8 0 
R E T U R N 
REM 
REM I N I T I A L I S E 
MODE 1 
I N K 0 , 0 : I N K 1 , 2 6 : I N K 

R D E R 0 
3 1 0 R E T U R N 

2 , 2 4 : I N K 3 , 6 : B 0 

REWARD 
We're offering anything be 
tween £50 and £100 to readers 
who submit listings that are 
printed in Amsrrad Action Ide-
ally. any programs you submit 
should be pretty short so that a 
print-out docs not fill more than 
two pages at the most 

We're particularly interes-
ted in short utility programs that 

other readers will find easy to 
key m and useful or informative 
to run; But if you're a games 
writer, don't despan if your 
program is top quality and not too 
long it stands a good chance of 
being accepted 

Submissions should be on 
tape or disc -iccompamed by a 
print-oul and a stamped, self 
addressed e:. /elope S* • d them 
to Listings Editor. Amstrad Ac-
tion. Valoaide. Somerton, Some-
rset T i l 7PS. 

This demonstration program uses the wide Amstrad pallette to 
create whirling, spinning shapes that are so pretty you could sit 
and watch them for hours You'll understand the name as soon as 
you see the program running 

10 
20 
3 0 
' 1 0 
!".0 
60 
7 0 
80 
9 0 
100 
110 
120 

REM Z E B R A W I N D M I L L S 
REM BY S T E V E N L O Z E 
REM 
R A N D O M I Z E T I M E 
GOSUB 2 8 0 : R E M I N I T I A L I S E 
W H I L E NOT f i n i s h e d 
F U R CHANGE=1 TO 2 
R A D : I F C H A N G E = 2 T H E N D E G 
C L S 

F O R AMSTRAD=1 TO 3 6 0 S T E P 1 0 * R N D 
P L O T 3 2 0 , 2 0 0 
DRAW 3 2 0 + 2 5 0 * C O S ( A M S T R A D ) , 2 0 0 + 1 9 0 * S l 



Lissajoux Figures 
Jules Lissajoux was a French physicist of the last century who made 
a study of the movement of particles under the action of periodic 
motion, acting at right angles to each other. Bodies moving in this 
way create intricate patterns as they dance around each other. 

program norwrittenbyM.Lissajoux frequenciesare 
generated at random (lines 120 and 130). starting a new figure 
each tune you press a key 

10 REM RANDOM L I S S A J O U X F I G U R E S 
2 0 REM 
3 0 REM C R E A T E S RANDOM L I S S A J O U X 
4 0 REM F I G U R E S . P R E S S ANY K E Y 
5 0 REM F O R A NEW D E S I G N 
6 0 REM 
7 0 R A N D O M I Z E T I M E 
8 0 MODE I s I N K 0 , 0 : B O R D E R 0 : INK 1 , 2 : INK 2 
, 6 : I N K 3 , 2 4 
9 0 I F INKEY$f< > " " T H E N 9 0 
1 0 0 REM 
1 1 0 W H I L E NOT F I N I S H E D 
1 2 0 P = I N T ( R N D » 3 ) + 1 
1 3 0 L O Z = ( I N T ( R N D * 3 > + 1 ) / 0 . 8 
1 4 0 GF = 0 
150 P L O T 3 0 0 + 1 2 0 * S I N ( G F ) , 2 0 0 + 1 2 0 * C O S ( G F * 
L O Z ) , P 
1 6 0 REM 
1 7 0 W H I L E 1 N K E Y * = M M 

1 8 0 G F = G F + 0 . 1 

1 9 0 DRAW 3 0 0 + 1 2 0 * S I N ( G F ) , 2 0 0 + 1 2 0 * C O S ( G F * 
L O Z ) ,F" 
2 0 0 I F R N D > 0 . 9 THEN P = P + 1 : I F P = 4 T H E N P = 

2 1 0 WEND 
2 2 0 C L S 
2 3 0 WEND 

Dionysian Spiral 
This is another very attractive graphics demonstration program 
Don't worry about the flashing backgrounds at the beginning 
they're intentional. 

10 REM D I O N Y S I A N S P I R A L 
2 0 REM » H I G H L Y E F F E C T I V E * 
3 0 R A N D O M I Z E T I M E 
4 0 I N K 0 , 6 : B O R D E R 6 , 2 : M O D E 0 : C L G 0 s P A P E R 

0 : S P E E D I N K 3 , 7 
5 0 V A R S = 2 0 0 : V I M = 6 0 
6 0 D I M Z ( 1 4 ) 
7 0 F O R K = 0 TO 14 
8 0 I N K K + l , K 
^ 0 N E X T K 

1 0 0 INK 7 , 6 , 2 : I N K 2 , 2 4 , 0 : I N K 1 2 , 1 6 , 5 
1 1 0 O R I G I N ( V A R S + 2 * V I M ) , V A R S 
1 2 0 F O R AL A N = 1 0 3 TO 0 S T E P - 1 
1 3 0 S U G A R = A L A N * P I / 5 2 
1 4 0 MOVE C O S ( S U G A R ) » - V I M , S I N ( S U G A R ) « - V A R 
S 
1 5 0 DRAW C O S < S U G A R ) » 3 1 8 , S I N ( S U G A R ) * V I M , A 
L A N MOD 13+1 
1 6 0 N E X T A L A N 
1 7 0 B O R D E R 6 
1 8 0 REM 
1 9 0 W H I L E NOT F I N I S H E D 
2 0 0 J U M P = 0 . 3 + R N D 
2 1 0 F O R T=1 T O 1 6 + J U M P S T E P JUMP 
2 2 0 F O R K = 0 T O 14 
2 3 0 I N K K + l , K + T | 
2 4 0 I F I N K E Y * < > " " T H E N 3 5 0 
2 5 0 N E X T K 
2 6 0 N E X T T 
2 7 0 F O R T = 1 6 TO 2 - J U M P S T E P - J U M P 
2 8 0 F O R K = 0 T O 14 
2 9 0 I N K K + 1 , K + T 
3 0 0 I F I N K E Y $ O n M T H E N 3 5 0 
3 1 0 N E X T K 
3 2 0 N E X T T 
3 3 0 I F R N D > 0 . 5 5 T H E N H = I N T ( R N D * 1 5 ) : I N K 0 
, H : B O R D E R H 
3 4 0 WEND 
3 5 0 MODE 1 



Electro Freddy 
1,580Lee Cans* Margate 
I^OOSPMacicenhe A!des'.ey Edge 
J .285 Craig Thomson. Eyemouth 

Everyone's* Wally 
1.570 Antony Critchley Bracknnll 
1.550 Mark Pinner Bedford 

Jet Set Willy 
175 items Daniel Hart Loughton 
125 iKrms Harpal Koorter. Birmingham 
89 i-ems Peter fortes. Maidstone 

Pireant 
30.200 Mark Burford LcarnmgtonSpa 
18.200 Gordon Edgar. Buckie 

Juggernaut 

9.500 Michael Speers, Donaghadee 

Killer Gorilla 
13! .000 lan Dunn Cannock 
110.000 Huw Jones. Paisley 
100.000 Ian Ridley. Biunaellsar.dt 

\ir Traffic Control 
W M < Clarke Telford 

Amsgolf 
58 shots P A Hywt, Cheltenham 
fcSshcaShoiia Burir.ioter Hayes 
65shots Michael Shedden. Glasgow 

Android One 
17 680 David ti l l Lor land Bolton 

Boach Head 
122 .C00 Neil C:uickahank. Inverness 
114.800 Martm Rae Totnes 
111 200CampbellJardmo.Dumfries 

Blagger 
•19 335 T Uni.ido. South Cretike 
49,025Matthew Chester. Louth 
47 S75Robet:MacCattimi, Edinburgh 

Boulderdash 
16.805 AnhleyCotter-Cairni Heme! 
Hempstead 
15.820 Andrew Barmy Scun'Jiorpe 
8.67BPaulCilI Cheadle 

Brian jacks Superstar Challenge 
3.636 Geotg9 Reaves, Bradford 
2 325 Kevin Barnes, Ipswich 
2,145 Robert MacCallum. Edinburgh 

Chuckle Egg 
382 160 Aahley Cotter-Cairns. Hemel 
Hem pat cad. 
256.430 Gary CaUan. Exeter 
252 670 Derek Henderson. Glasgow 

Codename Mat 1 
1 OSOSamantha Bell. Maidenhead 
711 DGSco',*., Dereham 
478 Gary Wendieken, Brentwood 

Combat Lynx 
136.760 William Jenkins Cramlington 
50.550 Andrew Rogers. Her r.e Bay 
49.400Smart Hutchinson; Reading 

Confuzion 
30,025 Paul Gill Cheadle 
21.917 Daniel Hart Loughton. 
18.040 John Gigncy. Chelmsford 

Daley Thompson's Decathlon 
1 711.600Mat Brcwn Exeter 
1.180 820 Graham BayUss Warley 
6tO.OOOGrahamLyih. Great Sutton 

Dark Star 
123.400 Ian Boffin. Woking 
3100 Andrew Willu= E<irls Barton 
1,280 junaed Mortusa. London 

Defend or Die 
2,099.250P A Hyen. Cheltenham 
776. '50 Paul Gill. ChoadJe 
755.550 Graham Roes Devizes 

Chiller 
6.400Simon Dean Rutland 
6 300 Jascr, Black Wymondham 

Roland m Space 
4 7 pmjms Craig Thomson. Eyemouth 
34 pie^% Jasor. Bloomfield. Ipswich 

Moon Buggy 

110,930 Patrick Gram. Coventry 

Mutant Monty 
44.950 A Wagstaffe. Whitchurch 
43 180 Aiantair Kerr, Plymouth 

Oh Mummy 
20.000JonScruby Teignmcuth 
0,855 Mark Lowing. Camber ;<>>• 
5250Stewart Russell. Glasgow 

On the Run 
GO.OCORanpt Singh. Queer; sPirk 

Raid 
229.250 Bob Wade Somen on 

Red Arrows 

65.416S Gi^ndenmng. Darlington 

Rocky Horror Show 
15 piece* Marcus John Hopkins, Cwmbran 
1 r.pieo45Stephen Mead Kenton 
15 pieces Darren Hildrew. 
Sawhrtdgeworth 
Roland Ahoy? 
3.140Mark Blakemore Liverpool. 

Roland goes Digging 
£264 80Jonathan Williams. Sutton 
£222.55Billy Watson. South Oueenaferry 

Roland In iho Caves 
898.540 Gary Wendleken. Brentwood 
875 923 Andrew Peedle, Coventry 

Roland in Time 
132 crystals Gordon Edgar. Buckie 
86 crystals Matthew Paine, Wymondham 
81 crystals Darren Hitdr«w, 
Sawbrtdoe worth 

Roland on the Ropes 
1,310,975 Martin El'.er ker, Pe'e.borougn 
999,999 Adrian Johnston. Shrewsbury. 
695 000 Kevin West wood New Maiden 

Station 
11.000 GJ McGouran. Saltley 
1,723 Stewart McCone Pontofract 

3D Starstrike 
13 .SOpil 10 Gat y John Shanks. Livingston 
10.031.000 Joseph Partington. Warrington 
3.450.000 tan Boffin. Woking 

Stevo Davis Snooker 
112 break St. John Bud. Fakcnham 
65 break Paul Smith. Huddersfiela 
43 break Malcolm Por'eous, Edinburgh 

Super Pipeline n 
1.228.055 Graham Row;. Devizes 
426.460 Matthew Burbedge, Simngbourne 
260.325 Amanda Grieve Houghton Regis 

Survivor 
241 100 Scott Brown. Cumbernauld 
210.500 Michael Shedden Glasgow 
154.800 Scott Williamson South 
OueenBfeiry 

The Way of the Explodmg Fist 
2.193,000 (10th Dan) Matthew Lor ngo. 
London 
662 300{ 10th Dan)G D Holloway. Brockie 
44 3.100 (luth Dan > Murk IUakemor* 
Liverpool 

Wizard's Lair 
75.500 Barry O Sullivan, Enth 

Frank Bruno's Boxing 
35.000 Martin Luise. Solihull 
29.720 Matthew Burbedge. Smingboume 
29 190 Martin Johnson. Hull 

Fruit Machlno 
£2170 Thomas Lerrtgo. London 
fcl7 COJosopfcDltunan, Aspull 
£17 20 Gavin Manning. Wanstcad 

Fruity Frank 
16.075 Gary John Shanks. Livingston 
i 5,600 N.Miller, Tanbridge 
8,680Siephen Gray. Haywood 

Galactic Plague 
44.190 L Walker. Liverpool 
2.540 Spencer Ttmaon. Leicester 
I 440 Colin Henderson West Kilbride 

Ghouls 
5.030Jason Crandin Cardiff 

Kong Strikes Back 
535.600CJohnson Sutton ColdJielQ 
79.000Joseph Farnngton, Warrington 
44.900JohnGigney, Chehnsford 

Lascrwarp 
62 380Chns;opei Winstanley Preston 
36.500 Jonathan Newcombe. St Albans 
21 000 James l eitch. Great Glen 

Gilligan's Gold 
318,179 C Johnson. Sutton Co'dfield 
209,659 lan Mathie, Dunstable 
95.964 William Freeland. Dalkeith 

3D Gran Prut 
6.875 Jason Black. Wymondham 
4,535RobertMacCailum, Edinburgh 
2.500 Mark Powell. Noflhwidi 

Grand Prix Rally 11 
51 685 Paul Scho&eJd. Leeds 
49.765 David Lincoln Leeds 
38.134 Gerry Hughes Cranleiqh 

Highway Encounter 
jtt&. 120lan Baffin Woking 
35 870Richard Dasent Guiidford 
15,910 James lias low. Westminster 

Hunchback 
1.508.000 Michael Clark. Midlothian 
i OOO.OOOKevuiMcKeownJnr Armadale 
552.6C0 Paul Gill Cheadte. 

Sorcery 
97.982 Martin Luise. Solihull 
97.949 Ralph Turner Newport 
97,500 CM Smith . Stockport 

Sorcery Plus 
109.036 Lin Boffin. Woking 
97.608 Alexander Clark. Aberdeen. 
97 650 Kick Chamber lain. Stroud 

Space Hawks 
74 850Gary Callati. Exeter 

Spannerman 

65,000Stephen Cray. Haywood 

Star Avenger 
16,220 David Rice Cla--.gov/ 
14.895 Peter Clark. Glasgow 
1 Ij&OStuart Russell. Glasgow Manic Minor 

250.112 Wayne Learoyd. Bromley 
92 804 Gordon Edgar Buckie 
65 900Sateesh Rajah Morden 

Minder 
£12^000 Mark Toxer Canvey Island 
£8 950 Paul Sutdiffe. Shaftesbury 

Harrier Attack 
770,450 Granam Rons Devizes 
505 750 Ian Cousins, Winchester 
452 TOO Mark Powell. North wich 

Haunted Hedges 
.."99,4 70 C Johnson, Sution Coldfieid 

Star Commando 
4.359.600 Daniel Iveo Luton 
184,800 lan Mathie. Dunstable 



No WAY of the Fist 
1 would like to prove thai wo of 
the scores given on the high 
score table for The Way ot r.e 
Exploding Fist arc. itnpossibl 

Them3ximums^'-»eth; .can 
be achieved per opponent is 
when you defeat him with two 
flying kicks in three seconds. 
This qives you 2.000 (Kicks) -f-
2.700"(Bonus) = 4,700. With two 
opponents per Dan this gives a 
maximum of 9.400 for each Dan 
completed Therefore the max-
imum 7th Dan score is 65.800 
This disproves Mark Mamone's 
score of220,000(7th Dan) 

The maximum 9th Dan score 
is 84.600. This disproves Mat 
Brown's score of 510,160 (9th 
Dan) which is also impossible 
because the minimum number of 
points you can score is 100 so 
where did the odd 60 come from? 
Paul Hankin 
Hounslow 

Sounds pretty convincing to us 
O p.wl And unless we hear an ex-

planation from Mark and Mat 
those scores have got to go. A 

X number of other readers also 
challenged the two scores so the 
weight of opinion is definitely 
against them 1 hope the two of 

U you aren't going to take this 
bodyblow lying down so to 
speak. Let s hear soome wit 

ITI nesses for the defence 

Meaningless score 
Mv favourite game is DT's De-
cathlon I don't see any point in 
submitting a high score in the 
true sense as anyone can, with a 
bit of practice, get through a day 
without losing more than one life, 
i.e the high score has no element 
of skill - it just depends on how 
long you play it. Millions of points 
are possible, given a good re-
ason for playing over and over 
and over again 

I would therefore like to in-
troduce a new challenge the 
most points in one day 1 e after 
you have done the events ONCE 
ONLY My best is 130.360 for this 
and I have a witness For your in-
formation my best for the events 
themselves are; 
100m 13.06 sees 
Long jump 8.89 m 
Shot 20.70 m 
•100m 38.23 sees 
High jump 2.46m 
110m hurdles 13.33 sees 
Discus 56.92m 
Pole vault 5.00m 
Javelin 83.81m 
1500m 223 51 sees 
Can anyone beat this? 
Steven Dunn 
Cookham 

ft sounds like an excellent idea. 
Steven So from now on, let s ha ve 
single-day scores sent in, rather 
than wrist-cramping scores that 
take hours on end 

If anybody else spots a mis-
take of their own (or a misprint') 
then do let us know so that 
nobody else challenges you. 

w a y ; 
SSI 

Humble apology 
I am writing to apologize about 
the score I sent in on Frutty Frank 
It may have been me that wrote 
down the score wrong or it could 
have been you. Anyway 1 beg 
your forgiveness and let all the 
readers know, mainly so nobody 
challenges me I don : know how I 
would stand up to a challenge My 
real score is about 5.090 Once 
again I am very sorry 
Robert Shepherd 
Sutton-On-Sea 

No need to be so apologetic Rob-
ert These thmgs do happen 
Don i they? We've struck your 
name from the table but you re 
only 3, COO off getting back on to it 
So keep rrymg 

If anybody else spots a mis-
take of their own (or a missprmt!) 
then do let us know so that 
nobody else challenges you 

;r -

THE A L L IIM-ONE ACT ION ENTRY FORM 
Fill in as much of the form 
as you wish Then cut out 
the ENTIRE form (even if 
you've only filled in parls of 
it) and post it to: Amstrad 
Action, Valeside, West 
Street, Somerton, Somerset 
TA11 7PS 

IMPORTANT 
Don't forget to fill in this bit! 

Name 

Age 

Address. 

Telephone number. 

High-score challenge 
I hereby challenge the following high scores printed in Amstrad Action 

GAME 

i 

SCORE 

I think the score<s) impossible because: 

High-score entry 

1 

I would like to register n 

GAME 

ly high-scores in the fo 

SCORE 

llowing Amstrad games 

TIME TAKEN 

a. 

I promise these are genuin 
Signed 

te scores achieved without using cheat methods. 



r i l l in your name 
and address on 
the form on the 
reverse of this 
page! 

All you need to hook into the exciting new Amstrad database 
The Skywave interface is currently the ONLY 
one approved for use with this database and 
capable of down-loading the free software on 
offer. Bought separately the interface costs 
£99.95, so it's definitely worth buying it as 
part of a package. (The modem and other 
items bought separately would cost at least 
another £60). 

In addition to accessing Prestel, you can 
use the modem to communicate with the 
growing number of private bulletin boards 
which operate on 1200/75 baud. This is fast 
becoming the national standard. However 
some smaller bulletin boards still work on 
300 baud, and you should note that the 
modem in our package is not able to access 
these. It is however a British Telecom appro-
ved modem which has proved reliable and 
easy to use. It is NOT an acoustic modem - it 
plugs directly into a standard BT phone 
socket, and contains a similar socket into 
which you plug your telephone for dialling 
through to the database of your choice. This 
arrangement ensures more reliable transfer 
of data than an acoustic modem which simply 

So...you want to get your Amstrad on-line? 
Here's a brilliant way of doing it. We're offer-
ing Amstrad Action readers an exciting com-
munications package which contains every-
thing you need to link up Arnold to the out-
side world. 

It consists of: 
• The Skywave Software multi-port inter-
face - our reviewers concluded it was the 
most powerful telecommunications interface 
available for the machine. 
• A Datatech VX 540 (Thom-EMI) Modem 
2000 - connects your machine to the tele-
phone system allowing you to access massive 
databases such as Prestel which includes a 
new section specially for Amstrad owners. 
• All connecting leads and documentation. 
• A £ 10 voucher for your first quarter's sub-
scription to Prestel micro-computing. (All 
you need pay is the £6.50 fee for general Pre-
stel use.) 

This package is especially suitable for 
anyone wanting to hook up to the new 
Amstrad database bemg launched on Prestel 
micro-computing by Viewfax and Micronet. 

listens to the noise coming out of your tele-
phone ear-piece. 

The package will be sent to you direct 
from Exeter-based Modem House, one of the 
country's largest suppliers of modems. 
Meanwhile if you want to get on with applying 
for a subscription to Prestel microcomputing 
so that you can get on-line as soon as your 
modem arrives, why not send for an applic-
ation form from: Micronet 800, Durrant 
House. 8 Herbal Hill. London EC1R5EJ. 

And if your modem arrives before 
you've joined Prestel you could always try 
dialling some of the following free 1200/75 
bulletin board numbers: 0224-641585, 0734-
786568, 01-863-0198, 01-341-7840, 01-609-
3931,0626-890014,0493-781334,0268-778953 
0272-421196, 0602-289783, 0277-228867, 
0936-77025, 0224-641066, 061-736-8449, 01-
941-4285. 01-346-7150. 01-740-5017, 01-888-
8894. 01-679-6183. 0492-49194, 01-631-3076, 
01-606-4194. 0392-53116, 0734-78568. 0268-
22177, 

Only one question remains - can you re-
sist the lure of the hacking bug? 

Yes please, I would like to order the complete communications package as outlined on this page. 

My computer is (please circle one): CPC-464 CPC-664 CPC-6128 

I enclose a cheque for £129.95 made payable to Future Publishing 

Game chart voting form 
I would like to rote for the following game(s): 

SOFTWARE HOUSE 

Total number of votes = 10 

Serious software voting form 
I would like to vote for the following piece<s) of "serious software': 

R A M SOFTWARE HOUSE NO. OF VOTES 

Total number of votes - 10 



• 

Amstrad 
Action 
Readers9 

Charts 

It's t ime for another excit ing instalment of our Readers's 
Charts. Has Sorcery Plus maintained its lead in the games 
section? Or has Way of the Exploding Fist smashed into 
top place? Can Ultimate hold their own in force again in 
the top twenty? Is Mini-Office sti l l the serious users' 
favourite, or have they all defected to single-purpose 
software? 

Enough of the questions. Read on to f ind out what 
Amstrad owners are loading up this winter. 

Yes. Fist has done it! That is, it's ousted Sor-
cery + from the top of the charts. Both games 
have smaller percentages of the total vote 
this month - a sign of the quality of the oppo-
sition - but are still comfortably clear of the 
intimate challengers 

Most significant chart newcomer on the 
games side is last month's Mastergame, 

Highway Encounter The Vortex thnller 
looks set to make a very big impression on 
the consciousness of the games-playing na-
tion Durell s Combat Lynx has also made its 
presence felt in a big way. 

Otherwise there, are few surprises But 
the games chart is bound to feature some of 
the latest Christmas games next month 

The.Serious Software chart also sees the 
two most popular programs changing 
places. Are they going to take turns for ever? 
Tasword has now edged into the lead Any-
thing to do with the release of the 6128 ver-
sion? The Quill- an adventure wrinng utility— 
and Interceptor's Azimuth 2000are the most 
impressive new entries 

GAMES TOP 20 
1. W a y of the Exp lod ing Fist 

Meib , in*H«a«( l J3 ' i ) 
2. Sorcery/Sorcery + 
Vjrgm/Amso!t'(12 OM 
3. Knight Lore 

UJtirrjt"! (7 C • * 
4. Alien 8 

UfcwuWW .I 'M 
5. C o m b a t Lynx 

DUT*!IO 
6. Dun Da rach 

Gap ooyleaO'A) 
7. Frank B runo ' s Box ing 

Ehto (2 2%) 
Steve Davis Snooker 

CDS (2 1%) 9. Lo rds of Midn ight 
8rtyond(l B%) 

10. B o u l d e r d a s h 
M:t7.;r;oft<l 

8 

11. Jet Set Wil ly 
Software Proiocwd <$%) 

12. D . T h o m p s o n ' s Decathlon 
Oowntl AS) 

13. Cyrus Chess 
AmaoftO 5%) 

14. H i g h w a y Encounter 
VonoxO 3%) 

15. Footba l l M a n a g e r 
Addictive Games< 13'*) 

16. Starion 
MclCcurno Houaa ( I I 

17. Dark Star 
Dosign Design (1 0%) 

18.3D Star Strike 
RwiamoO.OM 

19. Fighter PUot 
Di-jimI Integration ( O ^ i ) 

20 Rocky Horror Show 
CRI.fO ov,) 

SERIOUS SOFTWARE TOP 10 
1. Ta swo rd/Amsword 

TAsn-.MV'A-TJoa (IBO'O 
2. Mini Off ice 

Debase <H OV.) 
3. T r ansmat 

4. Master f l le 
Campbell Soitwaie r&.3*/k) 

5. Devpac 
Am.1 rft(f i t * • > 

6. The Quill 
OUsofl(6 3S) 

7. Screen Des igner 
Aai3oft{5 9°.») 

8. Electric Studio L ight P e n 
Et«JttlcS»ud!0(5 9"-») 

9. Ea s i -Amsword 
Arasoft{89%) 

10. Az imuth 2000 
tniorwpiarfS 

The Voting 
System 
For anyone new to our state-of-
the-art voting forms and system 
or anyone STILL having trouble ~ 
here's another run down on what 
to so and how to do it. 

You have at your disposal a 
TOTAL of 10 votes for each chart 
These can be split up any way you 
like ori up to five titles, but the 
number of votes you give to the 
different titles must add up to 10 

For example, on the games 
chart you could give all 10 votes 
to a single game Or you could 5 
votes to one game. 2 to another, 
and 1 each to three others You 
just have to allocate your 10 votes 
to reflect your preferences as ac-
curately as possible What you 
CANT do is give five different 
games 7 or 8 votes each That's 
greedy 

One further thing you cer 
tainly can t do is send in photo-
copies of the form There have 
been attempts at jiggery-pokery 
in the past, so we want to avoid 
any possibility of it happening 
again 
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W ^ HAVE YOU ENOUGH CATOPLEXIC ENERGY? 
WILL YOUR STRENGTH AND STAMINA LAST OUT? ^ ^ B 

j ^ r YOU MUST STOP THE DOGS DESTROYING YOUR HOME! ^ 

LOOK WHAT THE MAGAZINES SAY ABOUT THIS ARCADE ADVENTURE 
Home Comput ing Week ly : I love this don ' t miss this one 

GRAPHICS: 
Sinclair User: Well designed and attractive 
H.C .W : The best I've seen in multi-colour 

SPECTRUM £6 .95 
AMSTRAD £7 .95 

Order direct from: 
Artie Computing Ltd. 
Main St. Brandesburton 
DRIFFIELD T 0 2 5 8RL 
Tel: 0 4 0 1 - 4 3 5 5 3 Available from most good computer outlets. 



LOAD 
$RUN 

Send your Cheques/POs (Sterling only) 
or stamp and address for list to: 
LOAD & RUN. DEPT, NAA P.O. BOX 123 
DAHTFORD DAI 5AA 

RING 10322) 73128 FOR ENQUIRIES 

OUR POUCY FOR 1985 IS TO PROVIDE SOFTWARE 
THAT EVERYONE CAN AFFORD. 

OUR HEW PRICE LIST IS NOW AVAILABLE WITH NEARLY 400 SOFTWARE 
<TEMS 'NCLUDING COMPREHENSIVE EDUCATIONAL LIST AND THE 
BEST HARDWARE AROUND. JUST LOOK AT SOME OF THESE PRICES 
TAKEN FROM THE LIST. THESE ARE NOT JUST FOR CHRISTMAS. THEY 

ARE OUR NORMAL PRICES:-

G R A N D PRIX R A L L Y I I 
V I E W T O A K I L L 
G R E M L I N S 
C Y R U S II C H E S S 
RED A R R O W S 
M A S T E R F I L E 4 6 4 

C A S S 
£ 6 . 9 5 
£ 8 9 5 
£ 7 , 7 5 
£ 7 . 9 5 
£ 6 9 5 
£ 2 0 2 5 

P I T M A N T Y P I N G T U T O R £ 7 . 9 5 
T A S W O R D 4 6 4 D 

D I S C 

C10 .95 

£ 1 1 9 5 

£ 2 4 5 0 
£ 1 1 55 
£ 2 0 . 2 5 

M P X 

THE I L L U S T R A T O R 
( F O R Q U I L L ) 

£7 9 5 £ 1 1 9 5 

£ 1 3 9 5 £16 9 5 

A M S O F T 3" D I S C S 8 0 X 1 0 £ 3 7 9 5 
R E X E L 3 " O ISC B O X 
( L O C K A B L E ) £ 1 8 5 0 
R S 2 3 2 I N T E R F A C E <Armtrad> £ 4 5 9 5 ( £ 1 ) 

PLUSMUCH MUCH MORE ALL DISCOUNTEDIII 

LOAD & RUN THE AMSTRAD MAIL ORDER 
SPECIALIST. 

RING TO CHECK NEW RELEASES NOW 

U K : A l l p r i c e s i n d u d a V A T a n d P & P In U . K . A d d P & P in b r s c k s t i for har<»wsre. 

For E u r o p e a n & Ovmimi: A l l p r i o n e x c l u d e V A T & I n d u d a P & P i n Europa . 

E l i o w h e r a a d d 50p axtra for P & P h a r d w a r e outa lda E u r o p a a d d £2.50. 

T H I S »S O N L Y A S E L E C T I O N O F N E W R E L E A S E S A N D R E C E N T A D D I T I O N S T O 

O U R S T O C K . P L E A S E R I N G F O R L A T E S T R E L E A S E S / 

e.&.o.e. y 

Jeff Minter*s PSYCHEDELIA Is now available for the CPC464. 
This unique and fascinating programme has been described as 
nteractlve flreworks'-anyone who can handle a Joystick 
can create the most spectacular visual effects, from the 
nflnite number of possibilities In PSYCHEDELIA Your 
computer becomes a light synthesiser with many'pre-sets', 
commands and variables programmed on the alphanumeric 
Keys. 
Available from computer retails or direct from 
LLAMASOFT AT 49 Mount Pleasent, Tadley, Hants RG26 6BN 
Price £6.00. 

Honeysoft 
THE C O M P L E T E E X P A N S I O N SYSTEM T O R A L L AM5TRJLD C O M P U T E R S 

C P C 464 C P C 664 CPCS123 
A ran?* of toui urpMMon eaida for Antaixad caapuiMa. Oaf may b* mnod togMhat and i n «*aDy 
cotr,p«ab5« with all Asnatiad pariphaia^a 
two cuma cp/m ohlt uitu umnricr u»n two ciumn. cr/u urn uuc iutM urrnria uj m 
Both M M l WMiteOM m butfi 10 0 » Amaoft lecoaunviutod RS232 aanal i n n r t » « (tmndatO anaunng 
eompJaW hardirai* compalabUitr 
a arr cmnoma nnra rout jlkd is err philixi unxxr a c x uxm 

A o w d dwsgmod to Mnd all 256 ASCII eodw to a paiallal pnnwi. artulat alao pronAing : « I/O uiim (or cootrol appUcaoooa 
4 SOCKET nDCWATS ROM EXPAJOIOH CARD 418*3 
Daatgttad to axpVMt Om pointful atdawayi ROM axpanaion capability of Amanad oompotora 
Any icox of S or 16K ROMS. Tha axpaading ran^a of ROM •oftwara now uxlitOm 
HOmrrVIEW Vkawdata Tarmmai ROM U 4 M 
ARMOR MAXAM AaaamJslar CN.94 
ARNOH PROTECT Woid Piooaoaoi 138 98 
AJUfOR UTOPIA BASIC UtUlMa ROM US 96 

A (our aockat ROM canl tpaoany <%Mtgn»d (or ttta AXNOR AD1 i l l 99 

f o i farthei trJormanon plaaaa *aod a Ury* SAC maoq modal of eootpomr. to. 
Momnrsorr looted all pwces include vat aot dujvery » CRESCENT ROAD 
BRENTWOOD ESSEX CM 14 BJR TaL 0077 317304 

SHEKHANA COMPUTER S E R V I C E S 

S B r i R . R . P 
O U R 

P R I C E M M F v 1 R . R . P 
O U R 

P R I C E 

WAY Of EXPLOOING ttST 995 T.SO 
ROCKY HORROR SHOW "05 4.76 
EVERY ONES A WALLY •.95 7 40 
MARSPORT 995 7.50 
FBRUNOSBOXWO 595 » ?5 
DARK STAR 7 95 6-40 
JUMP JET 995 795 
RAID (OVER MOSCOWI 995 7.50 
8 JACKS CHALLENGE 495 750 
BOULDER DAfcM 995 7.50 
FKJHTER PILOT 695 • 95 
OR WHO 14.96 1J-SO 
on WHO-OS* 1995 17J9 
THE HOB BIT 14.S6 t i J i 
HANDICAP GOLF 695 5.95 
3D VOCE CHESS 12-95 10.95 
DRAOONTORC 496 6.95 
BEACHHEAD 9 95 r.so 
TRIVIA 8 95 4.95 
SOUTHERN BEtLE 895 1* 
PROJECT FUTURE 895 r.io 
SOURCCRY 6.96 i t s 
ALIENS 995 7.50 
THE DEVILS CROWN 9.95 7.50 
ARNEKEM 095 TM 
OUNOARACH 9 95 730 
IMPOSSIBLE MISSION 0 95 7.S0 
ARCHQN 10 95 9.99 
BRtOQE PLAYER iKUMAt 6.95 7.SO 
SINGLE 3 INCH OtSX ) » 
30STAR STRIKE 696 5.5C 
MASTERFILE 24 95 »9>5 
YlEARKUNGFU 6.96 6.75 
MINI OFFICE 595 4.W 
SCRABBLE 9-95 7.50 
BRUCE LEE 965 TM 
LORDS OF MIDNIGHT 696 TM 
SORCERY - (DtSKl 1196 12.50 
•OAMBUSTERS 995 TM 
HHSNOOKER-DtSK 1295 11 M 
FIGHTER PILOT DISK 12.06 11.95 
R0L AND IN SPACE DiSK 1295 11 IS 
BEACHHEAD (DISK) 1395 12.50 
THEY SOLD A MH.U0N 995 TM 
TOT. HOLLYWOOD 995 7.50 
WTERNAHONAL KARATE 650 4.99 
DALEY TOMS OECATALON 695 6.75 

O U R 
R H P P R I C E 

SCOOBY OOO 695 9.74 
STEVE OAVIS SNOOKER 795 6.43 
•SPYVSPY 995 7.50 
WIZARDS LAIR 895 7.50 
COMBAT LYNX 695 6.99 
GRAND PRIX RALLY 2 896 6.95 
OLENHODOlC rOOTBALL 696 7.50 
LORDS Of MIDNIGHT - DTSK 13 96 11.95 
GREMLINS 9S5 7.50 
ZAXXON 995 TM 
AZIMUTH (HEAD ALIGNMENT! 695 7 40 
30 QRANO PRIX - DiSK 1395 11.95 
WARLORDS 895 7.50 
ON THE RUN 7.95 6 45 
ONE ON ONE 696 IM 
30 BOXING-DISK 1385 11.99 
MASTERCALC 24 95 19.95 
IAN BOTHAMS CRICKET 995 7.50 
MONTYONTHERUN 699 7 SO 
RED MOON fl« ».9S 
DYNAMITE DAN 7.95 » M 
RAID OVER MOSCOW - 0<SK 1395 11*5 
TORNADO LOW LEVEL 095 i H 
HIGHWAY ENCOUNTER 6 95 (.95 
FORTH ̂ INTERCEPTOR) 1299 I.M 
INTER BASKETBALL 598 4.99 
SLAPS»lOT 695 TM 
JO STUNT RIDER 695 TM 
KNKJHTLORE 995 TM 
REO ARROA5 999 TM 
FIVE A 3IOE FOOTBALL »95 TM 
WORM «N PARADISE 9.95 TM 
JO GRAND PRIX 9.95 TM 
TANK 8USTERS 795 6.50 
CGOENAME MATT it • 95 171 
JOBOXINO 9 95 TM 
ANIMATED STRIP POKER • 95 7JZ4 
D»ARY AORIAN MOLE 999 7 40 
3DCYRUSS11 CHESS-DOK 13.95 11.95 
THE ELECTRIC STUOIO PEN 19.96 17.95 
' WORLD SERIES BASEBALL 696 4.75 
OUICKSHOT 11-JOYSTICK 1295 6.99 
JOCYRUSS 11 CHESS 095 TM 

C h e q u e a / P . O T O : S C S - ( D e p l A A 3 ) . P . O . B O X 3 9 4 L o n d o n N . 1 5 G J L . ( M a l l o r d e r 

a d d r e s s o n l y ) . T E L 01 - 8 0 0 - 3156 . ( S . A . E l o r l i s t ) E u r o p e a d d £1 .00 p e r t a p e . 

E l s e w h e r e a ! c o a t . q p 

If y o u w o u l d l i ke to p i c k u p y o u r d i s c o u n t s o f t w a r e p l e a s e b r i n g y o u r c o p y of th i s 

a d v o r t to Compucentre Unit 5 221 Tottenham Court Road London W1 
(Near Goodge ST Tube Stn.)Open 6 d a y s a w e e k 9 . 0 0 a m - 1 8 . 0 0 p m . 

* Please note our new mail order and shop addresses * ' P l e a s e r i n g to c o n f i r m 

a v a i l a b i l i t y . B a r c l a y c a r d / A c c e s s o r d e r s w e l c o m e o v e r the t e l e p h o n e . 

MIDLAND 
COMPUTER 
LIBRARY 

ATTN: AMSTRAD OWNERS 
The First & Largest AMSTRAD Library in the World 

(often copied but never equalled) 

1 All the latest titles on cassette and disc 
2 Yourfirst tape hired free 
3 Life membership £6 
4 Hire charge from only £1.50 inc p&p for full 7 days 
5 No limit to the amount of games you can hire 
6 All games originals with full documentation 
7 Games, Business and Educational software 
8 Return of post service 
9 Lowest new hard and software prices in the UK 
10 Join now on 14 day money back guarantee 
11 Over300titles in stock 

PLEASE SEND CHQ/PO FOR £6 
together with free selection or large SAE for further details 

>11072 
VISA 



^ f c ^ ^ ^Ar Special Christmas subscription offer ^ f a ^ f c ^ ^ 

GO FOR GOLD! 
Your choice of two FREE US Gold games when you subscribe to Amstrad Action, ^ ^ 

• They're Amstrad 

This year's Christmas spirit appears to have gone to our 
publisher's head. He'sturned stark, raving bonkers. After 
disappearing into a t iny, blacked out room for two 
weeks' uninterrupted thought, he emerged wi th a sub-
scription offer so ridiculous it took an hour and a half of 
questioning by two men in white coats to understand 
what he was saying. 

Despite all our efforts to persuade him otherwise, he 
insists on going ahead, so it falls to my lot to inform you 
that anyone planning on taking out a subscription to this 
journal could be in for a very, very happy Christmas. 

Here's how it works: you send us £1 5.50 (if you live 
in the UK) for a 12-month subscription and we send you 
not only your favour i te (well, OUR favourite) computer 
magazine each month for a year, but also a very special 
Christmas gift of two of these amazing US Gold games. 

The games are in fact worth £9.95 each, making a 
total saving of, I make it, £19.90 - as I was saying, quite 
insane. 

There isn't any catch. We're just exceptionally, 
ridiculously keen to have your company over the next 12 
months. 

As you can see f rom the offer form, you don't quite 
have a free choice of any two games. They're divided into 
two groups of three, and you can't choose more than one 
program from group B - you must either take two from 
group A or one from each group. But since all six are 
pretty juicy, we don't think that's much of a l imitation. 
Come on in and join Britain's friendliest Amstrad club. 

Start of the US Gold 
rush 
It probably hasn escaped your 
notice that over the last 18 months 
US Gold has become Britain's 
most prolific software house, lic-
ensing all the best American soft-
ware for distribution in the UK 
But so far most of the titles it's re-
leased have only been available 
on other micros 

Now all that is changing The 
six programs pictured on this 
page represent the start of a 
major push onto the Amstrad All 
six titles have had massive sales 
on the Commodore 64. and US 
Gold has been employing the 

B l u r b O r ' t f c * 

services of some of Britain 's best 
Amstrad programmers to make 
the conversions to our machine 
The three conversions we've 
seen at time of writing (Beach 
Head Bruce Lee. Raid) have all 
been extremely impressive 
Bruce Lee ana Raid were given 
A A Rave reviews in our Novem-
ber issue 

Suffice to say we could think 
of no more exciting range of 
games to help persuade you to 
subscribe to Amstrad Action 

Advantages of subscribing 
There 's more than one reason, 
apart f rom the prospect of su-
p e r b f r oe software, for taking out 
n subscription to Amstrad Action. 

You ' r e guaranteed each 
month's copy, d e l i v e r ed not off 
the press straight to youi home 
nofrustrating trips to newsagents 
who vo sold out 

You guard against any future 
pr i ce rises in the magazine 

You qualify for further special 
o f f ers in future issues 

You g i v e valuable support to 
Amstrad Action, the magazine 
written for Amstrad addicts by 
Amstrad addicts 

F.ven :f you v* already cubscrib«d to 
Am::! id Action y c m. s 111 ike pat • 
nihil ;<{ ". <1 ' in tW' hif-i* ni 

ways 
KifHEH yc .. Ul a the form on 

itys page .;t the u«;uai way, anqeend • 
o ii- t with 115 in iwh • "h 
oaic wo will uenU you your two free-
game- and extend your subscription 
by niupbci 12 Jtvomh? If you .Jo th e. 
please v;r]»c tht word- CXISTlNr: 
SUBSCR®EK on |br fonn V n 
nume 

OP fc r son s:tnpiv.c.-oim any of 
the cjtfrtmu for i\ «por il sub 
scribes* in ice of EG.Q5 aich To do 
t'i. uriply \v:lit- i.;w:» ti . : •. • A 
pap.-- your n >rne. jdd:o6. Uk 
subscr ibor . number pj.niadcri your 
tddrc.-:.' label Ml youcj»n lurid :!•). mil 
the games ycu -.v-inr to order. Send I! 
t Subscril '. t - ord'Anuffirud • 
tic.;: Seiner toil. Son.-:i.-" *rAJl TPS 
tdt|5}thei v.'.tli u p iymei." of £6 :.• >m.id< 
out to Future PUblir-hiriq f«)r h'gttde 

• •552." I fl 
Ycu li L" pleased know that evHitlf 
you i.vc dui.nde fitituin ywu -,u. at.ll 
taks -viv.i.i'.icjf I tit .i ofi'tr. ;ttly vv 
h.ivr- tod -.r-vi: moi'- r ikfiicccur.- of 
the3Ub::txitit..illy hajh-j: postage - o.it. 

ti;o rati fpr mywtSHr. a ; ..rope 
cut̂ Jde the UK .ir.d Kite ̂  £29 .payable 
"cy lifer ling ohequeof uoterdatmruij 
money ordn 

Koi Eire the r̂ jfo a at 1111 tf but 
trua payment mum K- mane In poun-.b: 
HHJt i not ir.' hcurroiH-y 

B fACH-HEAD 
w h e n ftnt-releSa m S S S R S f f 

through ^ , o u ouwL 

• They're American 

• They're Amazing 



L^MM'VMSSM 

games for FREE 

IMPORTANT NOTE 
Apart t rom BimcIi fte.id released in 
im» «ummet , nil i hnw o immain 
extremely now Indeed. at tune of 
wr i t ing these p * g M sevorai have not 

11 you re keen to got the »o<t ware 
prompt ly , please ru fe r to the Ed 
Lines page for the latest information 
on release data* and choose your 
programs accordingly 

yot been rniuatiea They are all due 

, M p OSS ( BLE MISSION 
juwi version of rhm 

- l o r e , S 2 ? i a ' , O D 

arcfc r i f O J l G d rooms in 

Raioa 

dambusters ® 
* nigh! simulator wtrh ^ ^ 

You rai-e on thi 1 d j f f e r " 
^ v e n crow m r m h J 0 b s * all 

'ho femous Lh 

you s e v e ^ j J ^ 
trol paneh „i7. d , f f e r e n i con-
thec^kpuvvfn^ V ' e W s , h r o " g h 

/our bouncma £ £ L J a w i e * i * 9 
^ n i o s p h e n c 9 m b 

BRUCE LEE 

f ^ o u s m l n v i t ^ P u n o f 

^ g Y a m o a n c S ; : * 

out by the t ime lhin magiudno goes on 
sale or soon afterwards However in 
software product ion ueiayscan 
easily happen, and J either of the 
gamen you order in not vei avai lable 
it wUl hold up the despatch of vour 
parcel. 

F 

RAID 
The drarnam: mui 

you c r g a m 5 e an^r T > m w h x c t i 

cle.u m u S X 1 , n k e on nu-
SilctS to trv »/n -

empr a isunrfi ^ y 10 J31^-
c f t & S ? ^ American 
^ n a K , ? * "P with an er-
c « r n f o r M b H S W , h J C h I o o k a 

,.».>.». Post-code,,, 

The game(s) I would like from group A is/are (please circle one or 
two games - if you circle two, you may not select any from group B): 
BEACH-HEAD RAID IMPOSSIBLE MISSION 

The game 1 would like from group B is (circle a maximum of one -
but if you circled two in group A, do not circle any here): 
DAMBUSTERS BOUNTY BOB BRUCE LEE 

1 have circled a total of two games and enclose a cheque or postal 
order for £15.50 (or international money order for £26 for readers 
in Europe) made out to Future Publishing. 

Post your order to: Christmas subscription offer. Amstrad Action, 
Valeside. West Street Somer ton, Somerset TA11 7PS. 

CHRISTMAS SUBSCRIPTION OTTER FORM 

Yes please. I would like to take out a 12-month subscription to 
Amstrad Action and receive two free US Gold games. 
Name,,,, 

Address BOUNTY BOB 
STRIKES BACK 
Miner 49'er was th« 
which ataned th^rl Pro9™m 

foliow up deve !o^H n r y i s 

over m ^ S ^ » ^ States 

suae*. s u c f l 0 n notsts. 
Pulverisers * e y ' £ 



A liqhtftc.u tv i Ibdk into the AA ctystal bnl! revqnljs all the goings 
on in the vvonric-i Jul wor id of Amatradr 

• Serious S o f t w a r e 
If you're not the feeling the pinch ol giving jutft yet you soan will 
be S o what lwn»>: Hum toscv what theSpre»id.whe*?ts.uicl Accounts 
p. tc&ggecan dt* iot youi bank balance? We bring you a irusaive 
festive survey J| nuinoypn qs 

Christmas is coming . The goose is gett ing fat . So is 
Amst rad Ac t ion — because we ' re prepar ing a very spec-
ia l , bumper Yulet ide issue. We ait k n o w it 's that s tu f f ing 
that makes the turkey, and inside our next number you ' l l 
f i nd every th ing to keep you go ing through the Christmas 
per iod and we l l in to the new year. It's go ing to be a pretty 
ju icy issue, so keep the A l k a 
Seltzer to hand. 

• Serious Software 
If you're rcr the feeling the- pinch of giving jus r yet. you soon wHI 
be So what better than la see what the Spreadsheet* and Account 
packages can do tor yc-ur bank balance' We brtng you a missive 
festive survey cf moneyprogp ' 

• Brain Teasers 
Get the old grey matter going again with our Yutetide selection ot 
puisles y<5u could-even win yourself a prate in the new yeat. 

• Adventures 
Tne Pilgrim returns from his travels for the merrymaking He 
brings glad tidings of comfort and joy for adventurers, and an 
interesting piece on Adventure Design programs 

PLUS 
• ReAction your right of reply 
• Type-ins more lovely listings 
• Amscene all the latest news 
• Cheat Mode how to crack those 

games 

Ava i l a b l e f r o m 
T h u r s d a y 
D e c e m b e r 12tH!! 

• Maps galore 
Yet another lop-seciet caper is taking place m the Maps md Spec-
ial Ops room a* AA They r e charting another monster game and 
another and another And look out for those adventure nvvpa 
you might get free in time for the pud 

ADVERTISERS' INDEX 
Hisoft 32 
Hitsquad 77 
Honeysoft 103 
Interlock 91 
Imagine BACK COVER 
K u m a S l 
Load 'n Run 103 
Llamasoft 103 
Micropower 43 

Artie 102 
Brunning Software 28 
Bubble Bus 73 
Campbell 32 
Electric Studios 44 
Firebird 65,107 
Gargoyle 45,80 
Good Byte 73 
Gremlin Graphics 58 

Micropro 21 
Midland Computers 103 
Mikrogen 72 
Mirrorsoft 40,69 
Ocean Software 4-5. 29 
Palace Software 17 
Printerlaiid91 
Ranjan 73 
Shekhana 103 

Soft Insight 91 
SJB Disks 73 
Tasman Software 24-5 
Timatic28 
Ultimate 2,57 
US Gold 30-1 
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NEW SUPER SILVER FOR AMSTRAAD 
301 CYLU 306 CHIMERA 
302 DONT PANIC 310 WILLOW PATTERN 
303 BOOTY 313 THUNDERBIRDS 

E«**>SOrTWA«. rttUJNaTONHOOStUPPtHST MAOTKStAM LONOON .MCJW90L tEL Ot jrBf irsVMW 
|r : m ffw Fi>»: am lose )r*Hw™rt>* i it Brtatt lotoO»T«iuiiic»l>orM£»c K 

MAIL ORDER 
Please state name of game, code number and quantity required Enclose crossed 
cheque/PO made payable to FIREBIRD SOFTWARE AH oflers are subject to avail-
ability. Ordors aro despatched promptly All prices inclusive of VAT and postage 

MAIL ORDER: T R E E P O S T FIREBIRD. 
WELLINGTON HOUSE. 
UPPER ST. MARTIN'S LANE. 
LONDON WC2H 9BR • •„ ,MM 



T—' = = " " "— r/fmaqineSoftware(1984)Limited 
" = dF — _ — ' — - ; Central Street, Manchester M2 5N? 

^ M l E " Z I ~ l 834 3939 
— E Telex: 669977 

Imagine Software is available f r o m : ( ^ ^ . W H S M I T H / ^ B B ^ . f t V O O a V Q f T J H . LASKYS, Rumbelows.Greens 
Spectrum Shops and all good dealers. 


